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A study to explore definition, incidence, assessment
and program issues concerning the relationship
between learning disabilities and Young Offenders
in Canaqian institutions that service the
Young Offender population.
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Chapter 1
perspectives from the Literature

Rationale and purposes of the study
The passing of Bill C-61 (House of Commons of Canada, 1982)

and

its concern about both the most appropriate ways to both protect society
and meet the needs of the young offender has led to
understand more about this population.

a

growing need to

It has become apparent that in

spite of concern and resource allocation to them, few programme thrusts
1

have been able either to prevent further criminal involvement or to
rehabilitate many young offenders, (Shamsie, 1980, Crealock, 1979).

This

remains so even though there is increasing demand for such support such as
that indicated in the recommendations of Child at Risk (1980), a report ofthe standing sena te committee on Health, Welfare and Science which states

"We recommend that the Federal, Provincial and Territorial
governments encourage the development of needed cornmunity resources
and services to deal with young offenders
a) before they appear in court, to make a court appearance
unnecessarYi and
b) when a court appearance is unavoidable, to provide viable
alternatives .in their disposition."
p. 56
Trends at the provincial level also

indi~ate

a desire co find effective

ways of providing appropriate alternatives for delinquent adolescents at
the community level (Three Decades of Change, 1983) and these too have
prompted government at aIl levels to look to increased
young offenders.

alt~rnatives

This is reflected in The Young Uffenders Act in

of alternative disposicions tnat may be gLven in youth

cour~.

for

th~

These

include absolute discharge, fine, compensation to the victim in goods,

list
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mone y or perso nal serv ice, a comm unity serv ice
orde r, treat ment in a
hosp ital or othe r appr opria te faci lity, prob ation
,"or comm ittal to
inter mitt ent or conti nuou s custo dy.
One of the reaso ns that effo rts to date have not
met with the
succ ess hoped for is the dear th of pred ispo sitio
n infor mati on that woul d
help the'c ourt s appr eciat e the indiv idua l need s
of each young offen der and
thus recom mend a progr amme more spec ifica lly tailo
red to these need s. This
probl em may be overc ome with the full impl emen
tatio n of the You~g Offe nder s
Act sinc~ it does prov ide for the prep arati on of
very full disp ositi on
repo rts that inclu de gene ral infor mati on abou t
the young pers onls curr ent
beha vior, matu rity, and plan s for the futu re, histo
ry of prev ious
delin quen cies, alter nativ e meas ures, avai labi lity
of comm unity serv ices ,
fami lial relat ions hips and scho ol and empl oyme
nt reco rds. Whet her spec ifie
progr amme s would be avai lable if they were recom
mend ed is also at issue but
it is diff icul t to argu e for progr amme impro veme
nts with out firs t
iden tifyi ng the nece ssity forth em and the degr
ee to whic h the y do or do
not exis t in the loca l comm unity .
One subg roup of the delin quen t popu latio n that
has begun to
rece ive atten tion is the learn ing disab led young
offe nder .

Inte rest in

this subg roup has been appa rent for the past few
deca des but the exte nt
to whic h this grou p exis ts amon g Cana dian delin
quen ts is diff icul t to
determ~ne.

That most young perso ns appe aring in cour t have
had sorne
diffi cult y in scho ol is a real ity wide ly recog nized
by the cour ts
(Boy le, 1980 , Varc oe, 1980 ). The role of learn
ing djsa bilit ies in' caus ing
or exac erba ting acade mic diff icul ties is not well
racog nized howe ver.
Defi nitio n of the learn ing disab led subg roup ,
incid er.ce , iden tifyi ng

-
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characteristics and appropriate assessment are each controversial and the
literature to date has not provided the courts with specific guidelines for
practical use in identifying those yoùng offenders whose illegal behavior
is significantly influenced by their learning disability.
This study is an attempt to clarify these issues and to provide
sorne specifie suggestions for the courts concerning identification and
programming for the learning disabled young offender both within the
training school programmes and the community-based programmes.

The

specifie objectives of the study are:
le

Ta examine the existing literature in the area of
lear~ing

disabilities, especially as it applies to

the young offender population.
to be introduced here.

One note of caution needs

While Iyoung offenders ' and 'juvenile

delin4uents' are generally felt to be terms that can be used
interchangeably to describe youth who have been in trouble with
the law, the specifie meaning attached to Iyoung offender ' in
Bill C-6l in terms of age of youth and criminal act is not
rigorously adhered to in the literature generally.

In other

words, sorne jurisdictions include a broader range of behaviors
and age of offender to categorize a youth as delinquent.

Both

the concerns and the populations studied are similar to those of
the young offender however and in this sense, the literature
review includes studies pertaining to youth involved in
delinquent behaviors whether or not Uley are as specifically
defined as they are in Bill C-61.
2.

To develop an inventory of the diagnostic tools
available and to

dete~mine

their

curr~nt

use in
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Canadian clinics and institutions that service the
young offenders.
3.

To determine the existing approaches to programming in
Canadian insti tutions which address the needs of juvenile deliquents
with learning difficulties.

4.

To suggest components of an assessment battery that
will iQentify those young offenders whose
delinquency is contributed to or linked with
a learning disability.

Definitional Issues

The first issue to be explored in the existing literature is the·
definitional one.

The Young Offender Act (19ij2) defines a young offender

or "young person" as follows:
"young person" means a.person who is,

or, in the absence

of evidence to the contrary, appears to be
a) twelve years of age or more, but
b) under eighteen years of age or, in a province in
respect of which a proclamation has been issued
f

under subsection (2) prior ~o April l, 1985 under
sixteen or seventeen years, whichever age is
specified by the proclamation, and, where the context
requires, includes any person whu is charged under
this Act with having committed an offense 'N'hile he
was a young person or is
under this act;"

p. 2

fou~j g~ilty

of an offense
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In other words a youth between the ages of twelve ànd eighteen who
commits a crimina1 offense as that is defined for the adult offender

is

considered a young offender and thus must take responsibi1ity for his or
her behavior although not necessarily to the same extent as the adult
offender must.

That definition is straightforward.

However the definition of learning di5ability 15 not
straightforward.

50

Since 1963, when Dr. Sam Kirk coined the term to

describe a group of students who in spite of normal aptitudes had
serious academic problems, Many yroups have wrestled with a precise
definition.

The two Most frequently cited ones currently are the one

recommended by the National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities
(NJCLD)

(Leigh, 1983) and the one adopted by the Canadian Association

for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities <CACLD, 1981).

The

recommendation for the definition of learning disabilities is as

NJCLD
follows:

ULearning disabilities is a generic term that refers to a
heterogeneous group of disorders man1fested by significant
difficulties in the acquisition and use of listening, speaking,
reading, writing, reasoning or mathematical abilities. These .
disorders are intrinsic to the individual and presumed to be due te
central nervous system dysfunction.
Even though a learning
disability May occur concomitantly with other handicapping
conditions (e.g. sensory impairment, mental retardation, social and
emotional disturbance) or environmental influences (e.g. cultural
differences, insufficient/inappropriate instruction, psychogenic
factors) it is not the direct result of those conditions or
influences." p. 43.43
The following CACLD definition is similar:
"Learning Disabilities is ~ genetic term that refers to a
heterogeneous group of disorders due to identifi~ble or inferred
central nervous system dysfunction.
such disorders may be
manifested by delays i~ early development and/or difficulties in any

-
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of the follo wing area s: atten tion , memo ry, reaso
ning ,
coor dina tion, comm unica ting, read ing, writ ing,
spel
calc ulati on, soci al comp etenc e, and emot ional matu ling ,
"Lea rning disa bilit ies are intri nsic to the indiv ratio n.
idua 1 and may
affe ct 1earn ing and beha viou r in any indiv i-dua
l,
with pote ntial ly aver age, aver age, or abov e avera inclu ding those
ge intel ligen ce.
"Lea rning disa bilit ies are not due prim arily to
visu a1, hear ing or
moto r hand icaps ; to ment al retar datio n, emot ional
envir onme ntal disad vant age; altho ugh they may occudistu rban ce or
r conc urren tly
with any of these ••
nLea rning disa bilit ies may arise from gene tic vari
ation s,
bioch emic al facto rs, even ts in the pre- to peri
-nat al perio d, or
from any o~her subs eque nt even ts resu lting in neur
olog ical
impa irme nt."
(CACLD, 1981 , p. 5)
.

Thes e defi nitio ns .both inclu de the three majo r
aspe cts of most
defi nitio ns of a learn ing disa bilit y, i.e. demo
nstra ted diffi cult y in a
core acade mic ârea or discr epan cy betw een achie
veme nt and pote ntia1 ,
refer ence to cent ral nervo us syste m dysf unct ion
as a prim ary caus e and
an exclu sion comp onent that sugg ests that acade
mic retar datio n is not due
to emot iona l, inte llect ual or phys ical disa bilit
ies. Thes e offi cial
defi nitio ns do diffe rhow ever on the stres s they
place on cent ral nervo us
syste m dysf unct ion as the prim ary caus e. This
diffe renc e will be refe rred
to 1ate r as we discu ss the caus es of learn ing disa
bilit ies in grea ter
dept h.

o

if

The NJCLD and CACLD defi nitio ns are typic a1 of
the offi cial

\
1

1

1
!

1

1

attem pts to defin e a learn ing disa bilit y and do
repr esen t those used by
seve ral auth ors (Swa rtz ar.d Wall , 1978 ; OACLD,
1980 , Flori o-Fo rs1u nd,
1977 ; Bern stein and Rulo , 1976 ; and Unde rwoo d,
1976 ). Howe ver an
oper ation al defi nitio n em~nating from this offi
cial one wou1 d be that
used by Raza and Habe rl (1976 ) in a study done
for t.he Queb ec
.
.
ASSO ClaCl on tor cnl1 aren witn Lear ning Dlsa blllt
les.
In thei r stud y,
they state that a learn ing aisab 1ed pupi l must
have a norm al or abov e
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normal 'intelligence quotient, demonstrate no emotional, physical or
environmental handicap, show deficits in academic achievement· relative
to ability, 'show evidence of perceptual and/or perceptual-motor
disorders and show the existence of a pattern of deficits in an
otherwise normal profile.
other definitions in the field are usually even more pragmatic.
They tend to focus on the systematic problems that occur for a child with
learning disabilities.

Academie retardation is the most frequently

mentioned one with additional statements suggesting normal or greater
intelligence (ioe. excluding mental retardation as the reason for the
academic retardation).

Examples of the discrepancy plus exclusion approach

te definition are those given by Reiter, 1982; Murray, 1976; Campbell,
1980; Broder et. al., 1981, and Keilitz, Zaremba and Broder, 1979 which
suggest that the diagnosis should be accompanied by evidence to suggest
that the learning disability cannat easily be interpreted as a
manifestation of other handicapping conditions and which does provide
evidence that a discrepancy exists between achievement and expectation.
The last approach ta definitian focuses exclusively on the
discrepancy between achievement and aptituge aspect.

rllustrative of

/

this approach are·the

definitions'given~y

Sawicki and Schaeffer, 1979;

/

Trites, 1977; and Hallahan and Kauffman, 1982.

Sawicki and Schaeffer

have defined a learning disability as a discrepancy between

intelle~tual

potential and academic achievement and then have used this definition to
classify delinquents
severity.

Wh0

show a learning disatility in terms of degree of

Mild learning disabled adolescents were those who showed a

minimum of two grade levels of academic retardation while adolescents with

1

.J

-
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seve re learn ing disa bilit ies demo nstra ted acade
mic retar datio n of four to
six years o Halla han and Kauff man have simp lifie
d the defi nitio n even
furth er and state "a learn ing disab led child is
simp ly one who is notachie ving up to pote ntial " p. 950
In appro achin g the issue this way they
do not have to conc ern them selve s with caus ality
or excl usio n of othe r
hand icapp ing conditions~
As can be

s~en

the appro ach to defi nitio n varie s grea tly from

those that inclu de discr epan cy, excl usio n and caus
ation state men ts to
those whic h focus only on acade mic retar datio n.
Howe ver, in clos ely
analy zing aIl the defi nitio ns, the oper ation al
man ifest ation usua lly
boil s down to ~ meàs ure of avera ge or grea ter inte
llect ual pote ntial and
evide nce of acade mic retar datio n of two or more
grad e leve ls, usua lly in
read ing but also in writi ng or math emat ics. As
Coon s, 19B2 state s:

"Whi le there may be neur olog ical and othe r phys ical
conc omit ants the impo rtant aspe cts of learn ing
disa bilit y are the
acade mic and soci al cons eque nces of perc eptu al and
integ rativ e
disorde~s."
p. 252
Thus while we are symp athet ic to the searc h for
a high ly spec ifie
defi nitio n of learn ing disa bilit ies, the pres ent
'stat e of the art' vis- avis defi nitio n sugg ests that a basi c discr epan cy
betw een demo nstra ted
achie veme nt and pote ntial is the only appro ach
with any true appl ied
conc ensu s. Lhis then is the one we will pursu e
in look ing for the juve nile
delin quen cy, learn ing disa bilit ies (JO!L D) link
.
Incid~nce

One of the more impo rtant reaso ns for the grow
ing inte rest in the
JO!LO

1

,J

connectj~n

has been the repo rts on incid ence .

Whil e

~esearchers

-
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in the learning disabilities field itself have genera11y agreed on
incidence rates of two to three per cent in the general population
(Hallahan and Kauffman, 1982: Hewitt and Forness, 1983; Hamill and
Bartel, 1981) they have also noted.a range from one to ~hirty per cent
depending on the definition used.

However, in the delinquency

literature, incidence rates have ranged from lows of 1 to 40 per cent
(Sawicki and Schaeffer, 1979: spreen-Offried, 1981: Murray, 1976:
Keilitz, Zaremba and- Boder, 1979; Zimmerman, Rich, Keilitz and Broder,
1978), to highs of 60 to 90 per cent (Murray, 1976: podboy, 1978:
Reiter, 1982: Swanstrom, Randle and offord, 1981: Dalby, schneider and
Arboleda-Florez, 1982; Wilgosh and paitich, 1982; and Berman, 1978).

A

crude average across these studies is approximately fifty-five per cent
which is far in excess of

wha~

would be expected in the general

population.

Again, however, one has to look at the operational definition used
in various studies to account for the high incidence rates.

Basically

the assessment consists of a battery of intellectual and academic tests.
Two of the more moderate estimates (Zimmerman et. al. and Sawicki and
Schaeffer) found 37 and 33 per cent of the adjudicated delinquent
populations they looked at had learning disabilities.
number3 of adolescents were initia11y screened

In both cases large

accord~ng

to school records

and then those who showed high risk for learning disability were further
assessed

~ith

psychological and education instruments plus full

developmental and medical case histories and investigations of family
functioning.

üther investigators such as Wilgosh and paitich (1982) in a

-
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recent Canadian study, used a conservative criterion for learning
disabilities of two years or more below grade level on achievement tests
and found 61 per cent of males and 63 per cent of females, aIl of whom were
at or above average on the intelligence measures used, to be learning
disabled.

Podboy and Mallory (1978) administered a battery of eight
•
achievement, reading, perception, and intelligence tests and found nearly
50 per cent to be .learning disabled on the basis of a severe discrepancy
between achi~vement and expectation that was not due tohandicaps in other

areas.

?wanstrom, Randle and Offord (1981) assessed 317 normal seventh

graders and 128 adjudicated delinquents on a battery of intelligence,
achievement and, perceptual tests and found that 15.8 per cent of the
nor~al

population and 55.5 per cent of the delinquent population cou Id

be identified as learning disabled on the basis of academic retardation,
exclusion of other handicapping conditions and observed deficit in one or
more learning processes.

The essential criterion for learning disabilities

in each of these studies was the discrepancy between achievement and
potential even where other personal attributes were tested o

In theadu1t population, 8ennan (1978) has reported 75 per cent to
be learning disabled and Yeudall (1978, 1979, 1981, 1982) in Alberta has
reported incidences of over 8U per cent.
variations of the Ha1stead-Reitan

Both these investigators used

psychoneur01~gica1

battery to assess

their populations and found strong discriminant indices based on their
assessment that could disc:riminate between learning disabled and nonlearning disabled offenders.

In most of their studies however,. the y are

looking at a ha rd core group of inmates who had long histories of criminal
behavior.

-

Il -

while such high incidence figures suggest a causal link between
learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency, many investigators are
cautious about interpreting their

dat~

that strongly.

Murray (1976)

found both confirming and disconfirming results in the literature
concerning a direct relationship between the two which he concluded to
be suggestive even though not strongly documented.

He further suggested

that the school failure-delinquency relationship is a
interactive one that requires careful study.

c~mp1ex

and highly

Swanstrom et. al. (1978) also

concluded that their data, though suggestive of a causal relationship, was
in fact only correlational.
Both Murray and Zimmerman et. al.

(197~)

have pointed to the

overlap in characteristics between learning disabled and delinquent
adolescents but have suggested that this does not .indicate a cause and
effect relationship.

In fact, in a very well reported series of studies

(Zimmermanet. al., 1978; Broder et. al., 1981) that looked at 1005 public
school boys and 687 adjudicated delinquent males they found no difference
between learning disabled and normal adolescents on actual number of
delinquent acts as revealed through a self-report process.

However, almost

twice as many learning disabled boys (33 per cent) were adjudicated as
delinquent as were non-learning disabled boys (18 per cent).

They suygest

that the -learning disabled adolescent is more at risk for adjudication
because of the social and academic

defici~s

that are part and parcel of his

handicap not because he is more likely to engage in deviant behavioro
is a very

interestin~

This

finding; one that must be looked at carefully by law

enforcers and program planners.
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The suggested discrepancy at adjudication may weIl effect an
increased number of learning disabled adolescents in Canada whose offenses
are processed by the youth justice systemo

In their Guide to the Young

Offenders Act, Hardy, L. and Dunn-Worndl, B. (1983) recommend certain
behaviors to the .adolescent who cornes before the courts.

They include

writing down everything you can remember prior to and during an arrest,
remembering that you have rights and can use them, responding politely to
'~pill

officials, restraining tendencies to
communic~ting

goals.

it all out', and clearly

with the court officer about your wants, ambitions, and

Most learning disabled adolescents have difficulties in all of

these areas -

~heir

writing skills are poor, sequential memory is poor,

they tend to be impulsive rather than reflective and only rarely can they
organize their past, present and future hopes in a coherent manner.

In

addition to this, thetr predisposition reports often contain information
such as poor school performance, immaturity, and inappropriate behavior
that can work against them.

Court officials will have to be careful to

tease out inappropriate court behavior that is linked to a learning
t

disability from that which is generally beligerant and defiant; not an
easy thing to do in a busy courtroom.
The one last issue concerning incidence is the ratio of males to
females found in the learning disability population.
general1y found to be four males

t~

There are

every female in the population at

large (Hal1ahan and Kauffman, 1962; Hewitt and Forness, 1983).

However

the incidencE' studies here which looked at both male and female
offenders, report a considerably reduced ratio that ranges from
approximately 1 to 1 (Wilgosh and Paitich, 1982) to approximately 2 to 1

- 13 -

(Swanstrom, Randle and Offord, 1981).

Whether this difference is the

result of an LD/JD fema1e being more likely to be adjudicated or whether it.
results from sorne causal link that results in a female with learning
disabilities being more likely to behave in a manner that brings her to the
court's attention is not clear from the reported data.
One must conclude from the incidence data reported above, that
whether one interprets the learning disabilities-juvenile delinquency
link as a causative relationship or not, there certainly 1s considerable
overlap between the two conditions in terms of essential
characteristics.

The next few pages in this report will look at the

characteristics of the two groups with a view to determining those that
overlap most frequentlye
Characteristics
When one looks at characteristics of the learning disabled
adolescent and of the delinquent adolescent, there is a remarkable
deyree of overlapo

In reviewing twenty-four studies describing this

population, the characteristics faii into six major categories:
academic, cognitive, psychoneurological, social, emotional and family
related.
The most overwhelming shared characteristic is academic problems,
usually involving retardation in one or more subject areas and
attendance issues.

Accordin~

to the Young Offenders Act, attendance

problems due to truancy are no longer considered delinquent acts and so the
degree of overlap between the young offender and the learning disabled
populations may be reduced.

However, a large number of both populations

have been shown to have serjous academic problems with lags of two or more
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years so this problem will continue to constitute a major area of overlapo
Twelve studies (Murray,
and Williams, 1983:

1976~

Phillips and Kelly, 1979;

Birkenmeyer and Polanski,
1973; pihl,

1984~

Reiter, 1982; Mauser, 1974, Leschied, Coolman

1975~

Griffin, 1979;

Lambert and Birkenmeyer, 1972; stephenson,

Thomas, 1981, Florio-Forslund, 1977) document this

problem and describe its effect in terms of inability to meet school
standards, communiGation problems between principals, teachers and

-

students, repeated grades, academic problems beginning in the primary
grades, lack of motivation, failure to see relevance of school success to
their future, classroom behavioral difficulties and serious academic
retardation of two to five years in basic subject areas for as many as
fifty per cent of the delinquent population studied.

Sorne authors feel

this is symptomatic of juvenile delinquency while others suggest it is
causative but all report the overlap.

~chool

attendance is a frequent

problem for this group; however in the delinquent group it is usually
referred to as truancy (Zieman and Benson, 1980) and is often a reason for
adjudication, especially for females while in the learning disabled
population it is more likely to be seen as absenteeism (London, 1984).
While truancy is not an indictable offence under the Young üffenders Act,
/

poor attendance increases the likelihood of poor academic achievement and
,~

it is a factor in the school histories of many young offenders and learning
disabled youths.
When one looks at the adult criminal population, academic problems
are often listed there as a significant characteristic of a large
percentage of the inmates which suqgests that the oroblem persists over
time.

Griffin (1979} found that the average inmate, upon arrivaI at the

-
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penetentiary had only reached grade 6 with eight out of ten not finishing
elementary school.

such limited academic experience was deplorable but in

delving further into the academic skills of the populations studied, he
found that 66 per cent were actually below claimed grade leve1.
(19ijl) corroborated these findingse

Thomas

She reports that 7ij per cent of

inmates of Canadian penetentiaries have less than grade 10 as a declared
-educational 1evel which is 30 per cent worse than the general Canadian
population.

She did not test actual academic levels but one could predièt

they would be lower than stated level given Griffin's results~
The second major category of overlapping characteristics is in the
cognitive area.

Here authors have reported a tendency to be impulsive

as opposed to reflective in decision making (Murray, 1976; Koopman,
1983; Douglas, 1972).

Murray has found an overlap between both

populations on this characteristic while Koopman reports it in the adult
criminal and Douglas in the learning disabled student.

Murray and Koopman

also report on an inability to learn from experience that is
characteristic of the learning disabled offender.

üther characteristics

mentioned include paor understanding of cause and effect and confused
vertialization (Koopman, 1983); poor organizational skills (Douglas, 1972)f
and poor problem solving skills (Schumaker,
1982).

Hazel, Sherman and Sheldon,

These cognitive deficits occur in spite of average intel1ectual

skills (Mauser, 1974; Lescheid, Coolman and Williams, 1983; Stephenson,
1973;

Lambert and Birkenmeyer, 1972).
Six authors have studied behaviors in the learning disabled youth

that are identified primarily as indicators of psychoneurological problems,
These include short attention span (Reiter, 1980; and Douglas, 1972):
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diffi cult y follo wing instr uctio ns, liter al conc
rete think ing as oppo sed to
abst ract think ing and inco nsist ency of perfo rman
ce (Koop man, 1983 ):
infle xibi lity (pih l, 1984 ); spat ial probl ems and
grea ter occu rrenc e of
minim al brain dama ge (Mau ser, 1974 ) and faul ty
time conc epts invo lving an
inab ility to proj ect them selve s into the futur e
or to defe r grat ifica tion
(Und erwo od, 1976 ; Kron ick, 1983 ). Thes e have been
repo rted for learn ing
disab led young off~nde~s by seve ral inve stiga tors
(Koop man, 1983 : Yeud al1 ç
1979 : Murr ay, 1976 ). In each case , the learn ing
disab led and young
offen der popu latio ns stud ied show ed more of these
char acte risti cs than
woul d be expe cted from gene ral popu latio n incid
ence .
The four th categ ory of char acte risti cs that show
sign ifica nt
over lap betw een learn ing disab led and juve nile
delin quen t popu latio ns is
adeq uate soci al skil ls. The spec ific char acte
risti cs ment ioned here are
poor unde rstan ding of soci al cues (Mur ray, 1976
; Post er and Bern stein ,
1979 ); poor soci al conv ersat ion skil ls (Schu make
r, Haze l, Sherm an ~nd
Shel don, 1982 ); prop ensit y to say irrel evan t or
inap prop riate thing s
(Koop man, 1983 ): inab ility to give or rece ive posi
tive and nega tive
feedb ack or to nego tiate with peer s (Schu make r
et.a l., 1982 ), peer actin g
out and soci ally isola ted beha viors (Les cheid et.a
l., 1983 ) and gene rally
poor peer relat ions (pih l, 1984 ) •. ·Some of these
beha viors also indic ata
probl ems in cogn itive func tion but beca use they
rela te spec ifica lly to
interact~on with othe rs, they are
liste d tinde r soci al ski11 defi cits. Much
work has been done with learn ing ~isabled adol
esce nts (Kro nick, 1983 ;
Brya n, Dono hue and Pear l, 1981 ) to corro bora te
the high fc~quency of soci al
defi cits amon g this popu latio n.
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The next category of characteristics are those that fa11 into the
emotional area.

These tend to be reported more oiten for young

offenders, èspecially the more
there is sorne overlap.

seriou~

and pervasive descriptors but

Overlap has been reported for negative self-concept

(Mauser, 1974: pihl, 1984; Florio-Fors1und, 1977), and low frustration
tolerance (Mauser, 1974; Florio-porslund, 1977).

Kronick (1983) has

reported emotional immaturity that translates into egocentricity and an
inability to understand the other's point of view in the learning disabled
population which is not unlike sorne of the social deficits earlier reported
for young offenders (Murray, 1976; Schumaker et. al., 1982; Koopman, 1983).
The more serious indicators of emotional problems however have been found
primari1y in the delinquent population.

These include having received

psychiatrie he1p in the community prior to adjudication (Lescheid et.al.,
1983, Birkenmeyer et.al., 1975), a tendency to be involved in selfdestructive behaviors, to act out against authority and to have experienced
a large number of serious stressful events (Lescheid et.al., 1983) and a
general description of being emotionally disturbed (Stephenson, 1973;
Burns, 1976; Lenz et.ale, 198U).

stephenson's paper tried to debunk thè

myth that young offenders are emotionally disturbed and though her data did
show that many were not, she did find a range of 16 to 85 per cent of the
delinquent populations in the three groups she studied showed emotionally
di3turbed behaviorso

The larger percentage was found in a training

school population that did conform to many of the stereotypes of the
young offender, i.e. emotionally disturbed (85%), in the dull normal
range of intelligence, reading skill two or more years below grade
level, lower SES and poverty in the family background (57%), and high
incidence of family breakdown (67%).
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This leads into the firial group of char~cteristics; those that
relate to family background.

These characteristics have been found to

describe the young offender group almost exclusively.

In fact Hurwitz,

Bibace, Wolff and Roubothaml. 1972 have suggested that delinquency is a
lower class problem while learning disabilities is a middle class
problem.

Certainly there is sorne overlap but poverty and family

breakdown are more .frequently associated with an adjudication of
delinquency (Hurwitz et.al., 1972, Stephenson, 1973: Lescheid et.al.,
1983, Burns, 1976; Lenz et.al., 1980) than with a primary diagnosis of
learning disabilities.
In describing a typical resident of a Canadian training school,
Winzer and Bennett (1980) state the following:

"He or she is ari adolescent who has failed once or twice in ordinary
school, who has been a behavior problem in the elementary grades and
who has transferred to high school because the lower school lacked
the resources to devote any more attention to this troublesome,
cantankerous and potentially dangerous youngster."
p. 6
The characteristics summarized in this section would concur with their
description but would aiso flesh out sorne aspects • . The most typical
young offender according to this review of the literature tS a male who
has experienced serious academic failure beginning in the early grades
which has resulted in two or more years academic ~etardation in the core
subjects of reading, writing and mathematics; who shows cognitive
deficits in his ability to solve problems and appreciate cause and
effect relationships; who shows problems in attending to relevant
stimuli and tends to be impulsive: who has a poor understanding of
social situations which result in poor peer interactions; who has a
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history of emotiona1 and aggressive response to frustration and who
frequent1y cornes from a lower class family that has experienced
considerable stress and breakdown.
However, while this may be a description of the most typical
adolescent in a training school and, with the exception of the emotional
and family descriptors, a description of a typical learning disabled
adolescent, the i~sue of overlap of characteristics versus causation of the
problem still remains.

That the learning disabled and young offender

populations share many characteristics seems to be weIl documented in the
literature; that the one causes the other to still an open question.

In

the next section, we will look more carefully at this issue.
Causation
The etiology of learning disabilities and its connection with
juvenile delinquency is exceedingly complexe
the question from four perspectives:

This review will look at

sociological, environmental

pollutants, biochemical and neurological.

A major proponent of the

sociological approach especially as it concerns familial interaction is
Minden (1977) who makes a strong case for the importance of parental
training and involvement.

He suggests that the learning disability can

precipitate stress and tension in the parents and that this can have a
reciprocal effect on the learning àisability.

He goes further ta link

this stress to the development of neurological and processing deficits
at both prenatal and postnatal stages ·of development.

Lane (1980) and

McKay and Brumback (1980) both suggest that a learning

disab~lity

the adolescent more susceptible ta deviant behavior.

makes

If a student

rejects and is rejected by social institutions like the school, he or

-
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she may seek out alternate stimulation.

However there is not much

literature to support this theoretical relationship between learning
disabilities and juvenile delinquencyo
Environmental pollution is the second aSp'ect of causality in the.
learning disability, young offender link.

Investigators who

explore

d

this issue have looked at various substances such as lead (Lin-Fu,"1982,
pihl, 1977; Needleman, et.al., 1979); aluminum (Rees, 1979) and other

-

mineraIs and trace elements (Rimland and Larson, 1983) to determine the
extent to which they are found in the systems of "various groups.

Lead has

been the most widely publicized pollutant with concern leading to the use
of lead-free gasoline and paints plus many cautions at both the
governmental and industrial levels.

In a major study of aIl the grade 1

and 2 children in a school district during the years 1975-1978, Needleman
et. al. (1979) collected lost primary teeth from 3329 children and examined
them for elevated dentine lead levels.

These authors had criticized

earlier research 'that had looked at blood levels as being too susceptible
to short term individual differences and as being inadequate markers of
exposure to lead.

Dentine lead levels however, reflect build-up over many

years and so are a more reliable measure of the effects of long term
/

exposure.

From the initial large group, the investigators found 100 with

low lead levels and 58 or 1.4 per cent with high lead levels.

Educational,

psychological and sociological measures were obtained for the 158
children.

There were significant differences between the high and low lead

groups on the WISC-R full sc~le intelligence quotient,. on verbal IQ,
auditory processing and reaction time tests.

In each case, the low lead

group performed better than the high lead group.

There were also
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differences on teacher rating scales on distractibility, persistency,
dependability, impulsivity, ease of frustration, daydreaming, ability to
follow directions and low overall

func~ioning.

There were aiso

differences on father's education and social class with high lead level
children coming from lower

~ES

families.

Lin-Fu (1982) also looked

extensively at lead levels and found that there were marked differences in
lead levels for r-ace (2 per cent in whi tes versus 12.2 per cent in- blacks)

1

community (2.1 per cent in rural versus Il.6 per cent in the' inner city)
and social class (1.2 per cent in middle class groups versus 10.9 per cent
in lower class groups).

~he

further found that the family situation most

frequently associated with high lead levels included marital separation,
unemployment, absence of parents, high number of preschool children in
family, lack of stimulating environment, and an inability to cope with thestressful city life.

In both these studies, many of the characteristics

associated with high lead levels in individuals are similar to those found
in the delinquent adolescent who has a learning disability.
Two other studies in the environmental pollution area deal
directly with the young offender population.

Rees (1979) had a hair

analysis done on 595 patients of ail ages and found 74 per cent with
elevated aluminum levels.

Among ten delinquent and psychotic boys who

were looked at separately, 100 per cent showed elevated levels.

While

thi~

subsample was quite small, the overall results do point to high alumjnum
levels as a potential factor in learning disabled and young offender
populations.

He attributed the generally high incidence to the use of

aluminum cookware, processed foods and treated water.

Rimland and Larson

(1983), in a review of 51 studies, found both the learning disabled

~nd
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juvenile delinquency groups to show high levels of cadmium, lead, and
copper"while the learning disabilities group also showed high levels of
manganese which the Juvenile group were deficient in.

The young offender

group also showed high levels of aluminum,magnesium and calcium which the
authors felt might be due to their large intake of milk which was twice
that of the normal adolescent
In summary,

~t

po~ulation.

would appear that there i5 a greater likelihood of

both learning disabled and javenile delinquent adolescents to show higher
than normal lead, copper, and aluminum levels than that found in the normal
population.

However, while these findings are important, the cause:effect

relationship cannot be assumed since the studies reported were essentially
correlational.

It may even be true that high levels of mineraIs and trace

elements in the body do cause hyperactivity and attention deficits but the
meta problem may be

th~

poverty and poor familial situations that are also

found among children whose mineraI levels are high.
The third approach to causation that will be examined in this paper
is the biochemical one.

This includes those studies that have 100ked at

diet, vitamin therapy, and at medication.

une of the interesting new

aspects of the problem is the growing awareness of the relationship between
diet changes and hyperactivity in 6hildren.

As our diet includes more

artificial food dyes, more artificial sweeteners and more sugar generally,
there is a steady increase in the numbers of reported cases of children
with learning disabilities which sorne researchers (Feingold, 1974; Sabo,
1977) have

sugges~ad

are causally re1ated.

Benjamin Feingold has developed

a special diêt that excludes aIl foods containing artificial dyes or
sweeteners.

He cites many case studi~s where children on his diet have
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improved in both general behavior and academic achievement.i he says that if
children will adhere to it faithfully, their hyperactive symptoms
disappear.

Recent reviews (Mattes, 1~83: Kavales et.al., 1983) have cast

considerable doubt on the degree to which the Feingold diet improves the
children's behavior, but Rimland (1983) is more positive.

He criticizes

the negative reviews of the Feingold diet on the basis of the irrelevancy
of many of the re~iewed studies stating that only ten dyes have been
studied when Feingold had identified 30UU additives that have been placed
in our foods; ridiculously sma~l dosage levels (1.6 to 26 mg per day when
the daily consumption of colorings is 59 to 76 mg. per daYi failure to
control relevant variables such as copper, lead and polluted light and
inadequate attention to animal and in vitro studies~

He concludes that

with the increase in youth crime and decrease in academic ability, we would
be foolish to ignore Feingold's message; instead we should do what we can
to remove unnecessary additives and pollutants from our food suppl Y and
daily diet.
Another area of growing interest is the relationship between a
child's ability to tolerate and absorb glucose into the blood stream and
hyperactivity • . Langseth and Dowd (1978) found that 88% of the hyperkinetic
children in their clinic showed abnormally low glucose tolerance levels.
They reduced the amount of sugar (both artificial and natural) the children
were receiving and found improvements in activity level ~nd learning in ~
of the.children.
Hippchin (1976) states that delinquency and criminal behavtor is
related ta nutritional experiences.

He cites work by Hoffer that

suggests f0ur major symptoms that result from biochemical disorders;
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perceptual changes due to nutritional disorders, perceptual changes due
to brain allergy, hyperactivity due to nutritional deficiency, and
hyperactivity due to hypoglycemia or low blood sugar.

Work at the

Saskatchewan penetentiary showed that one third of the inmates had
perceptual problems due to brain allergies related primarily to foods in
the wheat, corn and milk groups.
In a major

~tudy

that looked at 3UO articles concerning the

effects of nutrition on behavior in offender populations, Lomp, Stasiak and
Quirk (1979) suggest that while sorne of the evidence is inconclusive, there
is enough to suggest that the offender population does suffer from a high
incidence of nutrition related disorders and that when potential
perpetrators of delinquent acts are in nutritional

d~stress,

they are more

likely to commit a crime than when they are note
The effects of 'both diet and megavitamin therapy were studied by
Hershner and Grekin (n.d.).
ages

Seventeen boys and three girls between the

of 7 and 14 were assessed for intelligence, and for educational

and neurological skills.

They were divided into two groups on the basis of

intelligence and age; one group received a nutritional diet plus vitamins,
and the second was on the diet alone.

After a six month period, there was

no difference between the two groups.

However, both improved significantly

on home discipline, attention span, reduced aggressiveness and
hyperactivity.

The authors conclude that while boch improved on the diet,

there were no additional gains made by the addition of megavitamin therapy.
In the past decade, tbe use of. drugs to treat hyperactivity. in
children has become increasingly popular.
beca~se

This seems to be occurring

we as a society are more likely to turn te drugs to solve many
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physical and psycho1ogica1 needs and because sorne children do respond
positive1y to drug therapy (Kniyhts, 1974, Swanson and Kinsbou~n~, 1978~
Kinsbourne and CapIan, 1979).

Intere~tingly enough, hyperactive children

seern to respond more positively ta stimulants than to tranquilizers.
Studies report that hyperactive chi1dren show a decrease in activity level
and an increase in attention and acceptable social behavior when they are
on drug therapy.
The drug most frequent1y used in treatiQg children with learning
disabilities is methylthanadate (Ritalin).

At the Hospital for Sick

Children in Toronto, extensive studies are being done to determine which
children respond weIl to Ritalin and what are the optional dosages.
Swanson (1979) reports that sixt Y (60) per cent of children di~gnosed as
hyperactive on the Connors Scale showed increased performance on a paired
associate type task when they were on Ritalin as opposed to being on a
placebo.

They also showed decreased impulsive activity and sorne increase'

in attention span.

The remaining fort y per cent showed the reduced

activity and distractibility but they did better on the task in the placebo
condition.

Bath groups indicated positive behavior effects from the

ingestion of pills but unfortunately there wasn't a control group who did
not in je st pills with which ta compare.
Williams, Cram, Tausig and Webster (1977) studied 28 children in a
double blind study that looked at medicatioo and diet.

Their outcome

measures were ratings of c~ildrensi behavior on an eleven item and fort y
item checklist for tea.chers and parents respectively which had been
developed by Connors.

They found that bath oarents and teachers rated the

children's behavior improved when they werc on drugs while the diet had

-
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minimal effects according to the parents and positive effects according to
the teachers.
While there certainly are many champions of drug therapy, there are
also an increasing number of investigators who are indicating that aIl is
nct weIl in the state of drugs.

Walker (1974) reported on many case

studies where children who were on Ritalin were in fact suffering-from
fairly serious physical problems (heart defects, low levels of calcium in
the blood, mi Id seizures) that were masked by the drug.

Had these children

not be re-examined not only would their hyperactivity have increased but
their physical conditions- would have seriously deteriorated.
New data is being reported that suggest possible addiction effects
from long term usage of stimulants.

Medical practitioners are weIl aware

of the addicting aspects of diet pi Ils (which are similar to Ritalin) ànd
are becoming more care,ful in recommending their use to adul t patients.
Such caution does not seem to be exercised as stringently in prescribing
for children however (Walker, 1974; Bornstein and Hlouin, 1978).

Bornstein

and Blouin did a fOllow-up study on a group of children who had been on
drug therapy for five years.

At the

~ime

of follow-up, these children were

aIl in their middle teens and showed more anti-social delinquent behavior
and a greater propensity for alcohol abuse than did a control group of
children with learning disabilities who had not been on drug therapy.
To ,summarize, the studies on 'Jiet, vitamin therapy and drugs do
indicate sorne relationship between nutrition and learning disabilities and
juvenile delinguency.

Most of' the relationship however seems to

i~volve

the importance of a good, well-balanced, nutritional diet that avoids
excesses of sugar, milk and wheat products which is not typical of the
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eating habits of many delinquents.

This our mothers would.agree witho

But

the dramatic cause and effect relationship between certain foods and
learning and behavioral difficulties that is cited in the case history
literature, is not clearly demonstrated in either the learning disability
or young offender populations per se.

A final note of caution should be

made here however in seeing biochemical treatment approaches as the
disposition of choice ~or a young offender.

That is the necessity foi the

young person to agree ta treatment that 15 mandated in Section 22 of the
Young Offenders Act.

This concern is one that is potentially problematic

in terms of any treatment approach to rehabilitation that is considered by
the youth court.
The final area of causation that has been widely investigated is
the relationship between minimal brain damage, learning disabilities and
juvenile delinquency.

A

major series of studies have been done in Alberta

to investigate the relationship between criminal behavior and
psychoneurological difficulties (Yeudall, et.al., 1978; Yeudal1, 1979;
Yeudall et.al., 1981; Fedora and Fedora, 1982; Yeuda11 et.al., 1982).
These authors have looked at public school children, young offenders and,
persis~ent offenders to try to understand the prevalence, type and effects
/

of / orain dysfunction.

Yeudall, Tuokko, Tuokko and Battle (1978) looked at

193 school children between the ages of 9 and 14.

Sixty-eight were in

special education classes for che learning disab1ed (the El group), 60 werr
in regu1ar c1ass but had been ,referred for assessment (the E2 group) and 65
were functioning normally in regular class (the C group).

AlI were given

an.extensive test battery consisting of neuro1oqica1, neuroDsvcho1ogical,
intellectual, academic and persona1ity measures.

In the two experimental

~
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groups, brain dysfunction was found in 56.7_ to 92.3 per cent, while it was
found in only 13.8 per cent of the control group.

The brain dysfunction

was primarily localized in the left or dominant hemisphere.

In a second

study with 99 adjudicated delinquents and 46 controls matched on age,
Yeudall (1979) found that 84 per cent of the delinquents and 12 per cent of
the controls had abnormal- neuropsychological profiles.

He also found that

this population of delinquents had a higher incidence of head in jury,
periods of unconsciousness, abnormal EEGs, stammering, convulsions,
learning disabilities and left handedness.

Among the 84 per cent of

delinquents who showed brain damage, virtually aIl (99 per cent) had the
damage localized in the anterior region of the brain which is the area
where programming, regulation and verification of behaviors is located.
The authors state that these results suggest delinquents May have problems
planning their actions, perceiving their consequences and changing the
course of action once begun even when this would be appropriate, which is
reminiscent of the cognitive deficits found in young offenders stated
earlier.

Mauser (1976) indicated that minimal brain damage is found more

often in both the learning disability and delinquent populations and more
often in males.

Yeudall (1979) suggests that males have a more vulnerable

dominant hemisphere during their developmental years than do females and
that injury to it can result in disruptions in the role of language in the
development of foresight or anticipation of the consequences of deviant
behavior.
th,~

He also suggests that bilateral brain dysfunction localized to

anterior brain area is MOSt likely to result in impairments

wit~

limited compensation since parallel systems don't exist and that early
bilateral dysfunction
deficits.

c~n

lead to behavioral and specifie academic

Yeudall, Fedora, Fedora and Wardell (1981) further state that
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'"Our view is that the bioloyical impairments often found with.
persistent criminals are not necessarily just concomitants of their
criminal careers or unrelated ramifications of their psychosocial
environment, but in many incidents are antecedents and contributory
ta the initiation and continuation of criminal activity." p. 131.
The work done by Yeudall and his associates strongly suggests a
cause and effect relationship between minimal brain damage, learning
disabilities and delinquent behavior.

HOwever, they argue that while brain

dysfunction is a necessary factor in the development of persistent criminal
behavior, it is not a sufficient factor.
the delinquent behaviors may emerge.

But, when coupled with lower SES,

He sugyests the following scenario.

"Significant brain disfunction in the early developmental yearsofthe child could have detrimental effects regarding their emotional
and cognitive intellectual adaptive abilities. Thus, such
individuals would experience greater difficulty in forming normal
psychosocial relationships with their family and peer groups, as
well as failure in school. These failures would inevitably lead ta
subtle as weIl as obvious pressures and discrimination from
teachers, parents and peer acquaintances. This reaction by others
te the student's direct failure would result in additional secondary
frustration and emotional turmoil. Thus an insidious nexus of
etiological factors provides the determinants for a vicious circle
which is biologically based, but emerges at the surface as being ~
psycho-sociological problem, particularly for the lower
socioeconomic levels of society. The failure to correctly diagnose
at an early stage the student's specifie disabilitiès and--possibly
more important--their remaining adaptive functioning abilities wouJd
sét the scene for misinterpretation, not only by others but by the
students themselves of the factors involved in the genesis of the
student's ~eviancy." p. 23.
Strong as Yeudall's evidenee appears, it is not without its criticsc
Trites (1977) has argued that there is no single cause of criminal behavior
and that the relations~ipbetween brain disfunciion, learning disabilities
and criminal behavior is that the former are risk factors for apti-social

-

behavior.
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Other investigators (Gaddes, 1980; Krynicki, 1978; P9st, 1981;

Rasmussen et.al., 1980) however, also report on the positive relationship
between brain damage, learning disabilities and delinquency.

Krynicki

(1978) found that male adolescents with a history of multiple assaultive

incidents and males with diagnosed organic brain damage were very similar
with both showing abnormal EEGs.

Rasmussen, Gillberg, Waldenstrom and

Svenson (1980) screened 3448 Swedish seven year olds and found 82 or 2.4
per cent had symptoms of attention deficit.

When compared with a control

group on an extensive battery of neurological, medical, and psychological
factors, these children showed significant differences in speech and
language function, .oculomotor function, poor eye-hand coordination and
perceptual tunction.

The authors concluded that this group did show signs

of minimal brain damage and could be described as having a 'clumsy child
syndrome'.
Two investigators (Kinsbourne and Hiscock, 1978; Bannatyne, 1979)
caution against an overinterpretation of the findings on minimal brain
damage.

Both speak to the incidence found naturally in the normal

population and suggest that investigating clinical populations per se can
lead to unwarranted conclusions since by definition those populations are
high on many indices of dysfunction.

Bannatyne suggests that learning

disabled students may have brains with a dominantly spatially organized
right hemisphere.

However, this is neurologically normal since both left

and right hemisphere dominance occur in the normal population.

The problem

however occurs because the academic world forces an indivièüal to be
competent in the realm of alphabetic svmbols which is a left brain
activity.

A final caution cornes from the work of Duane (2982) who suggests
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that while investigations of minimal brain damage are interesting and in
sorne cases suggestive of a cause and effect relationship, they at best
produce Isoft l neurological signs and cannot replace good psychometrie and
educational assessment in understanding and planning for the learning
disabled student.

It would appear then that while the presence of mini

mal brain damage is often coincident with both learning disabilities and
delinquent behavior, minimal brain damage by itself cannot be said to
cause either.
The issue of causation is very complexe

This review suggests that

while a learning disability may put an adolescent at risk for delinquent
behavior, there is not a simple one-to-one relationship.

In addition, it

is very difficult to point with certainty to any other single cause of
either condition.

The individual most at risk for delinquent behavior

seems ta be one who cornes from a low ~E~ tamily, lives in an area prone ta
environmental pollution, eats a nutritionally poor diet and has social and
academic problems at school and in the community at large.

AlI of these

factors would seem to contribute to the cause of delinquent behavior; most
of them also contribute to the cause or etiology of learning disabilities.

Assessment
Twenty-four studies that explored the juvenile delinquency, learning
disa~ilities link were reviewed for assessment instrument~ that had been

used to either diagnose, describe or plan for the population studied."

In

the previous section, characteristics of this group were discussed in "terms
of academic, cOQnitive. psychoneuroloaicaI, social and emotional and familv
related." These yroupings will be used again in locKing at the assessment
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instruments used to characterize the young offenders in these ways.
other category of assessment will be added however.

One

In the characteristics

section, intelligence per se was not mentioned, perhaps because by
definition this group is of supposedly average ability but in the
assessment literature, intellectual testing is very significante
Of the studies reviewed, seventeen (Wilgosh and Paitich, 1982; Groff
and Hubble, 1981;.Weiss et.al., 1980; Hogenson, 1974; Yeudall
1~78; Lescheid, Coolman and Williams, 1983;

et.al.,

Swanstrom et.al., 1981; Miller

et.al., 1981; Bachara and Zaba, 1978; Broder et.al., 1981; Keilitz et.al et
1979; tiawicki, 1979; Herman, 1978; Swartz and Wall, 19

; Campbell, 1980;

Harrows, n.d.; and Raza and Haberl, 1916) cited the Wechsler intelligence
tests, either the WAlti-R or WI~C-R, as a primary component of their
assessment battery.

In a few cases there was an attempt to use the scores

and profiles clinically but generally the test was used as a straight IQ
measure.

While most authors found their population to be in the average IQ

range, when that range or mean was reported, it was usually in the low
average range for full scale IQ (Lescheid et.al., 1983) or low average
range on the verbal subtests (Yeudall et.al., 1978).

Yeudall has even

suggested that performance on certain WISC-R sUb-tests--information,
arithmetic, digit'span, picture completion, object assembly and coding is a
powerful discriminator between normal and retarded academic achievers whose
academic performance on the Wide Range Ach~evement Test (WRAT). is
diagnostic of brain dysfunction.

The positive relationship between

intelligence and achievement has been weIl dc~umented (Woolf01k ana
Nicolich, 1984) but Yeuda11 does attempt to add to our understanding of
this relationship.

The one other ability te3t mentioned was the Raven's
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Prog ressi ve Matr ices (wilg osh and patr ick, 19t12
i Yeud all et.a l., 1978 )
whic h has the adva ntage of being non- verb al.
It has form ed part of the
LPAD (Feu erste in, 1979 ) asse~sment batte ry and
has been used in
instr ume ntal enric hmen t progr amm es.
Many of the tests meas ured acade mic achie veme nt.

The most wide ly

used one is the Wide Rang e Achi evem ent Test (WRA
T) whic h give s a grad e
equi vale nt on read ing deco ding , spel ling and comp
utati onal math emat icso
Nine inve stiga tors inclu ded this as part of thei
r basic batte ry. othe r
achie veme nt tests ment ioned were the Wood cock Read
ing mast ery test and
KeyM ath tests whic h were used by five inve stiga
torsi and the Durr ell
Anal ysis of Read ing Diff icult y, stanf ord-A chiev
emen t Test and Peab ody
Indiv idua l Achi evem ent Test whic h were each used
by one auth or.
prev ious
scho ol reco rds were ment ioned by two inve stiga
tors. Most inve stiga tors
were inter ested in how their popu latio ns score d
on the basic acade mic
skil ls and used this infor mati on both diag nost
icall y and in progr amme
plan ning .
Test s to meas ure cogn itive abil ities were used
by five inve stiga tors
(Ross and Pabi ano, 1~81, 1983 ; Koop man, 1983 ; Lesc
heid et.a l., 1983 ; Brod er
et.a l., 198.1 and Barro ws, ned. ). The most frequ
ently used /test was
./
Wi tk in' s tests for field depe nden ce-fi eld indep
e.nde nce c,ogn i tive style
whic h were ment ioned three time s.
In a majo r study ôf asses smen t and
reme diati on appr oach es for youn g offe nder s, Ross
and Fabia no (1983 ) sugg est
that the follo wing func tion5 shou ld be teste d:
self cont rol, soci al
pers pect ive-t akin g, conc rete- abst ract think ing,
inter pers onal cogn itive ,
probl em 501v ing, locu s of cont rol, field depe nden
ce-in depe nden ce,

conc eptu al rigid ity, criti cal think ing and empa
thy/r ole takin g.

-The tests

-
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they suggest as good measures for the se functions are available
commercially but they are not frequently used by most investigators •
. Koopman (1983) did not use traditional tests to determine deficits in
cognitive processing.

Rather she developed a list of criteria which

included difficulty following directions, literaI thinking, difficulty
assessing the relative importance of events, poor cause and effect
relationships, confusion

~nd

bewilderment especially during verbal

discussion, impulsivity, propensity to say inappropriate things, lack of
insight into behavior of self and others, inconsistency of performance and
inability to predict consequences of behavior.

Prom these criteria plus

other measures_of intelligence, language, cognition, achievement and
personality, she was able to determine three groups who showed serious
difficulties in cognitive competence and syntactic complexity.
Psychoneurological tests are used as part of the test battery in
nine investigations (Berman, 1978: Deling, 1978: Yeudall et.al., 1978:
Barrows, n.d.: Raza and Haberl, 1976: Broder et.al., 1981: Keilitz et.al.,
1979: Campbell, 1980:

~nd

Swanstrom et.al.,

1~8l).

The most

frequently

used test was the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test which six investigators
used.

It measures visual-motor coordination and when scored according" to

Koppitz (1963) gives an indication of" minimal brain damage.

The Halstead-

Reitan Battery was used in three studies, two of which (Berman, 1978 and
Yeudall et.al. 1978) found it to discriminate highly between delinquents
and normal adolescents with learning disabilities.

Yeudall and his

colleagues have adaptedthe batteLy somewhat to include the following
subtests:

aphasia screening, oral word frequently, written word frequency,

seashore rhythm, speech sounds perception, Raven's colored progressive

-

matrices, Trail Making-A & H,

~ymbol
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Gestalt, Halstead category test,

wisconsin card sortiny, Minute Es t ima t iO'n, dynamometer, f inger tapping,
Purdue pegboard, tactual performance test, finger localization, finger-tip
number writing, tactile form recognition, L-J recognition, laterality
questionnaire, name writing and Memory for Designs.

Additional tests in

their battery include the WISe-R, WRAT, Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty, Canadian Self-Esteem Inventory for children and power spectral
EEG battery.

The total time required for assessment on their tests is

eight hours.

The six WISC-R subtests mentioned previously plus speech

sounds perception, seashore rhythm, wisconsin card sorting and symbol
gestalt yielded 95.0B per cent correct classification of learning.
disabilitieso

It would be useful if Yeudall would use only these subtests

as a check on their discriminant

ability~

An eight hour battery is beyonc)

the scope of most investigators but the reduced battery would not be.
Unfortunately however, although Yeudall et.al. have conducted several
studies since the one reported above, they continue to use the full battery
and use EEG results to validate their minimal brain damage findings.
One of the serious problems with using psychoneurological tests is
their questionable validity and reliability as diagnostic instruments
(Coles, 197B; twlcIntyre, Keeton and Agard, 1981).

The most frequently usee)

test among those reported above is the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt (BVMGT)0
Salvia and Ysseldyke, 19B1 in their text entitled Assessment in

specia~~(~

RemediaI Education state that

"reliability for the BVMGT is relatively low, at least too low for
use ln making placement decisions •••• Validity for the ~VMGT is
currently not clearly established. The authors have not empirically
demonstrated that the test measures visual-motor perception or thal
it discrirninates individual cases of brain in jury, perceptual
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handicaps or
very limited
reason of no
interpreting

emotiona1. disturbance. The test certain1y provides a
sample of perceptual-motor- behavior, and for this
other, one would have to be extremely cautious in
and using its results." p. 353

This test is however, a very frequent component in the 1earning disabi1ity
test battery primarily because it is quick to administer and easy to score.
The Halstead-Reitan battery, by contrast, has been able
location and extent of brain

i~jury

to predict the

(Reitan, 1966) but it is rare1y used

because of the length of time needed for administration and the necessity
for skillful interpretation.
Thus although psychoneurological tests are often part of a test
battery when

t~e

relationship between juvenile delinquency and learning

disabilities is being explored, one must interpret the results very
cautiously.
social and emotional tests were part of the assessment batteries of
six investigators (Lescheid et.al., 1983; Barrows, n.d.; Broder et.al.,
1981; Hogenson, 1974; Yeudall et.al., 1978 and Raza and Haberl, 1976).
tests reported are each used by one investigator.

The

They include the Basic

Persona1ity Inventory, behavior check1ists, Minnesota student aptitude
inventory, Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, Bennett Self-Esteem Inventory, Canadian
Self-Esteem Inventory for Childreri, and the Goodenough-H~rris Drawing Test.
There is obviously interest in obtaining a personality measure on young
offenders but there is little concensus on any specific

instrume~lt

in the

literature.
Five investigators (Berman, 1978;
n

M." nQlinq. 1970, and

Ho~enson:

Le~cheid

1974) used

family histories tù assess their populations.

et.al., 1983; Harrows,

i"~erviews

and

exten~ive

Lescheid, Coolman and

-
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Williams (1983) looked at involvement with community agencies, stability of
family s~ructure, emotional indices, school history, alcoh01. ~nd drug abuse
and stressfu1 events to help characterize the delinquent population they
investigated.

MCLoughlin and Netick (1983) suggested that assessment

batteries should look at genetie issues, diet, allergies, and medical
history but these topics did not rate highly among the investigators
reviewed here as ones to be looked at seriously.

Figure 1 summarizes this section on assessment.

It visually

illustrates the concensus on both category of test and specifie test among
investigators for intelligence and academic areas.

Insert Figure 1 here

This tends to confirm the operational definition of learning
disabilities that was suggested earlier, that is, an individual of at least
normal intelligence who is not functioning academically as weIl as is
expected.

Other test categories are used by investigators but as Figure 1

shows, there are as many tests as there are investigators with little
coneensus on a preferred or best test to measure the behaviors of interest.
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Figure l

)f
The Number of Different Assessment Instruments Used
by Different Investigators of the Learning Disabled Juvenile
Delinquent Population

e

Test Category

Intelligence

-

.
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Cognitive.

-

Psychoneurological
.,

'Behaviora1
Fami1y Background
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Number of different tests used
Number of different investigators using each test
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The literature reviewed above seemed to view assessment results as a
means of.understanding the s·trengths and weaknesses of the delinquent
individual and/or of ascertaining the ·causes of his or her behavior.
Whatever the purpose, the long term goal was to use the information to plan
effective rehabilitation for the young offender.

Given this goal, it does

not seem to be as important to dwell on etiology as it is to provide
sufficient information to plan effectively for the individual.

Thus, the

existence of brain damage or biochemical imbalance become important
primarily to the degree that they sugyest specifie remedial approaches but
not in and of themselves.

In other words, this information is valuable as

a means to an end but not as an end in itself.

The next section will look

at programme where an attempt will be made to determine the types of
programmes described in the literature, their effectiveness anq the
relationship between assessment and programme.

Programme
As in previous sections of this chapter that have discussed issues
as they relate to several general categories, studies relating to

programm~

can aiso be classified as academic, cognitive, biochemical and
behavioral/social in general thrust e
Before Iooking at specifie programmes however, there are several
global issues of importance.

The first

woul~

seem to be the latitude of

the courts in their response the Young üffenders Act.

~ecause

the new bill

both reduces the types of offences that can lead to adjudication and
increases the personal responsibility of the younq offender for those
delinquent acts committed, there will be increasing concern for appropriate

-

disposition.
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There are however several principles in the Hill that would

seem to allow the courts to recornrnend placement coincident with the
individual needs of the young offender rather than with basic retribution
and/or protection of society.

Such statements include the following:

"(cl ·young persons who commit offences require supervision,
discipline and control, but, because of their state of dependency
and level of development and maturity, they also have special needs
and require guidance and assistance; (d) where it is not
inconsistent with the protection of society, taking no measures or
taking measures other than judicial proceedings under this Act
should be considered for dealing with young persons who have
~ommitted offencesi ••• (f) in the application of this Act, the
rights and freedoms of young persans include a right to the least
possible interference with freedom that is consistent with the
protection of society, having regards to the needs of young persans
and theinterests of their families;" p. 4.
Thus, it would seem that there is a considerable latitude built into
the Act for individual responses to the needs of young offenders.

The

problem may be however, the dearth of real alternatives in most communities
to meet such needs.

Shamsie (1980)" found there were very few programmes

that had been successful in treating antisocial adolescents.

Ross and

Gendreau (1979) in a review of 95 studies that had employed at least a
minimal sort of experimental design with statistical analysis and a follow··
up report period of at least six months, was more optimistic.

They

criticized the pessimism of earlier programme reviews on two grounds; they
generally looked at programmes implemented prior to 1967 and the programmes
reviewed were usually poorly designed.
basic types:

They grouped programmes into six

family and community intervention, contingency management,

counselling, diversion, biomedical assistance and miscellaneous treatment.
On average they found a range of 5 to 50 per cent imvrovement in recidivism
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(with sorne studies reporting recidivism rates as 10w as 2 per cent) in
these programmes when they were compared to more ·t.radi tional in'sti tutional
approaches~

The also found that these ·studies'had not had a 'single cureR

focus but had combined several approaches.

For example, studies relying on

behavioral management only were less successful than those that used
behavior modification plus behavioral contracts and other

complim~ntary

behaviors such as modeling, role playing and more peer group interaction.
They suggest that in institutions that house a heterogeneous population of
offenders, one needs to provide more than one approach if one hopes to
match individuals successfully with programme alternativeso
For this section of the report, thirty-four studies were reviewed;
most dealt solely with young offenders but a few others that dea,lt with
learning disabled students were also included.
Insert Figure 2 here
As Figure 2 graphically demonstrates, the programmes studied have been
classified primarily as academic, cognitive, biochemical/environmental or
behàvioral/social in thrust.

As we have seen throughout this chapter,

academic thrusts are once again the most dominant.

This occurs in part

because sorne studies have addressed several questions and

50

have been

reviewed in more than one section but this also reflects the very real
importance placed on the role of academic achievement for the future
rehabilitation of young offenders.

Of the fourteen studies that focus on

academic programming, eightdescribe actual programmes while the remaining
six make recommendations for programmes based on the needs of the
r0pulattons they studied.

One note of caution seems in order however,

because while many programmes speak of their academic component, there
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seems to be more administrative concern than active proyramming for
academic needs in rnany of these reviews (Winger and Bennett, 1980).
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Figure 2
Programme Approaches in Juvenile Delinquency
Approach
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Griffin (1979) summarizes responses to questionnaires from 182
persons involved with inmates' educational programmes across Canada
concerning the educational programmes in their institutions.

There were

two philosophical positions among the respondents; the first was that they
should simply teach skills and knowledge and the second was that education
should be used to encourage value development and to affect the triinking
errors that lead to criminality..

His study found a high degree of

i1literacy among inmates but very low levels of expectation for success in
the educational programmes.
surveyed.

Two hundred and twenty-three inmates also were

Their responses to preferred instructor were quite varied

although most wanted structure to sorne degree.

Fourteen per cent preferred

teachers who tell you exactly what to do, 41 per cent preferred teachers
who tell you what to do but lets you determine the order, 29 per cent
preferred the ones who tell you how to follow the course of study and asks
you to find your area of interest and 9 per cent preferred a teacher who
wants you to determine your own area of interest and work on it fair1y
independent1y.

Griffith concluded his report by suggesting that education

had the potential to he1p inmates rehabi1itate but that greater financia1
and personnel resources were needed to make it real1y work.
Winzer and Bennett (1980) looked at education in correctional
institutions in Ontario and concurred with Griffith's findings that while
educational approaches are highly spoken of, in reality they are given lcw
priority for funds and time.

They list the objectives for inmate education

of the Ministry of Correcticnal Services as fol1ows:

"1. The provision cf initial educational assessment to he1p
determine educational placement
2.
Injividual counselling to interpret and clarify assessment
information and to provide programme alternatives for the student

-
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3.
Placement in an individualized programme which will allow the
students to begin to meet their needs
4. A wide variety of programmes including academic, tecnnical,
vocational and life skills courses which are kept current and
relevant through a process of continuing review
5.
Individual evaluation report~ which'indicate to the students
their progress towards the realization of their goals
6. Appropriate credit for aIl achievement
7.
Preparation for successful integration into the community" po 8
They conclude that while these are good objectives, they are usually
not implemented and that even inmates who are strongly motivated are
frequently unable' to find appropriate

program~es

available to them.

One aspect of the above study that was subsequently reported
(Winzer, 19ijl) that did seem productive was the use of the Basic Literacy
for Adult Development (BLADE) proyramme.

A follow-up of students enrolled

in it showed a drop in recidivism to 21 per cent from the 55 per cent rate
of other inmates in the same institution, however,

the resultswere

confounded somewhat by poor controls for motivation.
Two studies have looked at a tutoring model to irnprove the reading
skills of delinquent adolescents.

Mercantino (198U) successfully used

volunteers to provide remedial reading instruction through a diagnosticprescriptive model.

Czapo (1976) paired up six students whose reading

levels were three to five years behind
week remedial programme.

At the end of

~rade

th~

}ével with tutors for a ten
period, both tutors and tutees

had improved in reaèing, both groups had increased the number of positive
verbal interactions with each other, both had shown improvement in neatness
and meeting curfew dnd both had shown a reduction in adjudicated
delinquencies.

These effects were significani: but unfortunate1y were not

followed-up for

main~enance.

~------.----.

-
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Programmes that have combined individualized institutional
programmes with careful community placement and follow-up are described by
Sawicki and Schaeffer (1979) and Les~heid, Coolman and Williams (1983).
Sawicki and Schaeffer instituted project L8ARN which features automatic
screening of aIl juvenile delinquents adjudicated in a specifie time period
(232), follow-up evaluation of those suspected of having a learning
disability (63 per cent of total), development of irtdividual educational
plans for the 26 per cent who were confirmed as LD and who wished to
particip~te

in the programme, placement in a self-contained class for

twelve weeks, ongoing liaison with the community school and parent
involvement inworkshops and family counselling when necessary.

'rhese

students were subsequently placed in their home schools and did well there
although there is no specifie follow-up data reported.

Lescheid et.al.

(1983) describe the impact of a clinic school programme for young

offenders.

The purpose of their programme was to provide an extensive

academic assessment for the adolescent following referral fbr assessment
from juvenile court.
each day.

One teacher provided the programme for a half day

The average stay for a student was 41 days during which they

were assessed on a wide variety of instruments, observed

~arefully

as they

did their school work, had an individual educational plan developed for
them and were discussed with the local school officiaIs concerning
placement at the home school.

Fort y-one students who had cerne through the

family court clinic programme were compared to 25 who had been assessed but
not involved in

tl~e

clinic school.

FOllow-up was done at three months and

one year and consisted of an examination of court involvement and school
and work experiences.

At both time periods, the clinic group were more
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likely to be attending school and less likely to have been involved in
further delinquent activities although this was not statistically
significant at the one year periode

This study found that while aIl the

students involved had academic problems, many had a wide variety of
emotional and social difficulties also.

In spite of this however, the

combination of careful academic assessment, development of individual
programme plan and communication between the courts and school proved quite
successful in maintaining these young offenders in school programmes.
Work study programmes have been an alternative used in several
correctional institutions.

Birkenmayer (1975) summarizes results of such

programmes and found that recidivism rates were only 20.6 per cent among
boys and girls who had participated in these experiences.

His one

recommendation for improvement however was that more emphasis should be put
on the study component in future.
In the above eight investigations of existing programmes,

5~X

authors show positive effects of remedial academic programming for
de1inquents while two report poor effects primarily due to limited
resources.
Mauser (1976), in a survey of 136 American institutions for
delinquents found that the average pupil:teacher ratio (PTR) was 11:1: that
in spite of a high incidence of learning disabilities among the population,
only 15 per cent of the teachers had special

educatio~

training; that the

main instructional materials were workbooks, worksheets, commercially
available kits and texts, and prc,grammed materials: that instructional
strategies incll1ded grouping based upon' IQ, achievement and interest, a
nonyraded approach, letter grade evaluation and self-contained classrooms

-
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for intellectually retarded learners.

He concluded that this model was an

outdated institutional one adopted from the public school and recommended
da specialized curriculum, presented within a context of ~ositive
relationship and sensitive teaching, offers the most direct and enduring
means of overcoming disturbances associat'ed with problems in self control. fi
p. 37
üther authors have recommended changes in the educational programme
avai1able to the young offender.

Reiter (1982) cautioned about labelling,

and encouraged exploring the creative potential of the student and the
expansion of teaching techniques.

MCKay and Brumback (1980) recommend the

hiring of sensitive professionals who are aware of the impact of a learning
disability on the young offender, a careful look at the student's
educationa1 history, and flexible individualized programmes at the
adjudication stage.

After finding that 55 per cent of their delinquent

population had learning disabilities, Swanstrom, Randle and Offord (1981)
recommend academic remediation for delinquents which Wilgosh and paitich's
(1982) conclusions also recommend.

They feel that remedial strategies are

an essential part of intervention for many juvenile delinquents.
In summary then, the aspects of academic programmes that the authors
feel are essential for the young offender include sensitiveteachers who
are trained in special education and in creating positive classroom
environments, greater allocation of funds to educational programmes, in the
ferm of lower pupil:teacher ratios and more educational materials to match
students ' needs, development of specialized curricula that are based on
careful assessment leadinq to individual educati~nal 91an~ and inçre~sed
interaction between the correctional and educational personnel in local

-

cOlnmunities.
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The presence of these components would go a long way to

reducing the discrepancy between objectives and practice noted in sorne
programs (Winger and Bennett, 1980).

There is fortunately provision for

including such components built in to the Young offenders Act.

Such

provisions are found in section 20(1)(i) which allows for a treatment
approach that can include placement in a faci1ity (section 35(1)(b}(i)(iii)
that wou1d improve the young persons education or training o
A second and highly rated approach ta programme is the coynitive
one.

AIley and Deshler (1979) recommend a learning strategies approach as

the most appropriate one for teaching the disabled adolescent.

This is

defined as "techniques, principles or rules that will facilitate the
acquisition, manipulation, integration, storage and retrieval of
information across settings and situations", p. 13.

~pivak

and

~hure

(1981) have described a very successful 72 lesson programme involving
interpersonal cognitive problem solving(ICPS) skills which they have
taught to children and

adolescen~s

class groups and IQ levels.

1.

with yood results across various social

The rcps skills include:

the capacity to generate alternative solutions
to problems

2~

cansidering the consequences of one's social
acts in terrns of their impact

t~th

on other

people and oneself
3.

articulating mentally the sequence of steps
necessary to carry out a specifie solution to
an interpersonal problem

4.

social causal thinking, an awareness of the

-
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existence of motive in human behavior

50

sensitivity to prob1ems, an awareness of the
variety of interpersona1 problems that can
beset people and an ability to articulate
them if asked

6.

dynamic orientation, the ability to look
beyond the surface of human behavior and to
appreciate that it May be caused

~y

underlying

motives.
Narrol, Silverman and Waksman (1982) have taught the cognitive skills
developed by

Fe~erstein

(1979) to vocational high school students who

represent a group ?f students not unlike the young offender in terms of
academic retardation, low

~ES

background, and dul1 normal intelligence.

These students were taught cognitive and thinking skills daily for an
entire school year.

Post testing showed significant gains in cognitive

thinking plus anecdota1 reporting of an enhanced self concept but no direct
transfer to academic achievement.

They have also taken this program into

adult penetentiaries with good resu1ts (Waksman, Silverman & Weber, 1979).
Ross and Fabiano (1981, 1983), on the basis of an extensive review
of the 1iterature describe a cognitive programme which they fee1 would be
appropriate to the treatment of offenders based on careful assessment of
the individual.

The model suggests that criminal behavior May be

associated with developmental delay in the acquisition of the cognitive
skills which are essential for effectively coping with social situations
and includes social perspective-takinq, means-ends reasoninq. interpersonal
problem-solving and impulsivity control.

They suggest that the person who

-
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imp1ements such programmes should be able to

motivat~

the inmate to be

involved in the programme, empathic to the inmate's thinking and feeling,
bé able to model effective reasoning and problem solving and be eclectic in
his/her approach to interaction.
The final cognitive approach to be described here is the recent
study do ne by Koopman (1983).

Central to her study of adult inmates is the

hypothesis that there is an inmate group with seriaus problems in their
cognitive processing skills.

These problems were more specifically

identified as cognitive incompetence and inability to deal with syntactic
complexity found in language.

She recommends that treatment for this group

should focus on their weakness and be structured to teachthose ski1Is not
previously learned.
There is strong concensus among each of the authors who argue for a
cognitive approach that the objectives of such programs shou1d include the
ability (a) to generate a variety of solutions to problems, (b) to be able
ta understand the viewpoint of others in social

situa~ions

and (c) to

understand and use means/ends or cause and effect reasoning.

There is aiso

concensus concerning the need for an able sensitive teacher to implement. a
cognitive approach.
Biochemical approaches to programme were not found in many studies
dealing with young offenders.
deal

~ore

extensively with

However, they were described by many who

l~arning

disabled populations.

As mentioned

previously, thg most frequently mentioned programme in this category is the
diet modification advocated by Feingold (1974).

He has cited many

individual cases of positive response to a highly specialized diet that
excludes any foods containing additives or food colouring.

Initially his
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diet also excluded salicitates whicn were found in many fruits but more
recently these foods have been allowed.

His findings have not been widely

replicated however and most reviews (Hallahan and Kauffman, 1982; Mattes,
1983; Kavales et.al., 1983) have found that the diet was not general1y
effective except for a very small number of children.
Investigations into the effect of nutritious diets per se have
yielded more positive results however.

Langseth and Dowd (1978) 'showed

positive results with a diet high in protein and low in carbohydrates
(especia+ly sugar)i Growdon, Cohen and Wartman (1977) stated evidence to
show that regulations of neurotransmitters are effected by levels of
serotonin and

~.cetylcholine

which in turn depend upon the amount of

trygtophan and choline available to the brain which fluctuate according to
dietary factors.

These authors suggest that diets high in carbohydrates

(but not necessarily sugar) and reduced in protein would be most effective
in releasing tryptophan to the brain.

This contradicts the Langseth and

Dowd findings somewhat but is still consistent with the concept of a wellbalanced diet that avoids extremes of any major component.

Kershner and

Grekin report on a study that combined a good diet with megavitamin
therapy.
//

They found significant improvement in their learning disabled

. adolescent population in discipline, attention-span, reduced agyressiveness
and hyperactivity that was attributed to diet mainly.

Hippchin (lY76) has

reported siynificant :mprovement among inmates in reduced hyperactivity,
general discipline, readiny, speech and language, and visual impairment
Nith a combination of diet and vitamin therapy.
restricted cafreine and sugar related foods.

The diet treatment

-
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Studies that have looked at response to stimulant drugs have been
somewhat pessimistico

Aman (1980) in a review of 64 studies found rather

limited results and in the seven studiès that involved follow-up measures,
no experimental group showed yreater improvement than did the control
groups and sorne experimental groups actually were worse.

An extensive

reviewof the literature led Godow (1983) to conclude that while stimulants
may increase acadernic achievernent in sorne cases, the effect on standardized
achievement test scores is not robust, there is considerable variation
among individualS, the implications for adults are minimal and sorne
behavioral interventions are clearly superior.

Yeudall and his assoclates

(197ij, 1980) however have suggested that drug therapy could be an effective
component of the programme thrust for offenders who have been identified as
having brain damage.
In summary, while medication is not generally supported as the
treatment of choice for either young offenders or adolescents with learning
disabilities, there is sorne support for the efficacy of well-balanced
nutritional diets that avoid processed foods and additives when possible as
one aspect of a rehabilitation programme.
The last programme thrust to be discussed is the behavioral/social
one.

Birkenmayer and Polonoski (1975) describe the DARE experience

(development through adventure, responsibility and education) and follow-up
for 100 boys wt·o were described as recidivists, having academic problems,
truant and as having received psychiatric help previously.

The

the programme were to develop a sense of. purpose among the

grou~

self-esteem, and to develop a stronger desire for achievement.
strategy to accornplish these goals was to provide nature

~urposes

of

to enhance
The

chal~enges

of
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increasing difficulty.

At follow-up only 13 per cent of the group were

still at school following the DAHE programme.

Problems faced at school

included keeping up their grades, trouble with friends, boredom, poor
relations with teachers and principals, trouble readjusting after training
school and accepting authority.

The authorsconcluded that success

depended more on individual preparedness to cope with the community than.on
the training school programme.
Ayers (1981) has recommended a structured, integrated approach that
combine~

teaching and modelliny of social

skill~

as integral to the

programme provided for the young person in order to develop his or her
value system s9 he or she will more easily integrate with society when he
ret~rns to the community.

Minden (1977) in his report to the Subcommittee

on Childhood Experiences as Causes of Criminal Behavior stressed the
importance of parentai training and involvement in the rehabilitation of
their children and outlined a ten week course for parents.

This course

would deal with understanding.the child's learning style, parents as
teachers, parent-child communication, managing child's behavior and
discipline and skills for problem solving and stress reduction.

While

the se social learning approaches seem promising, they have not yet been
implemented

50

it is difficult to comment upon their efficiency.

However

many of the studies reviewed by Ross and Gendreau (1979) that did focus on
emotional/social issues, produced positive results

50

this does seem to be

a useful component of a total programme for the young offender.
The last study ta be reviewed here looked at the

~esponse

o~

464

training·school students to their proqramme and at th€ir ability to
integrate back into their community.

Lambert and Birkenrnayer (1972) found
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that 48 per cent returned to training school with difficulties in school
and work placement related to academic achievement and positive experiences
on the job.

They concluded that the young offender population could be

broken down into two groups:

one that could be classified as 'normal

juvenile delinquents' and a second as 'emotionally disturbed juvenile
delinquents'.

The first group was characterized by stable home

environments, sorne school difficulties and no serious emational
disturbance.

These youth required temporary help, a more structured

setting, firm· limits, a continuation of educational, recreational and
physical care and in general could be expected ta respond to the
traditional training school programme.

The second group was characterized

by the presence of emotional or family difficulties and as having received
psychiatrie help in the community prior to attending training school.
Programme for them involved long terrn plans, help to develop stable
relationships, lots of attention to individual and emotional

probl~ms

and

assignment to small, personal treatment units that would provide long term
support.

This concept of two groups of delinquents is consistent with

other indications of mild and severe problems in learning, cognition and
anti-social difficulty that have been mentioned earlier.
Ta conclude this discussion of programme thrusts, it woulG appear
that the ideal programme would involve a careful assessment and development
of. an individual educational plan (Leschied et. al., 1983) a well-balanced
diet (Langseth and Dowd, 1978), and interaction by training school
personnel with parents and community schools to improve the home situaticn
and pave the way for a successful return to school (ROSS and Gendreau,
1979).

Each aspect of the programme would be coordinated and .implemented

1

-
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by a sensitive, well-trained person (McKay and Brumback, 1980; Ross and
Fabiano, 1~83) who could provide a positive environment in the training
school for the young offender, motivate him or her to participate in the
programme and learn to value prosocial academic and behavioral activities.
These persons would also structure the transition from the training school
to the larger society through use of the provisions in the Young Offenders
Act that can assist in successful re-integration.

Such procedures would

include moves from closed to open custody, orders for intermittent custody,
review procedures, temporary absence provisions, and changes in disposition
from open custody to probation.
In chapter 2 we will see how closely present programmes across Canada
approach this ideal.

-
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Chapter 2
Perspectives from the

~ield

The purpose of this cnapter was to explore the assessment and
programme alternatives currently in use in Canadian training schools and
clinics that service the young offender population and determine what
specifie approaches are used to identify and programme for those who have
been diagnosed as learning disabled.
Sample
Inquiry letters were sent to the appropriate provincial ministries
across Canada asking for the names and addresses of each training school or
support

serv~ce

for delinquents in their provinceG

In addition to the

names of training school personnel, in both Alberta and Ontario, the names
and addresses of clinic personnel who service the courts were aiso sent to
the investigator by the ministry respondant.

These persons were included

in the study since they served the court systems in those two provinces
primarily through the provision of assessment reports that were used in
preparing predisposition reports.

In this sense they were seen to provide

use fuI data on assessment instruments and on the number of adolescents they
served who were diagnosed as learning disabled.

Foilowing this,

questionnaires were sent out to 40 training school personnel and 36 clinics
with a covering letter explaining the nature of the research and an
addressed return envelopeG

If there was no return within six weeks of the

initial mailing, reminder letters with a second
out.

questionnairc~

were sent

Responses were received from every province with the exception of

'Prince Edward Island, who uses the services of the province of Nova Scotia t

-

and Quebec.
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The latter province responded to the initial request to the

ministry for addresses but only two of the five institutions responded
subsequently, both saying they did not serve the population in question.

In total 29
training schools or 73 per cent responded to the questionnaire and 16 or 44
per cent of the clinics responded with another 5 returning their
questionnaires because they no longer served the courts or the young
offender.population.

The return was weIl within the fort y per cent rate

usually found with questionnaire data and although the actual number is not
large, it is

r~presentative

of aIl the English language institutions.

A

breakdown of who the respondents were in each setting is summarized in
Figure 3.
Insert Figure 3
Psychologists and he ad teachers were the main respondents in both groups
although four directors were among the training school respondents. The sec
ond aspect of the survey involved telephone interviews with those training
school respondents (a) who indicated they would be willing to be
interviewed and (b) whose questionnaire responses

indi~ated

a variety in

/

programme that had not been fully

t~pped

by the

qu~stionnaire.

In aIl,

twelve respondents were interviewed by telephone-; one from each of
Saskatchewan, New BrunswiCk, British Columbia, and Nova Scotia; two from
Ontario, Alberta and Newfoundland and three from Manitoba.
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Figure .3
Breakdown of Respondents to Questionnaire by Profession
Respondents
Head Teacher or
. Principal
Psychologist or
Psyc:hometrist
Direc:tor of
Institution
Social Worker or
Unit Supervisor
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Percentage in each category

Tr~ining

School Personnel (N

Clinic Personnel

eN = 16)

= 29)

55

60
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Instruments
A questionnaire was developed for institutions that serve the
delinquent population.

An original draft was field tested locally with

feedback being incorporated into the final draft.

The questions asked were

divided into three parts (see Appendix A).
Part A deals with assessment information.

The literature search

focussing on assessment of learning disabled delinquents had indicated
sever~l

major categories of

psychone~rological

ass~ssment:

intellectual, educational,

and personality or behavioral.

The twenty-one tests

which were cited most frequently in each category were listed in this part
of the

questio~naire

and respondents were asked to respond to them using a

double Likert scale that determined frequency of use of each instrument and
value of the instrument.

There was space at the bot tom of the List for

respondents to list up to four additional tests that were used in their
institution.

Following the above, respondents were then asked to

"indicat~

the four assessment techniques that are most useful to you in planning for
the population you work with."
Part B dealt with programme information of a general nature.
Thirteen programme alternatives:

six focussing on behavioral training,

four on academic training, two on sports and hobbies, and one on diet, were
listed.

Respondents were asked to indicate whether each was part of their

school and/or treatment programme and if it were, to indicate how Many
hours per week, on average, a student would be involved in that aspect of
the programme.

Following this they were asked to "indicate the four

techniques used

mo~t

often in vour setting" and to "indicate the foui

techni4ues you faelare mOst helpful in rehabilitating juveniles in your
setting. u

-
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Part C asked ~for general information about the institution such as
the number of male and female inmates and the amount of time spent in
academic and vocational instruction.

It also asked respondents to indicate

how many students showed academic retardation of two years or more in
reading, writing and spelling, and mathematics.

A definition of learning

disabilities (one consistent with that used by the Canadian Association for
Children with Learning Disabilities) was given and respondents were asked
to indicate what percentage of their population were learning disabled.
They were also asked to indicate how they determined this and how they
programmed for that population.
As was indicated earlier, twelve of the training school respondents
were contacted by telephone to participate in a structured interview.

This

included ten questions that delved ·more deeply into the type of adolescent
in the institution, the educational philosophy espoused, specifie aspects
of the programme and teaching personnel issues (see Appendix A).

Bach

person contacted responded enthusiastically to the request for further
information.

The telephone interviews lasted between thirty and sixt Y

minutes.
Results
AlI data were anaIyzed tor frequency of response.

Pearson Product

Moment Correlations were calculated between frequency of use and value
responses on the Likert scale for each assessment

instrum~nt.

Chi square

comparison were calculated between the trairiing schobl and clinic
populations tut these were not significant.
siunificantly

diff~rent,

~ecaus~

they were not

correlations were calculated among aIl assessment

instruments on frequency of use and among' aIl programme alternatives with

-

the two groups combined.

6~

-

Responses to open-ended questions on the

questionnaire and interview were analyzed for major trends.
Assessment
Respondents were asked to respond to assessment information in
several ways.

Twenty-one assessment instruments thathad been cited

frequently in the literature were listed and res~ondents indicated how
frequently the y weie used in their institution and how valuable they were.
In addition, there was space provided to list up to four additional tests
that were used· locally.

These were described as local l, 2, 3, and 4.

Independent of the above ratiny, respondents aiso were asked to indicate
the four assessment techniques that were most use fuI to them in planning
for the population they worked with.

Table l

indicates the ranking given

by the training school and clinic personnel to instruments on frequency and
value.

For the training school personnel, observation of behavior,

informaI assessment of academic work, the Wecshler Intelligence Scale for
Children-Revised (WISC-R), the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) and local
l were used most frequently.
Insert Table l here
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Table 1

Rank arder of ~requency of Use and Value of Instrument
by Training School and Clinic Personnel
Freguency of Use
Assessment
Instrument
Observation of Behavior
Informal Assessment of Academie Work
WISC-R
Wide Range Achievement Test
Local 1
Physical Examination
Local 2
V-ision Tests
Local 3
Peabody Individual Achievement Test
Ben-der Visual-Motor Gestalt
Hearing Tests
Local 4
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills
Draw-a-Person (Fami1y)
M.M.P.I.
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
KeyMath
Ha1stead-Reitan Battery
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities
Detroit Aptitude Tests
Frostig Test of Visua1 Perception
Slingerland Tests of Perception
Thurstone Flags

Training
School
1

Clinic

5

1
6
5
3
2

6

·12

2
3.5
3.5
7

8.5
8.5
10.5
10.5
12.5
12.5
14

15.5
15.5
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Value of Instrument
Training
School
1
2
5
7

7

3
8
4

14.5

12

8
4

10
14.5
13
19.5 16 .
11

17
8
24

19.5
18
23
21
22
25

Clinic
1
5
A.
3
2
10
7

6

11.5
17.5

11
10

8.5

6

13

13

9
14

15
21
15
11.5
19
8.5
22
15

16

15
19
18

20
17

22
23
21
24

25

17.5
23.5
20
23.5
25

-
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For the most part they were also seen as most valuable although local 2· was
seen as somewhat more useful than the WRAT.

Por the clinic personnel,

observation of behavior, local l, WRAT, Peabody Individual Achievement Test
(PIAT), and WISC-R were most frequently used while observation, local l,
WRAT, WISC-R and informal assessment of academic work were found most
valuable.

For both populations, there was a strong relationship between

the tests used and their perceived value to the assessor.
When the groups were asked to independently indicate those
assessment instruments they round most useful in programme planning, their
responses were very similar to those reported above.

For the training

school group, local l, local 2, observation of behavior and WISC-R were
seen as most use fuI while the clinic group found the WISe-R, observation of
behavior, WHAT and local 1 to be most useful.

This is consistent with

instrument usage reported in the literature review where the WISC-R and the
WRAT were reported most frequently.
There was considerable agreement among the clinic and training
school personnel about the instruments used and their value.
the correlation among use and value for all respondents.

Table 2 shows

·It was

significant for aIl tests except the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities and Slingerland Tests of Perception, neither of which were used
or valued greatly.
Insert

T~ble

2 here

There was an extremely wide variety of tests reported in the four
local

preferenc~

slots.

They are listed in Appendix H with the number of

respondents that mentioned each.
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Correlation Between Frequency of Use and Value of Instrument
for Twenty-Six Assessment Instruments eN = 45)
Test
Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt
Detroit Aptitude Tests
Draw-a-Person, (Family)
Frostig Test of Visual Perception
Halstead-Reitan Battery ,
Hearing Tests
InformaI Assessment of Academic Work
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
(ITPA)
KeyMath
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Iventory

(MMPI)
Observation of Behavior
Physical Examination
S1ingerland Tests of Perception
Vision Tests
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
- Revised (WISC-R)
Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT)
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
Canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS)
Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT)
Thurstone Flags
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test
Local #1
Local #2
Local #3
Local #4
Local #5

./

/

Correlation

Significance Level

.735

.327
.600
.670

.001
.012
.001
.002
.017
.001
.001

.148
.840

.172
.001

.661
.260
.595
.238
.723

.001
.046
.001
.062
.001

.776
.761

.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001

.349

.670
.424

.779
.576
.605
.685
.720
.654
.841
.793

.803
.947

-
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Insert Table 3 here
Table 3 analyzedall the tests mentioned plus those included in the
questionnaire by category and frequency of mention.
tests mentioned in total.

There were eighty-six
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Table 3
Categ ory of Tests Curre nt1y Used in Canad ian Settin gs
Servi cing the Young Offen der
Number of Diffe rent
Tests Used in Categ ory

Frequ ency of Use

Educa tional

30

158

l

Perso na1it y Tests

21

95

2

Intell igenc e Tests

9

55

3.5

Senso ry and Medic al

3

55

3.5

16

39

5

Other

7

7

6

Total

86

Test Categ ory

Psych oneur ologi cal Tests

Rank

-
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Educational instruments were mentioned most often and also represented the
greatest variation.

'l'he most freque"ntly cited tests in "Othis category were

informaI assessments of academic work, the Wide Range Achievement Test
(WRAT) and the peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT) as can be seen in
Table 4.
'Insert Table 4 here
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Table 4

Assessment Instruments Used in Canadian Institutions
and Clinics ta Determine Educational Skills of Juvenile Delinquents

Instrument
Informal Assessment of Academie Work
Wide Range Achievement Test
Peabody Individual Achievement Test
KeyMath
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
Stanford Diagnostic
Woodcock Johnson Psychoeducational Test Battery
Schonel1 Reading
Metropolitan Achievement
Diagnostic Reading Scales
Gates-McGinitie Reading
Slosson Reading
B.rigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills
Gray Oral Reading
TORe Reading
Watson Diagnostic Math
Si1varo1i InformaI Reading Inventory
Dolch 220
Sucher Alfred Reading Placement Inventory

Number of Respondents who
Reported Using the Instrument
29
28
20
12
Il
Il
6

5
4
4
3
3
3
3
l
l
l
l
l
l

MAT .

l

Completion Test
Monroe-Sherman Math
Nelson Reading
Burt Word Test
Edmonton Spelling
Gates McKillop Oral Reading
Monroe Group Diagnostic Test
Primary Informal Tests
Individual Subject Assessments

l
1
l
l
l
l
1
1
l

Par.~graph

-
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The second most frequent category of assessments used were in the
personality area.

Behavioral observation and the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory (MMPI) were
category.

Intelligence tests

Intelligence

•

~cale

w~re

the~most

frequently used tests in this

cited next with the Wechsler

for Children, Revised Version

class as the most frequently used instrument.

(WI~C-R)

dominating the

Most respondents indicated

that yeneral physical and medical examinations were conducted at their
institutions even though the results were not necessarily used in
programminy.

The least frequently used category of assessment instrument

was the psychoneurological area.

The Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt was cited

fairly often but it was not listed as an instrument that helped in planning
for _individual adolescents.
The cateyory

preference~

indicated were consistent with the ratings

of utility given earlier.
Correlations among tests in each cateyory were calculated to
determine the likelihooà of respondents to use several tests as opposed to
a few favored ones.

Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 indicate the results.
rnsert Table 5 here

Each of the three personality instruments listed in the questionnaire
correlated significantly with each other.

This was especially true for the

MMPI and Draw-a-Person.
Insert Table 6 here
Arnong the intelligence measures (see Table 6), personnel were
incLined to use both thewISC-R and stanrord-Sinet although the WlSC-K was
the much prererred test as reported earlier.
Insert Table 7 hcre

-------------- ----

--~-~-~--~--~-~~----------------------------------""""i'-
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Table 5
Correlation Among Personality Assessment Instruments on Frequency of Use
(N = 45 )

Draw-a-Person (Family)

DAP

MMPI

BEH.OBS.

1.00

.5l4xxx

.275x

1.00

.292x

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI)

1.00

Observation of Behavior

x

= p <.05

xxx = p

< .001

/
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Table 6
Correlation Among Intelligence Tests on
Frequency of Use
N

=

45

DAP
Detroit

Aptitude~Tests

WISC-R
Stanford-Binet

xx p

<.01

1.00

WISC-R

SB

.142

.103

1.00

.353xx
1.00
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Table 7
Correlation Among Edueational Tests on Frequeney of Use·
N = 45
Inf.

KeyMath

PIAT

Canadian Tests of Basic
Skills

-.045

.165

.267x

Informal Assessment of
Academie Work

1.00

. -,O2l

-.021

KeyMath

Woodeoek

CTBS

WRAT

.077

1.00

.096

.275x

• 662xxx

-.045

.212

1.00

.33lx

• 490xxx

.165

.294x

Peabody Individual
Achievement Test

.275x

.331x

1.00

.234

.267x

.412xx

Wide Range Aehievement Test

.212

• 294x

.412xxx

.257x

.096

1.00

Woodcock Reading Mastery
Tests

.662xxx .490xxx .234

1.00

.077

.257x

x p

<.05

xx p

<.01

xxx p.(OOl

-
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In Table 7 correlations are shown amony the six achievement tests
listed in the questionnaire.

Each test correlates with at least one other

indicating that each institution has a variety of tests in their repertoire
to determine academic performance.

The PIAT correlates significantly with

four of the five other tests while the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests, WRAT
and KeyMath each correlate with thre~ others.

These data sugyest that

personnel use a fairly extensive academic test battery to analyze academic
performance.
Insert Table 8 here
There is a very high correlation among the three medical tests which
sugyests that aIl three are used frequently.

Amony the psychoneurological

tests there 1S not a yreat deal of siynificant correlation although the
ITPA correlates highly with the Halstead-Reitan and heariny tests.
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Table 8

Correlation Among Psychoneurological and Physical Assessments
on Frequency of Use

N = 45

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt

Bender

Frostig

H-R

ITPA

Hearing

PE

1.00

.115

.017

.224

.154

.071

1.00

.136

.289x

.153

.060

.304x

1.00

.567xxx

.131

.079

.178

1.00

• 481xxx .105

.243

Frostig Test of Visual
Perception
Halstead-Reitan: Battery
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability
Hearing Tests

LOO

Physical Examination

-.048

.517xxx

. 664xxx

1.00

• 680xxx
1.00

Vision Tests

x

Vision

p.< .05

xxx

p

< .001

-
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Thirty-six respondents to the questionnaire indicated that
observation of behavior was a maJor component of their assessment approacho
In the telephone interviews, they were asked to elaborate upon this.
most cases (ten of the eleven) this was primarily informaI.

In

students were

observed continually by either a specified worker or by all the staff and
the general behavior pattern would be discussed thrbugh anecdotal reports
at weekly or monthly team meetings or immediately if the behavior was
markedly deviant from expectation.

In six of the institutions there was

sorne formaI structured observation that was usually related to a behavior
modification programme.

In no cases was there a structured clinical

observation of the student.

ubservation was seen as a natural aspect of

teaching and interacting with the student.
ln summary then, the categories of abilities that are most
frequently assessed in Canadian institutions are physical, intellectual,
and academic acnievement.
The tests that are used most

frequ~ntly

are the Wechsler

Intelligence scale for Children-Revised (WISC-R), the Wide Range
Achievement Test (WRAT), the Peabody Individual Achievement Test
and the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt.

(PIA~),

In addition, most institutions

informally observe behavior and informally assess academic work.
To elaborate further on the approach to assessment found in Canadian
institutions, responses from the twelve interviews will be described.
Because of the small humber of persons interviewed and the informality of
the stluctured interview, thes~ responses were not statisticaily arialyzed.
They are of value

dRRcri~ttvely

through the questionnaire data.

hnwever in expanding upon the

is~ues

rai~ed
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An example of the assessment approach in Canadian institutions is

the following which is used at the Cecil Facer School in sudbury, untario.

Shortly after arrivaI aIl students are seen by the Assessment and
Community Liaison Coordinator (A.C.L.C.) for an initial assessment
to establish grade placement, achievement attendance, attitudes,
etc. The peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the Wide Range·
Achievement Test are usually given to help establish a student grade
level for initial placement. This information is verified by direct
contact with the student's last school.
This information is provided by the AoC.L.C. to the principal and
the student is assigned to an appropriate full time school placement
and a specific teacher (prime Teacher) for initial educational
programming, observation and detailed assessment. A wide variety of
assessment instruments both norm-referenced and criterion referenced
are available for use depending on previous testing, and current
needs.
In the telephone interview, the eleven respondents were asked to
describe the residents of their institutions.

Oescriptors were categorized

by ethnie breakdown, age, adjudication, academic and persona1ity factors.
On ethnie background, four reported large native Indian populations e
one a large French Canadian population and the remùinder reported a
primarily English Canadian mixo

The age range reported was 12 to 17 years

with an average of 15.5 years.
Admission to training school occurred both through
through provincial mental health recommendations.

adjudic~tion

and

This latter reason for

admission is not acceptable under the Young of.fenders Act and so the sample
in training school when this survey was conducted was somewhat different
than the sample that would be admitted since the act was implemented.
Conclusions for a young offender/learning disability link based upon this
samp1e may be limited by this samp1ing ditterence but in generai tnere
sufficient similarity in the samples to make general conclusions.

The

~~

-
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major offenses were theft and break and enter although eight respondents
indicated a small but significant number of delinquents who had committed
serious crimes, usually armed robbery.
school admission was

unmana~eable

more than male adolescents.

The other major reason for training

behavior that tended to refer to female

Since this is not considered as offense under

the Youny üffenders Act, this entree into institutional care will no

lo~ger

be seen among adjudicated youth.
Four aspects of academically related characteristics were given.
These included intelligence, attendance, motivation and academic
functioning.

Seven of the eleven respondents indicated that the average

student in their institution was in the dull normal range (lU of 80-90)
although there were several comments sugyesting that this was a minimal
estimate of their potential.

The remaining four respondents feit that

their students covered' the full range from borderline to above average but
aiso felt that the average wouid be in the Iow average range (lQ of 90 to
99).

Poor attendance in school was reported in four cases.
Ten of the eleven respondents stated that their students had a very

negative attitude towards school upon arrival at the institution.

However,

slx stated that these attitudes improved conside(ably during the students'
/

stay in

trainin~

community.

school and in fact held after they were released to the

AIl respondents indicated that the average student in their

institution was academically retarded, usually by about two years but with

a range of functioning
The

person~lity

f~om

yrade l to high school.

characteristics mentioned varied greatly

an~

included statements like "psychologically immature, hyperactive, unable to
make friends, unwilling ,to conform, aggressive, and severely emotionally

-

disturbed".
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There was no distinct pattern mentioned here although

aggressive was mentioned most often.
Programme
Respondents were asked to indicate which of thirteen programme
alternatives they used and how many hours per week the average student was
.
involved in each programme alternative.
There was also space allowed for
local option land 2 but these were rarely filled in.
programmes mentioned here are summarized in Appendix 20

The additional
This contrasts

highly with the use of these optional categories in the assessment portion
of the questionnaire and seems to reflect the more generic quality of
programme versus the specifie nature of an assessment instrument.
Insert Table 9 here
As table 9 indieates, most institutions and clinics used a wide
variety of programme alternatives.

The most frequently used programmes in

training schools are individual eounselling, remedial academic, sports
programme and regular academic.

Among clinic personnel, the most frequent

programme alternatives are individual counselling, problem solving skill
training, remedial academic, group counselling and behavior modification.
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1
(

Table 9

1

. Percentage of Training Schoo1 and C1inic Personnel
Who Use Each Programme Alternative and the Mean Number
of Hours Per Week Each Alternative i~ Used
Percentage Use by
Pr,ogranune Alternative

Training
. Clinic
Schoo1(N=29) (N=16)

Mean Number of Hours
Per Week Used in
Training
School

Clinic

100%

927.

5.3

2.8

Group Counse11ing

81%

75%

2.3

1.7

Family Counselling

54%

58i.

1.9

.2

Behàvior Modification

81%

75i.

36.3

13.6

Time Out

77%

67%

3.2

.5

Prob1em Solving Ski11s

81%

1.8

.7

Regular Academic Programme

88%

67%

12.5

9.7

100%

75%

8.8

2.0

Vocational Training

657.

33%

6.6

.1

Study Time for Academic Work

58%

50%

1.9

1.1

Hobby and Craft Training

73%

50%

6.0

1.2

Sports Programme

927.

67i'.

7.9

1.7

Diet Control

42%

33%

1.3

a

Individua1 Counse11ing

Remedial Academic
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In the training school, behavior modification, when used y . would seem
to be an ongoing part of the dailyprogramme.

It takes many different

forms which were followed up in the teiephone inventory.
telephone interviewers

r~ported

Ten of the twelve

using behavior modification frequently.

Five programmes use it cootinually in both the school and residential
programme. In sorne situations students must have earned points for aIl
privileges over and above basic food and clothing while for others they are
used prirnarily for increased freedom and special outings.

AlI use the

system as a means of gaining additional privileges but three also report
using it to rernove privileges.

In sorne cases the behaviors to be worked on

are determined jointly by the student and staff but in most cases the
school staff and the psychologist work out the programme.

Usually the

programmes are developed to be worked on individually but two institutions
use group contingencies where the reward is otten a desired activity.
Points are tallied daily and/or weekly and may be discussed with the
student (especially if low) or used as part of the regular staff reports on
the students.

The actual rewards to be earned vary greatly across

institutions.

The range includes snacks, models, visits to MacDonald's,

money, guitar lessons, freedom passes and reduced time in the institutione
AIl users report that it is a valuable way of controlling and improving
student behaviors.
modi~ication

This is consistent with reported use of behavior

in the literature re~iew (ROSS and Gendreau, 1979).

Both regular and remedial academic work is a part of every student's
programme io Canadian training schools.

On.average,twenty-one hours per

week or four plus hours per day are spent in school with an additional
to two hours per day

sp~nt

in vocdtional training.

According to the

on~
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information provided by the respondants, students wlo were admitted to training
school under the Juvenile Delinquency Act spent approximately 9.7 months in
the training school with a range of ten days to rive years so they were- out
of main stream education for approximately a year and thus available for
remedial instruction in the training school.

Whether sentences will be of

a similar length under the Young Uffenders Act can only be speculated upon
but with treatment and attendance in an appropriate educational setting
being available dispositions, hopefully those young offenders who do have
learning disabilities can_be involved in a remedial program for at least a
six to twelve month periode
The training school proyramme is varied across the country but seems
ready and able to deal with a variety of students.

Telephone respondents

were asked to describe the basic philosophy of their institution.

While

aIl respondents spoke -of the necessity to improve academic skills and
general attitudes among their students, sixt y-four per cent describe an
essentially remedial philosophy while thirty-six per cent described an
1

essentially personal growth philosophy in their institutions.

The actual

comments related to an academic philosophy included the necessity to assess
the student's strengths and weaknesses, the necessity of preparing them for
reentry into community schools, and the necessity for academic upgrading
and success so that they could be 'normalized' and thus fit back into their
communities.

Comments sUPP'Jrting a personal growth philosophy included

-experienciny a positive peer culture, the necessity to improve in self
esteem, to take pride in oneself and onels work and to develop a wholistic
thrust where aIl the needs of the individual were understood and met.
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These two thru~ts are evident in looking at the questionnaire data.
As Table 9 indicates, academic programming is used in aIl cases.

Table 10

shows the amount of overlap between varîous academic programme thrusts o
Regular and remedial academic overlap quite significantly while regular
academic and study time are less highly correlated.

RemediaI academic

correlates significantly with regular academic and vocational while
vocational correlates with remedial and study time.

Time out to study is a

relatively infrequent approach used in Canadian institutions and while 58
per cent of training schools report using it in their programme, on
average, students in training school spend less than two hours per week in
supervised homeworkc
Insert Table 10 here

/
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1

Table la

Correlation Among Academic Programme Alternatives
N = 45
Regular
Academic

Remedial
Academic

Vocational
Training

Study
Time

Regular Academic

1.00

• 462xxx

.043

Remediai Academic

• 462xxx

1.00

.327x

.240

Vocational Training

.043

.372x

1.00

.285x

.240

.285x

1.00

Study Time

x

-.072

= p < .05

xxx = p

< .001

-.072

-
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Table 9 summarizes the many programme alternatives that focus on
personal growth.

These include individual counselling, group counselling,

family counselling, problem solving skills, behavior modification and time
out.

In Table 11, the degree of overlap among these programmes is

summarized.
Insert Table Il here
"rndividual counselling correlates mildly with group counselling and problem
solving skills but in general, there is very little overlap among the
various personal growth alternatives even though individually they are a
part of most programmes.
The last general programme category' to be commented on is sports and
crafts.

These play an important role in the training school both for their

entertainment value and for their 'normalizing potential'.

Diet control ls

used least frequently in Canadian institutions and in programme
elaborations, no respondent indicated that it played a significantrole.
The use of medication was not specifically probed for in this study but
again, no one mentioned it spontaneously when given an opportunity to
expand on programme thrusts on the questionnaire or in the telephone
interview.
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Table 11
. 1

. Correlation Among Behavioral Programme Alternatives
N = 45
Behavior
Modification

Behavior
Modification

Group
Counse11ing

Individual
Counse11ing

-.082

1

Counsel~ing

Time
Out

Problem
Solving
Skills

-.206

.089

-.106

Family

1.00

-.106

-.106

1.00

.322x

.144

-.019

.228

Counse~ling

-.082

.322x

1.00

.185

-.048

.322x

Family
Counselling

-.206

.144

.185

1.00

.181

.144

.089

-.019

-.048

.• 181

1.00

-.019

-.106

.228

.144

-.019

1.00

Group
Counselling
Individual

Time Out

-

Prob1em
Solving Skills

x = p

<.05

.322x
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The pupil:teacher ratio in Canadian institutions isgood.

It ranges

between one to two and one to twelve with an average of one teacher to six
students at any one time.

The range of actual numbers of teachers in each

institution is from four to twenty-four with an average of 8.7 academic
teachers per institution.

These figures include the principal but not

other special support personnel such as psychologists or social workerso
This figure does suygest sorne problems in implementing a full programme
since the range of ski Ils and knowledge that must be taught ranges from
grade 3 to college preparation in aIl subject areas.

Expertise across this

range is impossible in most of our institutions and does create a serious
problem at both the lower remedial levels in basic skills and at the upper
levels in academic knowledge subjects.

Forty-nine per cent of the teacheJ:s

in the academic programme have special education training, five per cent
are currently working towards it and in most institutions there was a sense
that more of their teachers would be pursuing additional training.

In only

two cases was the training specifically geared to learning disabilities but
there is a general approach taken in the courses to the mildly handicapped
learner.

Among telephone interviewees, seven institutions stated that

their teachers were hired by the ministry and three reported being hired by
the local school board.

There was no indication of which was more

effective, but if community school liaison is an important component in
rehabilitation, then one would suspect this would be more effective when
the teachers all have the same approach to curriculum and instruction and
are familiar with the local school situation.
The curriculum involves all

subje~ts

with the heaviest emphasis

being placed upon remedial language and ffidthematics.

Several of the

-
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programmes involved work training and in three cases, the s,tudents attended
local schools.

Only three institutions used correspondence courses,

primarily for grade 11 and 12 courses and even in these cases there was
considerable dissatisfaction with themo

This represented a change from

earlier practices and seemed ta have occurred for two reasonsi the
inappropriateness of the courses themselves to meet student needs and the
increase in the skills and training of the institutional teachers.

The

~emedial teaching thrust focussed primarily on the core subjects of

reading, .spelling; writing and m~thematics with secondary ernphasis on
cognitive and social problem solving and life skills.

Responses to this

question by tel~phone interviewees are summarized in Table 12.
Insert Table 12 here
One respondent stated that what they did wàs 'patching' anywhere and
everywhere they could.'
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Table 12

•

Curriculum Foci in RemediaI Education

(N

12)

Foci

Number of Institutions
Actual Number

Reading

9 .'

75

Spelling

9

75

Writing

9

75

Mathematics

9

75

Problem-Solving

8

67

Life Ski Ils

7

58

Vocational Upgrading

3

25

Attitude

2

17

Art, Music

1

8

/

Using
Percentage

-
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1
1

Most respondents stated that the majority of their students made
small gains in their academic skills that often did not maintain once they
were back in the mainstream but that a small minority made considerable
gains (as much as five grade levels
maintain.

~n

one institutional year) that did

standardized tests are used in one third of the institutions

with pre and post test evaluation in aIl skiiis.

There seems to be an

increasing move towards··this approach to evaluation which probably reflects
both greater awareness of the importance of academic upgrading and a
general

~wing

level.

AIl respondents use informal assessment and observation of their

students'

across the country to formaI testing at the high school

acade~ic

and personal behavior.

They report improved attitudes

towards school while they are in the programme but these too are often not
~aintained

in the community.

In summary then', there are two major programme thrusts evident in
Canadian training schools.
growth thrust.

These are an academic thrust and a personal

The academic thrust focuses on basic remedial work and on

problem solving of a general cognitive nature directed towards life skills
and coping in the future.

~ports

and crafts are also an important part of

most programmes but diet control and medication are infrequently

used~

Most programmes involve behavior modification as a rneans of behavioral
control and academic motivation.

students spend about four hours daily in

the academic part of the school programme and stay in the institutic,l for
an

avera~e

of 9.7 months.

This yeneral programme picture is not

v~ry

difEerent at least on the

surface, from that found in a residential school for learning disabled
adolescents.

To demon3trate this, the principals of a residential centre
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for learning disabled adolescents and o~ a training school were asked to
provide a schedule of activities for one of their typical residents.
pr incipal of the.

The

training school had r,eported earlier

-'
that there were no timetabled differences in programme between a learning
disabled young offender and other young offenders so the comparison with
the resident of the LD institution seemed appropriate in terms of the
reality of the training school experience for the young offender with
learning disabilities.

This is illüstrated in Table 13 which compares a

typical day in the life of an adolescent in a training school with a
typical day in the life of an adolescent in a residential LU school o
of these schools are located in Southern Ontario.

Insert Table 13 here

Both
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Table 13
A Typical Day in the Life of a Young Offender and a
Learning Disabled Adolescent
Activity
Time
6.45
7.30
8.00
8.45
9.00
10A30
10.45
Il.45
12.00
1.00
1.15
3.30
4.30
5.00
5.30

Training School for
JO Adolescent

Residential Programme for
LO Adolescent

Wake·Up
Breakfast
Duties - tidy up
space

Wake Up

School Begins
School Begins
Recess
School
Lunch
Lunch
School
School
Free Time, duties
life skills meetings

10.15
Il.00

Free Time
Supervised Homework

Supper
P1anned. Activities sports, crafts,
1 hour homework

5.45
6.30
8.30
9.30
10.00

Breakfast

Ready for bed·
Lights out

Dinner
P1anned Activities sports, crafts
Free Time, homework
Bedtime, 13 yr. & under
Bedtime, 14-15 yr.
Bedtime, 16 & over
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As can be seen, the actual days are very similar; each include times for
eating, sleeping, school, study, recreational activity, and free time
periods.

One difference is that caretaking duties are expected of the

delinquent adolescent which are not expected of the learning disabled
adolescent.

Another is the supervised homework period assigned to the LD

adolescent.

In addition, much of the free time in the LD programme is

filled up by tutoring and studying.

There is aiso an active computer

programme in the school programme which has had a great affect on
competence and attitude towards school.

These factors were not mentioned

by the principal who described a typical day in the training school
programme and although they may be operative there, no respondent to the
questionnaire reported any systematic use of computers to aid remedial
learning or problem solving.
The next section of this report will look at identification and
programming for those with academic retardation and learning disabilitiesc
Responses to these issues will be compared to those given for the overall
programme.
Academic Retardation
In the twenty-nine training schools involved in this study, there
were 1822 persans or an average of 63 per institution.

Of that group 1447

(79%) were males and 375 (21%) were females, a ratio of 5:1.

In the clinic

population, there were 784 adolescents seen in t0tal or an average of 42
wiih 667 (85%) males and 117 (15%) females, a ratio of approximately 6:1.
These ratios confirm the

prr~dominance

of males in both the delinquent and

learning disability populations noted by Mauser (J977).

-
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Both groups were asked to indicate the number of students in

~heir

programmes who were at least two years academically retarded according to
the tests they used in their own institutions.

The training school

personnel reported academic retardation of two years or more in
approxirnately 45 per cent of their students.

While the clinic personnel

report academic retardation in 60 to 70 Jer cent of their students.

Table

14 summarizes these data.
Insert Table 14 here
Chi square analysis indicates that these differences are significant w&ich
would be expected since these clinics serve not only the courts but other
agencies and individuals with learning problems.

The other very obvious

observation to be made is the hiyh incidence of learning difficulties in
both populations.
While responden~s indicated serious academic retardation among their
students, sorne were reluctant to sugyest it was due to a learning
disability per se.

They suygested that the problems were multifaceted and

influenced by a different set of values, one that does not view education
as an. important part of life, by emotional problems, by poor home
environrnents, poor nutrition, limited intelligence, inconsistent
discipline, poor motivation and reasoning deficits.

Whatever its cause,

academic retardation is a serious problemi one that affects approximately
half of the population in training schools across Canada.

Whether the

cause is inappropriate schooling, poor family background, minimal brain
da.maye, biochemical compl.ications, poor cognitive sk.ills" or whatever, the
presenting problem is sufficiently serious that it must be assessed
,

carefully if there are to be any changes while the student is in training
school.
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Table 14

,

Number of Students who showed Aeademi'c
Retardation of TwoYears or More
Academie

Training School
Population
n

= 1822

Clinic
Population
n = 784

Reading

45.5% x

63.7%

Writing and Spelling

49.9% x

62.9'70

Mathematics

45.5% xx

73.0%

x

=

xx ==

p<.05
p(.Ol

1

-

j
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Learning Disabilities
AlI questionnaire respondents were asked to indicate if any of the
students in their institutions were learning disabled and if

50,

what

percentage according to the following definition:

-

nS ome

institutions distinguish a specifie subgroup of their
population as having academic problems due to a learning disabilitYG
This disability is defined as a discrepancy between intellectual
potential (IQ) and academic achievement that is not due primarily to
physical, intellectual or emotional problems.
It may be caused by
neur~logical or biochemical factors and often shows up as
difficulties in the area(s) of visual or auditory perception,
l~nguage skills, coordination, readiny, writing or mathematics. u
Among the training school respondents, 96 per cent said they did
have learniny disabled students at their institution and 77 per cent of the
clinic population said they saw learning disabled students~

The training

schools identified app~oximately 26 per cent of their pupils as learning
disabled or over half of those who were seriously academically retarded
while the clinic population identified approximately 15 per cent of their
clients as learning disabled which is about one fifth of those whom the y
reported to be academical~y retarded.

Hespondents were not asked how they

diagnosed learning disabilities specifically but they were given the above

/

definitionànd were asked which g~neral methods were most useful in
determining whether a youth had a learning disability or not.
Training school responè.ents stated (in rank order) that observation
in their setting, assessment in their setting, previous psychological
testing and previous ~chool records were most useful.
found previous psychological testing,

.
previous

Clinic personnel

school records, observation

in their setting and assessment in their setting to be most useful.

Thus

-
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training school personnel seem to find their own assessment- of both a
formaI and inforlnal nature to be most useful while clinic personnel find
previous reports most useful.

This difference may occur because of the

differential availability of previous assessment.

In the interview portion

of the study, several respondents stated that many of their residents come
from remote parts of Canada where there have been few assessment or
programme alternatives available while clinic clients come predominantly
from large urban areas that do have a wider range of services to of fer the
adolescent.
Eighty-six per cent of the training school respondents and seventy
per cent of the clinic respondents said the y programmed differently for the
learning disabled than for other students in their care.

These differences

are summarized in Table 15.
Insert Table 15 here
The major progralrune thrusts for both groups are of an academic growth
nature.

Because only a few of the clinic respondents described their

programmes, the range suggested is much smaller than that described by
training schools.

In the training schools, the predominant curriculum

modification involves planning an individualized programme that is based
upon each pupil's strenyths and weaknesses.

This usually translates into

remedial teaching in the basic ski Ils of reading and writing and
occasionally mathemati,-s.

Instructional modifications are not mentioned as

frequently but th,ose that are ment,ioned focus on assignment of the pupil to
Ole teacher who is responsible for coordinating and implementing aIl
aspects of the programme, for exarnple, the 'prime Teacher' approach

~t

Cecil Facer school.

g~'oup,

Other curriculum modifications include size of

.

-
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involvement with local school and use of specialized materials.

Throughout

ail academic modifications, there is an attempt to improve attitudes and
self esteem but these are seen as complementary to the teaching-learning
experience in most cases for the learning disabled delinquent and not as
separa te trom ito

,
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Table lS
Alternatives for the Learning Disabled Population that
Augment the Regular Academic Programme-

Programme Alternative

Training
School
n = 21

Clinic
n = 5

Academic Growth
a)

Curriculum
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

b)

Individualized programme based upon
strengths and weaknesses
Remediation of basic skills
Vocational Training
Art and Recreation
Life Skills
Communication
Tomatis Electronic Ear
Matched ta local board curriculum

i4
11

2
2

3
2
2

1

l
l
l

Instruction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Assigned to an individual teacher
Small group teaching
One-to-one tutQ~ing
After school instruction
FormaI identification, placement, and
review procedures
Attend regular school
Liaison with regular school
Specialized materials
Lowering of expectations

S

3
3
l

1

2

2
2
2
2
1

1

Personal Growth .
1.
2.
3.
4.

Individual Counselling
Non-threatening approach
Self-esteem, awareness, control
Group Counselling

2
1
1

l

1

-
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Unique Programmes for the Learning Disabled Juvenile Delinquent
The responses to programme modification for the learning disabled
group are in mose cases extensions of those in place for all adolescents in
the training school programmes.

There are however a few programmes that

are unique across the country and two of these will be described in this
section.
The Step-Up programme in Vancouver has operated for eight years with
funding from both the Ministry of the Attorney-General and the Vancouver
School Board.

Its clientele are adjudicated delinquents who have had an

average of 4.7 adjudicated offenses each prior to attending Step-Up.
Eighty-eight per cent have a learning disability as defined by the Canadian
Association for Children with Learning Disabilities~ and as indicated by a
checklist that covers movement skills, visual skills, auditory skills,
concept formation and 'behavior symptoms (Thompson, 1983).

There have been

253 graduates of step-Up (a gradua te is a student who has attended fifty
days or more).

Fifty-three per cent of them had attended special education

classes in their communities prior to Step-Up, 64 per cent had failed at
least one grade, and their mean age was fifteen years, ten
programme offers individualized remedial
five days a week.

~raining

month~.

The

for two 2-hour sessions,

The teaching methods are eclectic and include a modified

token economy and any instructional technique that will help the individual
lea~n.

Students are tested daily in math, spelling, reference and oral

reading with a view to improving previous scores on a regular basis.
The philosophy of the school includes such principles

~s

an

appreciation of the relationship between learning disabili.ties and juvenile
delinquency; all behavior is learned; approval

sho~ld

be immediate, sincere
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and appropriate; good teachers are of prime importance and each student
must be accepted and taught at his/her own level of emotional, mental and
physical functioning.

The goals and objectives of the programme are as

follows:
GOALS

"1. To improve basic academic skills for youth referred by
Probation ufficers.
2.. To reduce the number of times that the participants are
adjudicated delinquent on further.offences.
3. To encourage appropciate social development.
4. To demonstrate that, even at adolescence, a remedial school
program can successfully rehabilitate students.
5~
To provide a positive learning experience for a wide variety of
university students whose careers involve working with youth.
OBJECTIVES

1. To instruct each student in basic academic skills tothe
equivalency of Grade 10.
2. To instruct in job employment skills.
3. To provide work experience with the Step-Up proyram (office
duties, clean-up, etc.)
4. To develop the motivation to learn, to find suitable work, and
to remain employed.
5. To measure daily the progress of each student and to interpret
that progress te the student as a further im~etus to learning.
6. To set up the academic program in such a manner that volunteers
can successfu~ly tutor students.
7. To demonstrate, by example, the accepted social behaviour
necessary to get along in society."
p. 2~
There can be no doubt about the success of this programme.

In an eight

year review that included a questionnaire to the community, to
professionals and to the students themselves, the response was
overwhelmingly positive.

It

includ~d

comments from the professionals such

as good attendance, good attitudes, .improvements in self-esteem i
one-to-one tutoring, improved academic

skil~s,

exc~llent

instilling of a desire to

improve further, positive implementation of behavior modification and good

-
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involvement in extra curricular"components.

Students responded with 'the

staff treat vou fairly, give Vou help when vou need it, know what Vou are
doing, the

pro~ramme

is trying te teach us academic things we need to know

and we are happier than we were at regular schoel.

In terms of what they

are actually doing, 106 are working, 50 are at school, 22 are homemaking,
25 are unemployed but not in trouble with the law, four are hospitalized, 2
are deceased, 20 couldn't be traced and 18 are in custody.

These data

summarize responses from aIl students who have yraduated over the past
eight

ye~rs.

The eighteen who are now in custody represent 7.1 per cent of

the total group while those who are actively pursuing jobs or schooling
represent 70.4 per cent of the population.
A second example of a programme that reaches out to the learning
disabled delinquent is that offered at the Bosco Home programme for
disturbed adolescents "in Regina.

At any time there are approximately fifty

students in residence, 33 male and 17 female.

Approximately 75 per cent of

them are learning disabled and about 50 per cent have had delinquent
experiences (unfortunate1y the incidence of overlap was not available).
They are tested with an

ass~ssment

battery that includes observation, the

WISC-R, WRAT, Gates-McGinitie Reading, Rorschach and HTP drawings

~nd

/

neurological screening with the

T6m~tis

Listening Tests.

The programme

employs a holistic/developmental approach within a philosophy of Christian
hùmanism in the broad pluralistic sense.

AlI students are on

individualized programmes with the main therapeutic goals being unique to
each case.

An important factor in treaLment is the ability of the. students

to feel comfortable in school and to move ahead in academic competence as
weIl as to leave the programme with sorne marketable skills.

!

i

A major thrust
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in the academic programme

~s

the development of listening and language

skills and t.ha abi1ity to communicate properly.

This is done through the

use of the E1ectronic Ear (Tomatis Programme) and through a therapy
programme that focuses on communication skills, se1f-awareness and se1fcontrol.
~

In the school programme, thereis a pupi1:teacher ratio of 1:4 or

and both remedial and life skills training are emphasized.

This approach

emphasizes the development of good relationships between staff and student
plus a growth programme at the academic and personal level that is unique
to the individual.
It has been evident to this researcher through the literature review
and descriptions of good Canadian programmes that.those aspects of a
programme which seem most important in the rehabi1itation of delinquents
who have serious learning difficulties (be they due to a learning
disability or combination of many factors) include a highly specialized and
individualized academic programme that foc us ses primarily on remedial
teachiny of basic skills and secondarily on life skills and recreational
involvement.

These seem best taught in one-ta-one or small group

situations by a teacher who i5 personally responsible for the individual
and with whom the·student can establish a meaningful relationship.

These

factors sugyest that the most important component in effective programming
is an attitude and philosophy that regards the young offender as a person
worthy of effort plus adequate training in the academic area.

-
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Chapter 3
Discussion and perspe"cti ves for the Future

In this chapter, the issues of definition, incidence, assessment and
programme that have been developed in the previous two chapters will be
discussed.

Following this, recommendations for the future will be

suggested.
Definition of a learning disability has lon,g been problematic.

The

definition adopted by the Canadian Association for Children with Learning
Disabilities is typical of official definitions that include discrepancy,
exclusion and central nervous system dysfunction clauses, but it presents
:

problems to those who must use it.

The problem lies in the assumption that

a learning disability is caused by such central nervous system damage.
This ascertion is difficult to prove, partially because the instruments
!

frequently used are not valid diagnostically and those that do show
reasonable validity are rarely used because of the expense, time and

:

,

training involved in their administration and partially because the final
validation involves actually looking at the brain which is rarely

pos~ible

.

As a consequence, the working definition for most investigators in the
literature ignores the central r.ervous system dysfunction clause and
focuses on academic discrepancy that is not due to primary problems in
intelligence, emotional stability, home background or physica: handicap.
Clinic and training school personnel who participated in this study seemed
to concur with this approach to definition.

While they were given" a

version of the 'official' definition, when one looked at how the majority
assessed a
mcasured

lear~ling

disability, it was primari1y with

ir.tellec~ual

instrum~nts

ability and academic achievement.

that

•
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In addition to the general concensus on the working definition of a
learning disability, there seems to be concensus on existence of two types
of learning disabled young offenders.

~awicki

and Schaeffer (1979) define

those delinquents with mild learning disabi1ity as showing academic
retardation of a minimum of two years while those with severe learning
disability show academic retardation of four to six years.

Lambert and

Birkenmeyer (1972) distinguished between 'normal juvenile delinquents' who
had fairly mild

~roblems

and 'emotionally disturbed juvenile delinquents'

who had long histories of severe problems.

stephenson (1973) had one hard

core group of delinquents who had serious academic and behavioral problems
and came from low

s~s

backgrounds and another whose delinquencies were

minimal and whose backgrounds were fairly normal, their intelligence was
average and their academic skills ware only mildly retarded.

In the study

reported in chapter 2, respondents identified a group of students who were
2 years or more academically retarded and another smaller group that were
felt to be learning disabled which also seems ta support the existence of
two types of young offenders with 1earning problems.
spe~ific

Unfortunate1y, the

criteria for the sma1ler group were not usua1ly givan although

they were a group who seemed to score·

bad~y

on a range of

/

psychoneurological indices.
In each case cited, abova

th~

mildly handicapped group do suffer

academic problems, but the se are at a moderate level,

~he

group is fairly

large (approximately 45%), and would seem ta be assessed and programmed for
within

th~

current practices in Canadian institutions.

The second group is

smaller (approximatelY 20%), shows greater academic retardation, may show
central nervous system or biochemical dysfunction and/0r more severe

-

lU6 -

l
!

adjustment problems and seems to need a much more highly specialized
approach to assessment and programming (Koopman, 1983; sawicki and
Schaeffer, 1979). - The ramifications of two groups will be discussed later
in more detail in this chapter.
Incidence has been a major area of concern in the literature and in
Canadian institutions.

The average incidence figures for the presence of

1earning disabilities in the young offender population in the literature
were approximately 55% with a male:female ratio of about 1:2.

The

incidence is much. higher than that in the general population (3 to lU per
cent) and the male:female ratio is lower than that found in the literature
(4:1).

ln

thi~

study, the incidence for academic retardation of two years

or more was approximate1y 46 per cent which is fairly consistent with the
:

1iterature when this conservative or 'mild' definition of a learning
disability is used.

However, the incidence figure is reduced to 26 per

cent of the population when respondents are asked to differentiate among
youth with academic problems using a more stringent definition of learning
disabilities·.

It would appear that professionals who deal with

young offenders are able to discriminate between those who are simply
retarded academically and those whose retardation is due to a learning
disability.

The ratio of males to females in Canadian training schools is

5:1 but since

respondent~

were not asked for a male:female breakdown on the

learning disability question, it is not possible to say whether this ratio
is maintained.
There was considerable consistency in the description of atypical
delinquent adolescent in both the li·terature search and in this study.
De.3criptors included an inability to solve cognitive or real life problems,
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emotional problems, poor understanding of social situations', a tengency to
behave inappropriately, low average intelligence, poor motivation and
attitudes towards school, and academic retardation.
include a tendency to aggressive behavior and

Additional descriptors

a low SES background

(Koopman, 19ij3i stevenson, 1973; Murray, 1976; Mauser, 1977).
Assessment usua1ly comprises intelligence tests, academic tests and
at least one psychoneurological and/or personality tests.

The actual tests

most frequently citéd in both the literature and this study were the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for ehildren - Revised (WISe-R), the wide Range
Achievement Test (WRAT), the Bender Visual Motor Gestalt (BVMGT), Peabody
Individual Achievement Test (PIAT), Minnesota Multiphasic personality
Inventory (MM?I), and ta a lesser extent, the Halstead-Reitan

~attery.

Observation of behavior and informaI assessment of academic work were also
used by most respondents in the study.

~oth

groups of respondents, those

from the training schools and those from the clinics agreed o~ the types of
assessment and actual instruments that were most useful.

This was good to

note since both groups provide valuable information ta the courts and
receiving institutions about the individual strengths and weaknesses of the
young offender.

The overwhelming concensus among aIl investigators

cancerning a core battery of assessment instruments suggests agreement
about the utility of sorne tests, however it also may reflect the paucity of
standardized instruments that do 'yield useful information.

Certainly each

institution felt the need to supplement the core with informaI tests and
additional

standardi~ed

tests of local preference.

There does seem to be a

need to work within the framework of already accepted assessment
instruments and to suggest how they can be 4sed to yield maximum diagnostic

r

-
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information rather than to recommend instruments that are not in general
\

. 1

usage.

i

The causation issue has not

be~n

laid to rest in this paper.

It

would appear that both learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency are
conditions that are Influencee by SES status, environmental conditions that
are

unstimulati~g

and frequently prone to pollution, nutritionally poor

diets, social and academic problems and minimal brain damage.

These causes

however are viewed as important not so much in and of themselves, but
primarily insofar as determining them can lead to specific remedial
suggestions.

Thus, identifying the role played by poor diet is only useful

to the extent that one can provide a good diet to the individual and
mon!tor behavior change.

Similarly the influence of minimal brain damage

on delinquent behavior and learning disabilities seems important to
•

ascertain if knowing fhat has direct programme payoff.

And therein lies

the rub since brain damage is by definition irreversible and though Yeudall
et.al. (1982) recommends medication therapy, he has not provided empirical
.

support for the efficacy of this approach.
i

,

Nor has the literature

generally been able to show consistent results regarding biochemical

1

approaches to programme especially with adolescent populations.

There may

be sorne argument for a better understanding of the.individual whom we have
identified as minimal brain damaged, but surely the more obvious symptoms
of academic retardation,

impulsivit~,

poor SES background would be

sufficient to generate sympathy for the individual and an appreciation of
his/her need for an appropriate programme (Coons,
issue

1(

r~ther

lY~2).

l comment on this

harshly because the causation issue has involved the energies

of many investigators with rather IDinimal results.

The larger payoffs in

!
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this field seem ta come from a careful analysis of academic and social
behaviors that can be linked directly to programme goals not from extensive
research into causation.
This then leads into the findings concerning programme.

Ross and

Gendreau (1979) found that no single programme thrust was as useful as a
many faceted programme thrust.

This has face validity certainly when one

appreciates the multi-faceted influences"on the young offender.

This is

supported by descriptions of programme thrust across Canadian institutions.
The programme elements that seems to yield best results according to the
literature and to our survey are as follows:
1.

a behavior modification programme that draws the students' attention
to appropriate social and academic behavlors.

2.

a nutritionally well-balanced diet.

30

the involvement of the community through liaison with school
personnel, through the use of" volunteers in the institutional
programme and through parent training in effective interaction with
adolescents.

4.

remedial instruction in language and mathematics that is meaningful
to the adolescent.

5.

problem solving training of a general cognitive nature which is
directed towards life skills and coping strategies.

6.

the development of an

~ctive

recreation programme that invo1ves

students positively with their peers and staff.
7.

implementation by sensitive, caring individuals who value the young
offender and see his or her potential for growth and who are welltrained in their

subje~t

and in their ability to match the
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individual needs of students to appropriate curriculum and
instruction.,
•1

1

This approach to programme could be implemented either within the
training schools or at the community level for both groups of learning
disabled o~fenders.

Those whose handicaps are more severe however will

need additions to this basic programme.

One addition would be a mor~

thorough psychoneurological workup with an instrument or instruments of
known va~idity such as the Halstead-Reitan battery or the Yeudall
modification of it.

Delinquents who did show evidence of serious minimal

central nervous system dysfunction would be more carefully monitored as to
die~ and perhaps put on medication therapy.

1
In both their school and

residential programme, there would be an emphasis on small group and
one-to-one instruction with a teacher who would monitor their programme
personally and establish a strong affective relationship with them that

i~cluded good modelling of cognitive and affective behaviors as well as
caring (Thompson, 1983; Ross and Fabiani, 1983).

These individuals would

hopefully also be persuaded to stay in the programme for a longer time in
order to teach the remedial skills requirea, ensure their maintenance and

1

carefully plan and support their re-integration into the community.

In

this situation, the principle of least restrictive environment might

be

seen as incompatible w;th most appropriate programme.
In order to identify the two groups of offenders, it would be
important to develop a screening instrument that could be used easily a~d
effectively at the time of dispositipn.
instrument.

1

Figure 4 is such a screeninq

-
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rnsert Figure 4 here

The checklist of behaviors is an amalgum of behaviors that have·
discriminated among delinquent groups and among learning disabled groups.
(Thompson, 1983; Connors, 1968; Kinsbourne and CapIan, 1979, Koopman,
1983).

It includes both current and historical information about the young

offenderoA high score. on this instrument would suggest that the young
offender had a serious handicap that should be further assessed and that he
or she should be offered a programme alternative that would deal with the
observed difficulties in a supportive structured manner such as that
described earlier.

High scores on this checklist should also·be drawn to

the court's attention, so that Judges and other officiaIs will be more
disposed to understanding the inappropriate court behavior of sorne of the
youth when it occurred.
Recommendations
This chapter has laid the groundwork for the following
recommendations:
1.

An attempt should be made to discriminate

betwee~

those young

offenders who have mild learning disabilities and those that have
/

serious disabilities.
2.

An initial component of this discrimination would be the development
of a scr€ening instrument such as that described in Figure 4.

This

instrument would be used by court workers in developing the court
report and would be available to the judyes at the time
disposition.
3.

further research should be done to validate the use of such a
screening instrument across the éountry.
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r'IGU.kE 4
YüUNG üFFENDER SCREENING CHECKLIST
YES (2) SOMETIMES Cl) NO .(0)

BEHAVIORS
A.

Current

~ehavior

Poor attitude toward school
Hates reading and writing
Writes and spells badly
Fails to finish things
Easi1y distracted, short attention
span, inattentive
poor coordination,·clumsy
Poer memory
Performance varies, goed somedays,
poor ot.hers
Has difficulty following directions
Peor understanding of cause and
effect and of significance of
consequences
Restless or ov~ractive, fidgits
Impulsive
Disturbs others
Mood changes quickly
Easily frustrated
Lacks insight into behavior of
self and others
Eats a lot of junk foed
B.

/

History
Has had serious head.injury
Difficult pregnancy and birth
Has been sick a lot
Has allergies
Has a history of school problems
Has missed a lot of scheol
Pa~ent had school problems

1!
.~
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4.

Programme alternatives should be explored that include the basic
elements outlined earlier.

Many of these are already in place

across the country but their specific strengths and weaknesses need
to be better known

50

that the courts can match young offender to

proyramme more'effectively.
5.

Where adequate programmes are not in ~lace locally, however, effort

should be made to develop them orto buy them from other minis tries
or geographic areas where this is feasible.
6.

Additional hiring should focus on persons who are sensitive ta the
needs of this group and who are we1l-trained and experienced with
1earning disabled adolescentse

Where possible, it should be of

persons who will 'go the extra mile' since this population is quite
special.

\
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Appendix A
Instruments Used

-/2- '3

'4 -

THE ACADEMICALL y UNDERACHIEVING
JUVENILE DELINQUENT
A Questionnaire for institutions
serving the delinquent population

RESEARCHER: Dr. C. Crealock
./
./

Department of EducationaJ Psychology
Faculty of Education
The University of Western Ontario
London, Canada N6G 1G7

A. ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
Please eircfe the frequency of use and the value to you of each of the following assessment .batteries where 5 equals high and 1 equals low.

DO NOT
Frequency of Use
HIGH

Value of Instrument

LOW

HIGH

LOW

5 4 3 2

1

1. Bender Visuai Motor-Gestalt

5 432 1

5 4 3 2

1

2. Detroit Aptitude Tests

54321

5 4

2

1

3. Draw-a-Person (Family)

54321

5 4 3 2

1

4. Frostig Test of VisuaJ Perception

5

5 4 3 2 1

5. HaJlstead-Reitan Sattary

54321

5 4 3 2 1

6. Hearing Tests

54321

5 4 3 2 1

7. InformaJ Assessment of Academie Work

54321

5 4 3 2 1

8. Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)

54321

5 4

9. KeyMath

54321

10. M.M.P".

54321

11. Observation of Behavior

54321

3

3 2 1

5 4 3 2
5 4

3

1

2 1

4

3

2

1

5 4 3 2

1

12. PhysicaJ Examination

54321

5 4 3 2

1

13. Slingertand Tests of Perception

54321

5 4

1

14. Vision Tests

54321

5 4 3 2 1

1~. WISC-R

54321

5 4 3

16. PeabOdy IndividuaJ Achievement Test

5 432 1

5 4 3 2 1

17. Woodcoc:;k Reading Mastary Tests

5

5 4 3

2

1

18. Canadian or Iowa Test of Basic Skills

54321

5

2

1

19. Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT)

54321

5 4 3 2 1

20. Thurstone Aags

5

4 3

2

1

5

21. Stanford binet Intelligence Test

5

4 3

2

1

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

4 3

2

1

OTHER (please list)
5 4 3 2 1

22. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5 4 3 2 1

23. ________________________________

5 4 3 2 1

24. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5 4 3 2 1

25. _______________________________

~

54321
5

4 3

2

1

54321
54321

PLEASE INOICATE THE 'JUMBERS OF THE FOUR ASSESSMENTTECHNIQUES THAT ARE
MOST USEFUL TO YOU IN PLANNING FOR THE POPULATION YOU WORK WITH.

1
(most
useful)

2

3

4
(Jeast useluJ
·01 the 4)

WR/TE HERE

B.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

Please indicate which of the following are parts of your school and/or treatment program.

YES

NO

00 NOT

IF YES, NUMBER OF
HOURS PER WEEK

WRITE HERE

1. 8ehaVior Modification

2. Diet Control

3. Group Counselling
4. Hobby and Craft Training

5. Individual Counselling
6. Problem Solving Skills
7. Regular Academie Program

1

8. RemediaJ. Teaching

1

9. Sports Program

10. Study Time for Academie Work
11. Time Out

12. Family Counselling

13. Vocational Training
ether (please list)

14. __________________________

15. __________________________

INDICATETHE NUMBER OF THE FOUR TECHNIQUES USED MOST OFTEN IN YOUR
SETIING.
.
,/~

1 /
(moSt olten

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

(Ieast olten
used of the 4)

used)

INDICATE THE NUMBER OF THE FOUR TECHNIQUES YOU FEEL ARE MOST
HELPFUL IN REHABILITATING JUVENILES IN YOUR SETIING.
1
(most
he/pful)

2

3

4

[.1 1 1 ]

(feast
he/pful of the 4)

Continued on Page 3

c.

GENERAL INFORMATION

1.

Number of persons in the institution.
MaJe _ __

2.

3.

4.

DO NOl
WRITE HERE

/

Approximately how many hours par day do they spend in
(a)

academic instruction

(b)

Vocationaj instruction

reading

(b)

writing and spefling

(c)

mathematics

1

J~~

a

Approximately how many show academic retardation
of t'No years or more in

(a)

1

C

FemaJe_-_ _

Sorne institutions distinguish a specifie subgroup of theïr
population as having academie problems due to a leaming
disability. This disability is defined as a discrepancy
between intellectuaJ potentiaJ
and academic
achievement that is not due primarily to physieaJ,
intetlectuaJ or emotionaj problems. It may be caused
by neurologicaJ or biochemicaJ factors and olten shows
up as difficulties in the area(s) of visual or auditory
perception, language skills, coordination, reading,
writing or mathematics.

<,a)

(a)

Are any of yeur students leaming disabled?

(b)

If so, approximately how many?

(C)

Plesse indicate which methods have been usetul to you in
determining this:

Yes_

NO_

Continued on -Page 4

C. continued

(e)

(f)

- 'Cg}

If yes, would you describe your program.

What percentage of their time is spant in the
program described in (e)?
Is there anything unique about your population or
program that you feel ;s relevant to the purposes
of this questionnaire that 1 have not specifically
asked about?

THANK YOU FOR TAKING TIME

ïO CüiviFi.ETi: r(i1i:S QUI:: :sïIÛN NAIR E

1

rn

THE ACADEMICALL y UNDERACHIEVING JUVENILE DELINQUENT
This research has been funded by the Ministry of the Solicitor-General in an attempt to understand the
degree to which juvenile delinquents in Canadian institutions have académie problems, how such prcr
blems are assessed and what program experiences are designed ta accommodate their needs.
Information of this nature in Canada is non-existant in any thorough, systematic manner and yet is essentiai
if the extent and nature of the issue is to be appreciated. Your cooperation in filling out aU or any part
of this questionnaire will be much appreciated. Ali individual responses will be kept confidentiai. Would
you please retum it by November 10, 1983 in the enclosed envelope. Thank you.

C.M. Creatock, Ph.D
Department of Educational Psychology
The University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario

Because of the distances involved, 1 will not be able to visit many institutions. However, 1would like
to caU some in order to understand more about Canadian programs. Would you please indicate the
name and phone nurnber of someone in your institution that would be able to speak with me.
Narne ______________________________________________________________________
Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(area COde)

Time most likely to be available
Day ______________________
HOUf _______________________

-
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Interview Questions
Hello, this is Bea Brewer calling as afollow-up to the research
questionnaire on the underachieving juvenile delinquent that you filled ·out
for Dr. Carol Crealock.
first of aIl, thank you very rnuch for filling out
the questionnaire. The responses from across the country have been very
interesting.
Do you have about 20 minutes now to elaborate on sorne of the
issues raised?
If not, when could l calI you back in the near future?
1.

Could you describe the type of person you get in sorne detail?
for intellectual level, attitude about school, behavior
difficulties, adjudicated offense, age range.

2.

How long do they stay in your institution generally.

3.

Wpat are the basic philosophy and yoals concerning education at your
institution?

4.

Could you describe the educàtional program in more detail?
Probe
for teaching strategies, ~upil:teacher ratio, curriculum (provincial
correspondence courses, local board, level of functioning of most
students).

5.

Does the remedial aspect generally involve teaching of basic skills,
teaching of pr~blem solving skills, life skills, etc.?

6.

what academic gains do pupils generally make while they are with you
in writing, reading and mathematics? when you are assessing pupils r
do you do that when they first enter your program, when they
leave •••

7.

You mentioned using observation as a major evaluation approach.
would you describe how this is done? Probe for structured vs.
unstructured, length of single observation, trequency who.observes r
etc.

u.

would you describe your behavior modification approach in more
detail.
probe for who is on it, basic behaviors monitored,
contingencies or rewards.

9.

How many academic teachers are at your institution.
What trairing
do they have?
(p~obe for a special education training).
Are they
ministry employed or contracted through your local school board:

10.

Anything else?

Probe

- 125 -

Telephone Interview
~umber

Name of Respondent
Date
Answers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
/

9.

lU.
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Appendix B
Instrument and Programme Alternatives
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Table 16

Assessment Instruments used in Canadian Institutions
and Clinics to Determine.the psychoneurologica1
Ski Ils of Juvenile Delinquents
Instrument

Number of Respondents who
Reported Using the Instrument

Hender Visual-Motor Gestalt
Ha1stead-Reitan Hattery
Illinois Test of Psycholinyuistic Abilities
HSPQ
Frostig Test of Visual Perception
Slingerland Tests of perception
Test of Adolescent Language
InformaI Tests of Perception
Tomatis Listening· Test
Tomatis Listening Survey
Neuroloyical Screening
stroop Colour Word Test
Trai1 l'iaking
Benton Visual Retention Test
Raad Map Test of Directionality
wepman

17

Total

39

16

3

3
2
2
2
1
l
1
l
l
1
l
1
l
l
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Table 17

Assessment Instruments Used in Canadian Institutions
and Clinics to Determine Personality Profiles of
Juvenile Delinquents

Instrument

Number of Respondents who
Reported Using the Instrument

Observation of ~ehavior
MMPI
Draw-a-Person
Jesness Behavior
Rorschach
Thematic Apperception Test
Basic Personality Inventory (BPI)
House, Tree, Person
Adaptive Functioning Scale
California Personality Inventory
Tennessee S~lf Concept
Carlson Psychological Survey
Psychological Screening Inventory
Family Environment Scale
Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory
Personality Inventory for Children
Sentence Completion
.
Children's Apperception Test
CPI
Clinical Interview
Student Perception of Ability Scale

36
16

Total

95

21

12
6

4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1i

- !JO -

Table 19
Assessment Instruments Used in Canadian Institutions
and Clinics to Determine Intellectual Skills of
Juvenile Delinquents
Number of Respondents who
Reported Using the Instrument

Instrument
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Revised
WISC-R

28

Stanford-Binet IQ Test

8.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary

7

Detroit Aptitude Tests

3

Raven's Progressive Matrices

3

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

2

Opposite Test for Mental Age

2

Woodcock Johnson Tests of Cognitive
Ability

1.

Otis

1

Total

9
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Table 20
Other Programmes Used Across Canada
Programme
Life Skills
Adult Up-Grading
School Consultation
Oreikurs Social Learning Theory
Addi~tion Counselling
Pastoral Counselling
Electronic Ear Programme
Music
Social Skills Training
Relaxation Training
Coordination with other Agencies
Volunteer RemediaI Tutoring
rEpl s based on skill checklists
Group living training
Milieu Thex:apy
Chemotherapy

Frequency Cited

6
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l

FormaI education

sold thenlselv(::3 as
oE the be3t of our
cultural herit~se; through assimilating peoples of widely·.
d i f fer e nt b <l c: kg r 0: l ;-j d S i t l tr 0 Wj h c i t i zen 5 h i P t r ù j n i n 9 i th r 0 u 9 h
enha!1cement oE individu.l.I s!:ndents' potentiali and most
specifically thrüu~h '.:nIFtncjllCj cconomic pr.oduction through
"skilling" (:-~ee, (:.'J. fG~ On:ario, !?rcnticc, 1977). Especially
in the 1960 ';:.;, thi::.; tlutiün became formally claborated into "humall
capital thcory":
i t coun:':r ies wantcd to develop, they could
nowhere better !.nv~~t their resources than in improved
(esp~:cially tcc:hnical) l''dllcation for their populace (see Karabel
and Hc3lsey, 1977; Lockhcart., 1975).
:::;Y;31>:'w:::

developing 30clcly:

h,,~/('

thrGu~h

.11~;'.l.L':-;:

tYJnsml~slon

But our univer5~l, compulsory, Erce school systems arose in
Western Europe and North America Dot 5imply from humanitarian or
educational concerns, but a150 in large part specifically to
prcvcnt crinK', ~~peclally among the po or and urban young (see
Sutherl.J.nd, 1973;. G.1ffield and Ttlest, 1978). Currjcula meelin'j thf
need of the upper cIa~5cs were designed to inculcate moral
training, .:13 \'l'ell to organize and classify ::;tudc:nts ta lIlakE' thei!".
"best contribution" ta dcvelaping the society (Johnson, 1977).
But somewhat ironically, nonetheless directly rel~vant ta
discusslng social development and crime, one of the strorigest
factors in social research which 5eems ta determine delinquency
i3 school failure. (It must be noted that when the sexes are
separated analytically, the relation between schonl (allure and
delinqucncy 13 much weaker for girls than for boys; nonethele~5,
0iven that maIc3 continue to inordinately occupy our attention
regarding crime, the findings are not irrelevant.l (2) Dozens of
independent studics across cultural and linguistic baund~ries (ir'
Britain, France, the United states, Australia, India, and both
Angophone and Francophone Canada) have repeatedly found school
faiurc to be among the rnost persistent and stron~est corrclatcs
of both out-of-school male juvenile delinquency and male in-clas.,
misbehaviour (reviAwed in West, 1975a; 1984).
Anticlpated soci~l class (indlc~ted by school perform~nce)
correlatcs with delinqucnt behaviour much more th<lfl social
class origins. Those with middle-class origins but who
through failing move to low oc~uQational prospects arc <lS
delinqucnt as those wlth low origins and prospects, and,
more dclinquent than cither those with high origins and
prospects, or low origins but high prospects.
(West, 1981: 148)
Va ria u 5 b 0 ct i e s 0 f r e ;3 e arc h Vi i th cl i f fer e nt:..; t Y1 es, the 0 r If::3,
methods tend to corrobürate and elaborate such statistical
findin(js.

.] n d

For example, linguistic studies have shawn how weIl-off childrcn
are able to"cash in" on their home-derived "cultural capital"

(Bourdieu ,'1t1'.1
certification

r,-L·'.Sf:r.on,

a:=;

1977i

B(·n\:~tein,

wp.1l ..l:-: .IC,HJ':'l11ic

(197C:=;)

.juc{..:es:~.

Lu

;:\chiCVt~

Jn01:dl

P.;.rt:i.~::l.[)'l!ll.

ob::-:f:rvat.tonal r':':=;c',~;~r:b 011 the nr~g'_t iatjon of :"~~lJd:_'nt/teaC'her
contracts (Smith ~nd Geoffrey, 196B) ~nd the utlliz~ton of thp.
hiddcn currricu]rn (z\'pple, 1979) ha::; shown hOvJ such clùssroorn
ordcr ~:=; .-:Icti v ely cOIl::::tructed in cornple:-: illteraction bet,..;e:~n
students an0 tc~chers (West, 1975 b).
In-cla~~ typing seems ta
pl.) Y a ma j 1) r r 0 1<:: i n l e."1 rll i n SI wh i c: h 9 e t s r e El P. C t f> d i ft Eor rn·:;'t l.
testing a achiev(,l!Icnt ~c:o:u!::; (Rist, 1970; Broadfout, 1979).
Certainl}', th::: or,':l.1nlz.Jti.on,:ll ..1nd· :noral order of. the classroofn
ùrc as salient. .71::; t.he: etl1.1co.tj onal.

Subculture research (eg. Willis, 1977; Corrigan, 1979; Robins anJ
Cohen, 1979; Hùll et al, J975i West, 1979; Hest 1984: chp. 5)
has situated education within class, ethnic, o.nJ nclghbourhood
contexts, showing how youngsters reproducc cultural forms dcemed
useEul in their anticipatcd adult liEe rolcs. Frequently,
delinquents are sim~ly thosc who have decided that furlher
subordination in :3chnol i5 not '..,rorthwhil~.:1S.1 [lri"e for
continuing in programme::: which ar~ Iflp.aninglcs!:; for' dnticipateJ
·tJorkin.g Cl.1SS jobs: they precociou::;ly adopt cl.-lims to adult
status which conflict with the prescribed studpnt ~tatus (e.g.,
re deference to ~dults, smoking, drinking alcohol, sexual
relations, etc.) (Berkeley, Gaffield, West, 1978) .

.

Sorne interesting recent British research is con~i~tent with the
above summaries in suggesting that certain types of school
rC!gimes specific:l.lly Inhibit deli!l{~IlC!ncy. Reynola3 and hi::;
colleagues (e.g., J979) found high cJelinquency ~c:hnols tend,-cl 1.;
be larger, with.1 'jre.-:lte[ st.1Ef turnover, l.l.rgcr cla~:~(~:3, di.J nul
.involve youngster::; 111 helping to r:un the ~chool (1",.1 ~-Jere
conservativc: or nun-pro';p::e3sive in thel,r tCdchill'j i(]'~uluIJY.
Teachers in ~uch schools were les~ willing to dcfer to older
adolescents' demands for autonomy regarding smoking, gUffi chewing,
and behaviour outside of the school. Rutter et al (1979)
reported similar findings for inner-London schools: low
0elinquency rates were associated with teachers who taught more
than one subject, used group-based discipline, W(~tl~ Ilot LJiirtltl''''c':
but :ra ther pra i:=;j ng towards students, and exper i enced close
principal supervision, joint staff curriculum planning, and l'lad
hlghly stable studcnt peer groups.
Most sl.1ch ::;chool-~;rudLlced delinquetits cng'.l':F..! ln. anl:.,.' minor
nui sance be hav i our vii th occup i es the ne i ghbour 5' g055 i ~ and yout!l
bureau officers' time.
But they have often developed 311Ch sour:
relations with schooling by the time the y reach the minimum
leaving age that they choose to leJve quietly to join the ranks
of the unemployed or to taxe the vlorsl marIllal labour job::;---,J?,
Willis shows (1977). Sorne, however, r~b~l further ~gJinst th~j~
lot and becol~ involved in seriou5 although non-pr0fessional and
very low-paying crime (West, 1978; 1979; 1980; 1983; 1986).

Of course, none of this school failure and delinquency re~earch
Is flawless. The correlations between school Eailure and

1

1
1

devl.::tnce are onl}' th,]t, .)Ï)(Ï coul(] in further Le~;e:::"!L(:h be reve.:de,l
as Spl1riolls. TI1(~rr. i:=; ::;ome counter evidence: Farrin')ton (1980),
for examplc, has aryued that school effects made little
ct 1 f ference to de I l nquAncy when 1 nt.3J~ e was contro lIed in the i r
well-known inner-London data set. Such results, however, ·are at
variance from those of the majority of such studios (e.g.,
Leblanc, 1983i Polk and Schaeffer, 1972; Rutter, et ùl.,
1979i Reynolds ct ~l, 1979); but the coherence of the the
reasearch i5 impre~5ive, within contemporary social science
criteria for grounding good theory (West, 1981: 89; 1984).
Happily for applied researchers and policy developers, the time
ordering has S(·.·U!l!~d llnu:3ually cle.:'"Ir, and school failure is a
policy manipl1lablc variable (West, 1978).

of the progressive educational policies of the late sixties
and early seventles
(e.g., Head start, Television learning,
child-centred currlcula, pass/fail criteria for conrses,
criterion-referenced grading, vocationally relevant work-study
programmes, credit system~, parent/student educational input,
teachcr inl?ut, the end of r.orporal punishrnent, ;-inl] the
cnhancement of childrenls rights) offered sorne potential in
reducing 5chool fallure and its delinquent consc(lilences. They
wcre been followpd by herlt~yc l~nguage programmes, co-operativc
work-education progrdmmes, curricular revjsion tn provide
non-sexist anci non-racist curr icul'1 in the e ightie:3.
M~ny

Unfortunately, such cvidence that progressive school reglmes
reducc Œelingucncy has tcnd~d ta bp 19noreJ in mo~t reccnt school
policy debates. The last decade especially has secn a resurgenc'·
of traditional perja'jogies and curr icuVt .=ln,-1 the' rf't:r~·.cü of tll'~
new. Undcr cnormous media orchestr.)ted pressure claiming tho.t wc
have econornic crises (e.g., of unemployment) bp.cause our ::;chool.~
are not pro~erlJ training our young ta meet the d0mands of an
increasingly competitive world economy, compulsory 3ubjects h~vp.
been relnstated, enormous investments made in "hlgh-technology"
proyrammes (e;g~, computer use in classrooms: see Sullivan,
1983; Sullivan, 1986) etc.
Job training ls strcsscd (CCCS,
1982). Bath the US and Canada have poured funds into special
education (PL-142; and Bill 82 in Ontario); while this may direct
nceded resources towards additional children in nccd, it also
threatens to crcate a system which condemns them to an in[erior
status and of a working class future (Tomlinson, 1982).
(DcspiL'
many suggestive links in popular lore, the ~ost heavily funded
American research review failed to find a clearly cstablished
link between learning disabilities per se and deJlngup.ncy.
(Murray, 1976.) The policy directions too often conflict with
the research findings.
Sadly, if this research on school failure <md deviancc 1s
correct" it would seem that many O[ our school policies almost
inevitably produce delinquents.
In our insistQnce th~t ~chuols
rank and sort, sorne ::;;LucJents must fail to rneaSlJrp. IIp; they ·.... ill
perceive the irrelevance of school for their working class
futures; they will interact with teachers and other~ to

1nternJllze their follurc and adopt deviilnt rolcs within the
sma Il gr'ouI? 0 f thc c las:.HOOtni the:3c are no t i n frf'quc n t ly
elaborated into dclinquent roles in the widcr cowlnuniLy. Our
maintenance of .J. :--.:chuol '::i':jU:~n ir: '.--ihleh :301liC mu:;;!: f;]il n1p..ln:::;
have chosen poliey u~tions which acLually producc crime!

w~:

r,'le cou Id the r e f or Cc! th i nk .'d:J!)\.( t ed uca t i ona l pr O'jr.l.iMI1(!S to red llC~-'
fa.tlure.
Rut:. l h(-,li'~-v(' Vif- n,~(-(] LI) fnOVe bcyond Lhinki!llj .:1 bi.t of
tinkcrinr; I:Jith educ::-ttional puliey 'dill efEect llIajnr ch.ln'~e:j in
(lE: l inquency.
\-7(~ :i'~cd \.:() cons l. der' more ser i ou;;ly 'dl1y our cr ime

rolls are fillp.('1 vJith the YOlln'j. (Ttle could con:::id.=:r ùcp.pf:r.eczins
them from age 12 ta 25 ::-.,~d olmost aIl of our ordinary crimr;:
problems would dI5~ppear!)
What 13 peculiar about
youth--especi.;tly young malcs--'.... hich ma}:e them crlw(:-prone---not
simply as indivic111.11:3 (for they usually cool out l.::lter)--bllt a:J
an age group?
~Greenberg, 1977; West, 1984.)
l believe there is an ironie hubris over .the LJ.J~t century of
northern ::>chooling sinee th(; induslrial revoluticln--in our
frustrated hopes that by cutting yuung ~cQPle off frorn full
participation in'society ~nd social develo~ment, cspecially
throurjh comQll1:...; 0r,i' prolonger] ::;chouliny- (too e:'1::ily ·~s:3utn<::d-1:3
autornatieally prornoting socirJ.I deo:elopment), Vie wi Il 5 OTrlf,:hO\-1
better pre(l.lr0. thcrn Eor integration into our society_ Huw rnight
we better arrange their 50cialization 50 that they might better
actively par'ticipate in social development? (Vlest, 1986-Chile) (3)

o

III
A MORE GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE üN EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
JUSTICE THROUGH EDUCATION IN NICARAGUA. (4)

One useful strategy adopted by tIlis conference in trying to
rethink how 30ci~1 devclopment might prevent crime is the
adoption of a comparative perspertive: we have considered
i n for ma t i 1) n f rom t1(~ i 9 h b 0 uri n9 rn 1) r e - 0 r -1 es :3 =: i In i 1.J r co lJ n tri e sin
the developed northern world (England, the united states, etc.).
But for maximu~ bcncfit, this compar~tive strategy needs to be
elaborated further to include regard for successes in crime
prevention in sorne countries MOST unlike ours, some successes
where one would pcrhaps least expect them. For we must not
forget Q basic fact that comparative criminological research ha.~
i nd i C.::1 ted: tha t i Il 't/or Id -Hide terms, the more· deve loped countr i t~S
have higher (official) crime rates (especially regarding property
crimes) than the less developed (Shelley, 1981; Clinard and
Ab bot t, 19 73 . ) Do est h i 5 no t su 9 g est we nü g h t le a r n s 0 me t h i n 9
from our less developed neighbours?
Specifically in regard to, and ·perhaps in seeming defi~nce of,
many of my above arguments relating more (and more "rigorous")
schooling with increased delinquency, one such very
underdeveloped country, Nicaragua, has since its 1979 revolution
80TH opted for enormous investment in education AND
simultaneously, in a world with seemingly inevitably increasing
street crime, where traditional criminology (c.y., Clinard &
Abbott, 1973) would expect much crime, it has experienced a
falling crime rate which deserves our attention! 1 believe the
reccnt Nicaraguan cxpericnce i5 exemplary jn 5howing us new
possibilities Eor true educ,'ltional devclo~)lllenL; \-:hich na:;,t bR
examined regaràing thcir transferability to the first world.
1. Underdevelopment, Schooling, Marglnality, and Crime.

In regard to education, within Most conceptions of sociaJ
development, we have unthinkingly assurned that more ~nd hetter
schooling would automatically mean development (but see Dale,
1982).
Yet the basic world dAmographic facts ;:ihollid at lcast
make us reconsidcr. For the vast, disproportionate majority of
the world's children are being raised in countrle~ lea~l able ta
adequately provlde for them.
In 1975 , 1.44 billion children were under 15 years of age.
This represents 36 percent of the world population, an
increase of nearly 50 % in the population of children within
two decades.
80 percent of aIl children live ln Africa;
Asia, and Latin America, where they comprise nearly half of
the tota 1 popula t i on and where 50 percent 0 f <_111 d'ê!a ths éHC
accounted for by children under five...
Of the school-aged
group (5-14 years) nearly 35 percent arc not in school.
lE, International Education Newsletter, no 2, March 1981,
OISE
The costs Of providing universal

~ublic

education have become
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iÜC!ïû.J.ôirl'jli ;5eitl':t..: fur Ud~c1 viOllcJ ;:!üultf:o. Fiji t.hc::tiüüIc, Hu!)tIm.:!Ï1
(1979) indic~te3 that although thE!re are im(?roving "::;urvival
rates" fer scheel attendance in less developed countries, the
ABSOLUTE number of out-af-scheol youths has increased fram 1965
ta 1985! Perhaps nqually significant, the percentage of public
expenditures fell from sorne 18% spent on schooling in 1970 ta
only 13 % by 197Ci sirnilar years' figures for per cent of the
Gross National Product were 2.8 and 2.3 percent.

Nicaragua was prololypical of 5ueh extreme third world poverty
and underdevelapment, unusuRI only in the extreme brutality of
its dictatorshjp ~nd its final overthrow. (5) By aIl the standard
meùsure:::; of education, the pre-1979 school system was a disastec
(see Tefel, 1972?: 35-7i93ff). Less than half the school-aged
youngsters attended formaI instructional classe:::; at aIl.
Primary School Enrolment in Nicaragua, 1972
Grade:
6th
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
lst

21,321
27,600
35,771
45,461
60,385
115,15'3

·(Black, 1980: 1)
Sorne 20% of th(' st'concl.:ny school ëlge group ,:.Incl ~'''Jnk~ 5":. c· f. the

tertiery age group' werc formally enrollcd in 1977 reports.
In 1976 only 68% of the 409,000 children in the 7-12 age
group registered (there are no figures for attendance) ~nd
halE of thcse dropped·out within a year. As with the other
levels of education, much less provision was made in the rur~l
aieas; 90% of rural schools had only one teacher who hùct te
teach aIl the six primary grades. Two thirds of the pupils
registered wcrc in urban areas. The results of those who di 1
attend primary schools were ta say the least, extremely
poor.
In rural areas only one in twenty of those who
startcd first grade finished aIl six grades and even ln
the urban areas the complet.ion rate was undcr 50%.
(Black,1980: 18)
In ways not entirely weIl documcnted nor explainl21, 3uch
systematic underdevelopment regarding schooling seems connected
to the explosive growth of large marginal populations, bath rur~l
and urban, throughout the thi:rd world (sec, CI]. W.:llker Larrain,
1983; West, 1987; Hausser, 1967), populations.which depend upon
desperate strategies of the Integration of legal secondary
economy activities with grey and black market one:::; in order to
eke out a miserable existence (sec, e.g., West, forthcomingi
Pahl, 1982; Birkbeck, 1981).
In Nicaragua, these conditions

probably Sp,)w!lt::d the tradition .. l :',ocial problem" and crlln€'
intc<jrated into ,"" m;:H9ill,~] economy 50 often c1iscussed in the
literature (petty juvenile delinquency, drunkenness,
prostitution, br~wling, and minor theft; e.g., 3ee Clinard and
Abbott f 1973; Castro Rodriguez, 1945:42; Tefel, 1972?).
However, such unde.rdevelopment meant n.ot only thcse petty street
crimes, but al~o the certainly more profitable criminal
_ activities of the all-but-ignored rciling groups, most especially
by the Somoza dlctators and the national police--the Guardia
Nacional (Wheelock R0m~n, 1974/79; Liviano/Centro Valdiviesa,
1982)--who now, o[ course, provide the core of the
Counterrevolutlonaries (HINT, 1986). To the disasters of a major
earthquake, they added the llorrendous destruction of their
resistance to democracy:
in a country of less than three
million, they wreaked havoc: sorne 50,000 killed - almost aIl of
whom were under age 25 (proportionately more tha~ Britaln lost in
aIl of WOLld War II), 100,000 injured, 40,000 orphaned, 200,000
families homeless and 750,000 depending on food assistance.
Leaving sorne halE a billon dollars in damage, the d,ictator and
his cronies literQlly looted the national treasury in the last
days, leaving only $3.5 million, while they had indebted the
country with $1.6 billion (the highest per capital in Latin
America), much of which they, of course, had also managcd to
syphon off personally (EPICA, 1980).
2 Sandinista Social Development (6)
When the revollltionary triumph carne in 1979, Nicar,Jgua was a
country jubilant, but i t inherited aIl the problems of
underdevelopment, poverty, and d~pendency upon an agrocxport
economy described above, plus the wanlon destruction and 9reed it
suffered in the overthrow of the genocidal Guardia.
Relying upon popular enthuslasm and local organiz~tional
coalition of not only guerrillas, workers and studcnts, but aIs)
small holding peasants, rural and urban bourgeoisie and liberal
professlonals, international aid and its nationalized inheritan~e
of the dictator's vast holdings, the Government of N~tional
Reconstruction reactivated the agroexport economy under a
formally mixed model (with 60 percent of the economy still
privately owned,· although socially controlled), redlstributed
land (especially to co-operatives), maintained bdsic reùl incorTl'~s
through housing programmes and food subsidies,pursued a foreign
policy of non-ali<]nrnent, and inaugurated award-winning health and
educational programmes. Nicaragua has successfully rnanaged to
hold general elections while stimulating the devcloprnent of
alternative participatory power structures throllgh mass
organizations of aIl sorts (unions, professional associations,
youth organizations, the community groups, etc.) These are aIl
measures we would regard as socially developmental.
One can easily question the inadequacies of official statlstics
indicatlng" drastîcally reduced crime rates (although

crimlnologlot3 tend to

reg~rd

offIcial murdPt

YJ~e~

aB

lel~tlvely

vaIid), but one shining re~ult of the 1979 revolution i5 furthri
corroborated by p.Jrt1clp:ult obsc(v.Jtion ~xperi(;ncf' of 5.:tfc!
::.treet~ a.nd apvarünt erGicl1catloll of vice, neYlpaper reports
(El
Nuevo D1.Jr10, 6 de octl.lbre de 19:33) and inrorrn.:ll interviews
(7):the dr~stic rcduction in street crime and dclinquency.
CRIHINAL OCCURENCES
1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

864

390

313

320

na

10,497

4147

1135

1986

na

Total
38,781
(including
aIl crime)

22,554

10,439

8402

7500

Murder and
Homicide
Robbery

Source: compiled from-Nunez de

E~;corcia,

1985; 1986.

that these figures indicate sorne real sociQl lrend,
there are dDubtlessly many possible causes and explanations for
the dram.Jtic redllction of crime in Nicaraguan streets (see Nl.lnez
_de Escorcia, 1981). Probably the success of the revolutionary
government in manQging an economic recovery, with more just
distribution, undcr a government and society perceived uS
legitlmate, 11;:.s h.'l..d some lrnpact on the crirîl0 .3n<] dellnql.lüncy
figures.
Gr~nting

More specifically leg~l mcasurcs have doubtlessly helped. The
. Immediate declaration of adherence to internatinal standards of
human rights gave new hope. Progessive social welfare and family
laws have followed; a new emphasis on prevention and support ha3
transformed the Institute of Social Service and Welfare from a
symbolic but ineffective ministry to a major force in governmen~:
policy. The building of a totally new, efficient, and progressj'/e
police force literally from nothing must be noted. Furthermore,
the prison system has not only becn extremely humane in relea~ing
large numbers of ex-Guardia prisoners, but in establishing model
farm communities which are among the most progrcssively
~ehabilitative in the hemisphere (Del Olmo~ 1980; 1983; McCab~,
1985; MINT/Montealegre, 1985).
But l believe a large part of this unique success story in 3tre~t
crime reduction ls attributable la educational ch~nge5--not on]y
in the formaI school system, but in the wider society (e.g.,
through popular education, often organized by the local
neighbourhood organizations, the Sandinista Defenc~ Committees.)
1 only have time here to discuss briefly two aspects of this
reconsideration of what cdllcational development might mean Eor
young people--reconsiderations which l believe have contributed

JO

to the lo~vered r."lte of ordinary 3treet-crirne: the Sandinista
Defence Committces and the new Educational System.
a) The Sandinista Defence Committces:
Neighbourhood Watches. (8)
Besides the deeper structural cau:::es

the Quintessential
E;:~nbodied

in !'>oc:iaJ re,ferm

."'l.nd the justice ::.:y::;tern ch.:trt'3t:S noted aboYé, a iilor.e irnrnecliate

reason for Nicaraguè1 's IOlr/ered crime rate and safe street:=:: lie::
in the opcr~tion5 of vigildnela'revolucionaria by the Sandinista
Defence Cornlllll tees.
Growing from Chr lstLln ba~'.e communi ties, neighbourhood
improvement associations, social work and union efforts, the
CDS's were basically spotltaneous organizations of neighbours who
needed and trusted each other for clearing blocked sewers,
providlng "safe houses" for guerrillas or information. Moreov~r,
during the ,final offensive from April of 1979 onwards, the CDS's
were often the only "government" type of organization opcratln~,
as services were cut, abandoned, etc.; f~ctoric::; and buslnesses
were struck, bombed and shut, etc. This has Cjjvell tlw CDS a
prestige and political clout in Nicaraguan process second only to
that of the Sandinistù Front itself. Be~ides their local
co-ordination of health , housing, welfare, etc., polieies which
might prevent delinquency, their provision of "vigilan~ia
revolucionari.:l" (nlghtwatch) 15 clearly crucial ln public safety.
Revolutionary guard dut Y ("vigilancia revolucionari~") i3
voluntarily cClrrled out on almost every block throughout the
country with shifts from 11-2 a.m. and from 2-5 a.m' 6 supportcd
by 2-person mobil~ patrols. Women make up a slight majority of
the voJunteer~, which include youngsters down ta age 14. In
M~nagua's El Nicarao barrlo, for example, there are 29 CDS's for
.5,400 persons in the neighbourhood, wltll 1,670 w<)tchper~()ns.
Tn
a country of less than 3,000,000 there ,"He 300,000 w.)tchpl!r;:;on~~
(USOCA, 1984:116-17). In Managua alone there are sorne 72,000.
They far outnumber the police, both in patrolpersons and hours
logged.
It is primarily preventive work, guaranteeing tranquillity to
neighbourhoods and workplaces. 1 suspect their informaI exercise
of s 0 me " pop u 1 a r jus tic e ft i n set t lin 9 min 0 r dis put es, ha 5 b C! c 0 rw?
an extre~ely effective diversion of youngcters from formaI court
process ing (c. f., Morton and West, 1980, 1983).
Al thouCjh the J(
are authorized to make citizen's arrests, they normally try to
involve the regular police as soon as possible if there 1s a
seriolls offence.
In this situation, the CDS's not only made the rcvolution
possible, they suggested a possible new politics, a reEormulatj')n
of education, and cxempllfied an aJternative strategy of social
development: a social structure whcre citizens tall!3ht each othf'r,
and provided the needed resources to develotJ their immediate
sociql environment. They continue operating not only as a core
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b) Educatlonal Development.(9)
In an initial attcmpt to claborate how school changes might h~ve
affected the lowcred crime rate, let us now turn to this second
example of Nicara'Juan social development. The new.government has
clearly enunciated its educational policy:
To sh.:lpe :5t!.lclC!nt:3 in .:-tnd for creative \-Jork, .~lnd to develop in
thern an awa.rerle:o;~-:; of the economic, social and cultural value of
productive labor, and of the fundamental role of the working
class in the the formation of the new society.
(IHCA, June 1985)
Furthermore, the basic figures speak for themselves: in a time of
extreme scarc i ty and d-emand, commi tment 0 f publ i c resources to
schooling has soared from 1.41% to 5.00% of the Gross InternaI
Product from 1978 to 1983 (maintaining its hold of some 11% of
government expenditures during a time when governmcnt costs
rapidly increased thelr predominance in the economy.) (MINED,
1984: 64)

COMPARATIVE REGISTRATION IN SCHOOL COURSES.
Levels

1978

1979-80

Preschool
9,000
Primary
369,640
Middle/sec 98,874Higher
23,791
S!":,ecial
355
Adult

18,292
'131,161
110,726
29,173

TOTAL

589,355

501,660

1980-1

1981-2

1982-3

30,542
503,497
139,7'13
34,710
1,430
167,852

38,531
534,996
139,957
33,833
1,591
148,369

61,4<35
161,h30
39,765
1,800
161,317

877,756

897,285

1,005,318

579,2()1

(source: MINED: 1984: 15)
Espec ially noteworthy are the expans ions 0 f preschQo 1 eùuca t i orl,
primary schooling, -and tcchnical areas (most notably in
agriculture). Combined with the Institute of Social Services
and Welfa:e programmes for children in need, these initiative
clearly show an decided attempt to target the most destitute
population sectors. Furthermore, within these figures are major
qualitative shifts: scholarships have shifted from bachelor's
programmes to locally relevant agricultural and teacher trainin]
ones; the agricultural programmes have been dispersed from two
unlversities to twelve local regional collegcs, etc.
In addition
surrounding
clothes and
crops), all

to work projccts within the school and the
community during the regular terms (eg manuf.:lcturi[;'3
tools, local sanilation, clearing land and harvcsting
schools organize student Production Brigades (BEPs)

1 2.-

ta hel}? in the \'ac.:.1tion rnonths '.vith the imb)OrL,~ü a9ro-(~:':bJort
crop harvêsts. B(~sides thcir irntBcdi.J.te econonüc value (which not
only produccs the cou~trY'5 imvortant cash-crops for foreign
exchange, but .:.1150 provid05 and effective substitute for the
sücially disruptive mass peasant family migrations of the pastJ,
such brigades have proven ta be enormously educJtive regarding
the regions of the country, urban-rural differences, modes ·of
social organization, etc.
The well-ktH)·.... n .:ind enorrnolF;]Y 50cct:s~;Eul li ter.:lcy crusade, which
the new goverllInCflt in:3tituLed on first takin!} office, resulted in
illiteracy ratcsfalling from 62~ Lü 12% within a year (see
Hlrshon and Butler, 1983; Miller, 1985). We must note the
campaign was root only not without problems, but .J.lso crlticisIn;;:
that it was too centralized; that it was propagandizing (Angus,
1980: 20), that there have been great difficulties maintaining
h1gh levels of Ilter.J.cy, (Torres, 1983), etc. But more than
half the adult population did learn ta read.
Very notably, adult popular education programmes have continuel l
on an unprecedented scale, supported by every government
ministry, touehing every neighbourhood and h~mlet, eovering
tapies from mixed crop farming through civil dcfence to
husband-wife relations to social theory and poplliar theatre (sf>e
Barndt, 1983). The techniques are sirnilarly innovative, rangi/lg
from newspaper cartoons, neighbourhood slid~ and film talks, ta
popularly produeed posters, song, and drama. And throughout, the
young people in the 12 to 25 year old age group have lead the
way: without their mob11ization and energy, the educationol.
transformations could not have h~ppened.
l'.gain, this le not to say the new educationctl programmes are
without eriticisms and prablems. Besid~s the critiques of
conservative~ Lhat thE~ new school system ls a tütalitarian
projeet, politicized to destroy the fomlly and religion, thcrr
are the real difficultie~ posed by the guerrilla war of
attrition. In addition, there are underway atternpts to address
real problems with over-centralizaLion, and burcùucratization.
Many teachers were schooled in traditional pedagogies, ~nd lac~
flexibility to adapt to the ncw circumstances; younger teocher~
often lack formaI training. Many university level technical
courses continue to demand formaI training and lacy. coordination
with the more popularly oriented elementary and secondary
systems. (IHCA, June 1985)
It 15 not scientifically possible at this point in time tl)
provide a definite affirmation that the new educational pollcy
measures have influenced the lowered delinquency rates reported
by various measures: too mony questions exist Gegging furlhcr
research. For instance, can the decision nat ta
institutionalize universal secondary education be ~een as d quite
progre~sive move to avold some serlous problems Antailed in
simply following a western model (e.g., expensive,non-u~eful
educatio'n; social reproduction,etc., justice so overwhelmed tlw!:

J3

dlvt:L::::.lon lJ.3:::; to be .){jopted?)

Do the ne'" VOG.J.tionally tele',/an 1

programmes, pl us the pro'3Tess ive ide 0 logy mc:an tha t "lo\>/-s tr e,lm"
vOGational education programmes are not seen a~; "failure~" as :n
the Industriallzed West but equally worthwhlle, and hence ther0
ls no correlation with delinquency?
Ta what extent does
adolescence exist as a separate age status, among groups which do
not attend seconrtary school (see West, 1986d)?
1

c) Summary
Made especi~lly by youth (lraditionally the most crime-prone
group), the Ni!~.l.r,l'juan tr.;nsformation has scorcd spect.:icular
successes in incorJ?orat ing young people. The new ']OVerIlment' s
policies tuward::i youth have been particularly pro'3'ressive,
doubtlessly reflecting their important participation in the
insurrection (c.g., Black, 1980). Health clinics, the 11teracy
crusade (e.g.,·Hirshon and Butler, 1983) and the extension of
schooling including considered specializations after the primary
level (M1NED, 1983), participation in the military and the
electoral process, representation through mass organizations (~NS
and JS-19) aIl Indicatc rather important developments. In a
fl.lnd.9mental sense, rnany of these measure can he seen .:l;j
educatlonQI, broadly tonstrued.
Of course, the new govcrnmcnt's clear "option for the ~oor" ha~
not Immediately changed brute econornic rcal i ty: the country i:;
still small, poor, economica lly dependent, and has a hugt::
- marginal class dependent upon petty commodity production
anùserv!ce !ndustry trades. But along with better houging,
nutrition, health, social service!::, etc., thi::. c.:ountry aL~(> h.,;· ':1
veritable e;-:plo:~ion of .=-([ts, of cllltllre--of hOl?f~.
Its people can
feel, ta~te, and see that if the problems of dependency,
mar<jlnality, in')Q~HoQriate schocling,ar\(] the sy~::;temo"itic
exploitation of especially the poor, peJ:";dnt!:.i, fcnlale:..;, dnù Ul"
young are not yet solvcd, they are at least being rldd[c3~ed.
It has been educational change wiLh critical differences:
emphasizing informaI, commllnity-relevant programmes,
de-emphasizing an unthinking adoption of universùl secondary
schooling, a fa3cinating comb!nation of liberation theology, a
conception of "the new person" ("el hombre nuevo
c:ommunity
service, and relevant voc.;tional education. Trllly,one of the
more remarkable developments of the Sandinista Revolution has
been the intc<jr,ltion of eùucation into aIl dspects of. lire:
tru1y, "Nicaragua 1s a Schoo1".
lt
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sadly, 1 cannot at thls-tlme tell you th~t 50ci~lrlpvelopment ln
NIcaragua ha~ aJrù~dy ~chleved a h~ppy en~lng. Thp United states
administration has since Reagan'3 assuffiption of pnwer ln 1981
(Newsweek, 1983), wuged ë1 so-called "lo\.J--levèl" \. . .:n of attrition
against such ~ocial dev~lopm~nt in Nicaragua on the spurious
grounds of illtcrcc~tins shi~ments ta Salvadorean rebels: no
evidence of one such gun ha3 been Eatind or presentcd by the
United states (in contrast ta the recent revelations of how the
Northameric~n~ and s~lv~dor~ns ~re supplying the
counterrevolulionaries in Nicaragua.)
Since 1981, the Unit~d states it5elE.h~~ Jlrcctly f]own regular
spy averfllghts, ma~~ively monitored NicaTaguan air traffic and
ground mavements, aided harbour mining from ships off the coast,
consciously intervencd in international financial agencies,
violated GATT tradc agreements, ~~sisted contra b0mbing missions,
etc. It has conducted almost constant sea manouvres, joint land
exercises in Honduras (timed especially to disrupt the lahnur
supply needs for the Nicaraguan harvests), a massive training
program and massive armaments shipments which are quir.:kly
transported over the border.
Now openl-y admitted, the ReagAn administration has veen
Incre<lsingly active sinGe 1981 in organlzing, rp.cTuit:lng,
training and supplying and directing the contrarevolutiun~rle~.
Without mueh popular support, they have little hope of actually
occupying and contrülling Nicaraguan teritory, but with
per5ua~ivc AmerlcJn help, they have engaged ln a WJL of
Attrition. By EQll 1984, the U.S.h~d spcnt $150 million directly
i n 5 u p p 0 r t 0 f the cr) n t r ù (Wo l f 19 8 '1: 2 5 , CAl D ); i t i ses t i ma te d
th~t the official ~llotment of $100 million this yc~r will
~ctually amount ta over half a billion in support (Newswcek,
1986) .

The direct cconomic cost and its consequent human 5uffering i5
at more th·ln $2.8 billion from 1981 to M.:lrch 1981.
(Tirado, in Toronto Star, Jan 24,1987), wilh a totùl of $254
million lost in the first four months of 1981 months .:llone, 70%
of Nicaragua's annual export. As this spreads especially ovcr
product ive, infras tructural, soc ial and hea l th and educa t i ona l
progresses successfully developed by the revolution, it serjouslJ
affects d.:lÏly life and basic welfare in terms of sheltcr, food,
health, employment, etc., and has caused enormaus insecurity,
especially amang the least educated transferable, rcsourceful,
etc.i.e., those in th~ must backward and i~olated area. One of
the most painful and costly cons~quencc uE this a~gression has
been the dlsplacement of 50me 150,000 persans by Novcmber 1984
(Update, Jan. 29, 1985), sorne 5% of the total population.
Repair and rcsettlemcnt has been made cvcn more difficult by the
American dictatcd denial of inernational [unds aw1 Rcagan's
economic boycott.
But the central and true horror of the
imperialist" counterrevolution has been assault, rape, kidnap,
c~tlmated
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torture and murder.
NICi\RAGUAN CASUALTIES, 1980-84 (11)
Year

Government .1nd

Ordinar"j

Anti-Government
Forces

Civllian~

t1ur d(.: r::; /

Homicides
Killed

Hound,~d

Prisoncrs

Killed 1floundcd Prisoners

1980

31

5

nia

nia

nia

23

864

1981

78

22

4

79

7

10

390

1932

233

152

217

320

34

58

313

1983

1.047

1. 334

1.137

1. 834

218

321

320

1984

1. 311

1.712

1. 969

2.986

411

121

320*

Total 2.703

3.225

3.327

5.219

700

533

2.207

*estimate
Sources: IHCA, 19 l·1.:1r ch, 1985; Ministerio de
Extranjero, March 1985; Nunez de Escorcia, 1984.
In regard to our concern with social development ~nd crime, wh!1 ~
the "normal" ci',ili:1n murder rate has declined, de:.J.ths from
contra activitic~ have dr~m~tically incre~3ed.
Although m~ny of
the deaths and casualities occur in military encounters, J
~hocking proportion involves innocent civilians in classic~lly
horrendous terror. The following are just a few example~ of
literally thousands of cases, documented thoroughly by churchcs,
internation~l human rights groups, and international aid dgencie ;
as weIl as by the Nicaraguan government.
Aug 31, 1983 - A 350 member FDN unit passed thronqh

several villages ln the Palwas mountalns.

1

1"

They murdcred 7b
civilians, kidnapped 15, woundcd 3 women, rapeù 3 others, burilt
dawn 18 peasant's home~ and "farmhouses and forc~d 111 people ~o
take refuge in the municipal seat Bocana de ~~iwas.
In Ocagu IS
the FDN dug out one peasant's eyes before killing him. One of
the 9 people murdC"!red in El Gua.yaba was a 14 yt~·:l.r ald girl fi;:st
gang-raped and then decapitated. Her body was thrown in ~ br0ok,
and her head was pl03ced on a stake at the entr'i to the villag:~ as
a warning to others.(IHCA Update, Nov. l, 1981)
Digna Barred~ de Ubcda, a mother of two from EsteIi, was
by the contras in May 1983:
Five of thcm rdped me

~t

~bout

five in the evening ...

kidn~pp:d

they

h.~c:'l g.:tÏltJ-·t-C',lpeiJ nll:' c'/('f"l (1,"1'.
1ilfl~n rn:t.' ....p:Jltt ..1 (:(lllldn J t t:, . d:(~ '1'
anymore, thcy rapcd me through my rectum.
l calculate that in S
days they raped me 60 times. (Brophy,1985: 135)

Doroteo Tinoco valdivia ~eGounted an attack ln April 1984 on
farming cooperativ~ ncar Y~ll, Jinutega:

hl~

They had already destroyed aIl that was the cooperative: a
coffee dryin~ m,chine, the two dormitorles for the coffee
cutters/the electricity ~enerator~, 7 cows, the plant, the food
warehol.lst::'.
There wa::: Gn·.7~ boy ùbout 15 years old, who was rctardcd i}nd
suffered from epilepsy. Wc had left him in a bomb sheltcr.
When we returned '" T.-le Së1W • • • that they hCtd cut his throat,
then they eut open his stomach and left his intestine~ hanging out
onthe ground like a string.
They did the same to Juan Corrales who had already dled froffil
bullet in the fighting. They opened him up and took out his
intestines and cut off his testicles. (Brophy, 1985: 70)
Nicaragua, strugsllng to develop socially, bctween 1982 and 1985,
sufEered 3,316 children anù adolescent::; murlkrr~d by the Aloerican
supported mercenarics, and 6,236 children lost one or both
parents. On aver.:Jgc, there have becn more than 4 dec1ths i.)cr ùa}";
by March 1985 there werc 170,000 displaced people.
Specifically in regard to education, in 1984, therc were 98 adult
education teachers killed and 171 kidnapped; 15 primary ~chool
teachers killed and 16 kidnapped and 14 schools destroyed. 840
adult education centres were closed, and 354 school~ had ta bc
closed. (Melrose, 1985: 37).

'.
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v Conclusion
NiC:3ra(~U('l ha~; ep-t.ec1 ion a Vt-~ry ;=;erious way for :-;(J(:~é11 developrn,::nl.,
seemingly ']reatly rr!duc"~ù it:3 indigenou:3 ,:::rime ..-!nc1 delinquency
rates, only te invite upon it~clf [rom ou~_ô.-·idc :--:Cdne of the most
horrendous crlmin~l activitic~, quite incredibly orchestrat~d élnd
perpetrated by ~ country most of U~ would regard ~s very highly
socially and certalnly cconomically developed: The United states
of America. ':-lhat C<oln Y/C lc.:;rn front tl1is fascinating c;.:[>erirnent ~n
the soc i a l c18 \-,~ l 0 PWC' nt 1) t: e cl u c a t ion a fI dit s po S s i bIc rel a t ion t 0
crime prevent.inn?

1. vlhat Might Real Social Develo[lHlent Mean in a 'ivorld of
Underdevelopment?
In looking at t~e above, one is forced La speclfy some underlying
patterns. The grand program5 for development of the third vorld
espoused since the Second World War through international aid
agencies supported by the fir5t world have often not resulted in
development for the majority of the target population, but rath~r
have resul ted in worseni ng UNDERDEVELOPMENT.
Ca:3hcrop
develdpment for agroexport economies, for instance, often
results in pea:3ants being increasingly forced off their small
subsistence plots, with a real decline in the nutrition of the
rnajority. This certainly s~ems to have been th~ general pattern
in Central A~erica (Barry, Wood, and Preusch, 1983). This
demands seriously reevaluatins our policies regarding global
Social development.
Tt is precisely third woriel education (as weIl a~; ::;ociëll cJ"d
programmes which the International Monctary Fund In~ t~0
World Bank demand be cut to obtain thcir support for furthL:international loans reql.lired to maintain payments on forei'Jfl
debts (typically contracted ln Lalin America by milltary
dtctatorships), 50 vie in the North can continue clippin c] our ban\;
coupons. Quite Iiterally, in Latin America, milliC)n~~ of chllùrcrJ
today are starving and uneducated because the international
banklng system delttdnds that they pay for the sins of the thugs
who stole democracy from their parents, with the clc~r direct
collusion of northern bankers and governments. Sirnply put,
almost aIl the social development programmcs which thls
conference is proposing to solve crime in Canada are precisely
those which our banks, our Canadian government (bath directly an1
through international agencies), and our companies in which we
hold stocks--are aIl demanding be Cllt!
hc~lth)

We must consider the global context. precisely in regard ta
Nicaragua, the àmerican boycott and ',.rar of attrition crilllirHlly
violates not.only international law ~e.g., in regard to GATT
agre~ments), but al~o directly thr~alen5 onc of the most hopcful
and sustained efforts at social development in the underdevelopc~
world. Policies here have effects there. Effects there also ha\·
policy implications here. Where does this congress stand
regard ing t-he cf fects on glob~ l soc ia l deve lopmen t () f ollr

Il

canadlan govornroent pollclûa?
2. Underdevelopment

an~

Crime.

In Buch a contcxt, NtGaragua'~ struggle to rcalize an alternative
model of developllH=nt rnerits our attention. This proce:3s
fundamentally questions what education might mean, what
development mi~ht rncan. If social development just depends upon
economic deveIopmcnt measurcd by the ,standard business-oriented
indices, if economic dcvelopmcnt'is thought ta be hinged upon
higher formaI standards of education and applied technology, will
we simply cre~tc ~]nl more fru5tr~ted and unemployed young
people? How can educat i on.:'11 soc i a 1 deve l opmen 1. be reconCf~ i veel t'o
serve better the needs oE the yaun~, and not Just the needs of
industr:y? Can there be other meanings to "social Jevelopment"
distinct from--perh.:tps evcn in contrast to-- "economic '
development"?
The Nicar:aguan process begins to develop some alternative images
of human progress and wellbeing. Tt tries to rethink how rnargindi
young males and females might be involved, how they might have ~
real future, might not see criminal pursuits as favorable in
splte of conditions most of us would regard as desperately po or
and undeveloped. "Developrnent" and "modernization lt are Clot simply
linear processcs or concepts, where the Lhird world is belJtedl}
Imitatlng the fir::::t: Nicaragua has signalled sorne ways in which
the process ffiight be reveresed.
I have purposely focussed on sorne aspects of rricaraguan social
~vhlc11 Wé ~n the (;,jrtl1 mlght lcarn, whlch 'Ile
might consider: ~dopting from them.
developlnellt from

--there are numerOU5 C oc idl \ve l fare la W5, such û~; those out la'tlir':J
the exploitatIon o~ women's bodies in advertising, allowing
single parent adoption, or insisting that children have
obligations ta support infirm parents.
--the Sandinista Defence Committecs offer a model for active
community participation in self-protection which could guide
Neighbourhood Watch, and general community development.
--the new education policy effectively involves the young
old, in formaI and informaI schooling, in ways which ar:e
cost-efficient, economically relevance and possibly crime
reducing.

~nd

In Nicaragua, thcre is a revolution which has enormously wider
Impllcations--beyond Nicaragua, beyond Central and Latin
Amer:ica--even unto our relatively safe northcrn liber~l
democracies.
Vice-President Sergio Ramirez(1983:11-13)--whom last ycar the
Canadian government shamefully snubbed and prcvented from
educating us--has perhaps best expressed the threat that

Nicaragua rcprcscnts:
"For us, the efficacy of a po] itical m'odel depend:=; on itJ
capacity ta resolve the problem of democracy and the problem
of justice.
"We are not a people chosen by God to accomplish any Manifest
Destiny; we have no capital ta export, nor any transnational
enterprlscs to defend beyond our borders. Our drcams are D01
of dominion, nor of expansion'nor of conqucst, but they are the
humble drc.:lln:..; of .:t humble people ~'Jho aspire to full fledged
justice .:lnd ta Ellll-fled<jcd independencc.
" .. . We export the news that in Nicaragua the revolution has
brought with it litcracy, agrarian reform, an end to
poliomyelitis, the right to life and hope. How prevent a
peasant from'another Central American country [rom hearing,
from knowing, from realizing, that in Nicaragua land is being
given te other poor, barefoot peasants like himself? How
prevent him from realizing that here children are being
vaccinated who ~re not his, and that his children continue t,·
die of gastroenteritls and polio?
"In this sense do wc expert our revolution."
1 believe this is an exportalion which not only merits our
attention, but also demands our active support.
J.ln Njca:z:asu<J Today, Int.ernational State

Terrorj~;rn

I:=; THE Crlmt

This conference aspires ta examin~ how 30ci~1 dev~lopment nlight
prevent crime. Tt has ~ssumcd that the most ~eriou~ crime is
committed by young adolescent males who are soci~lly
~isadvantagcd:
these are indeed those who most come ta the
attention of northern and southern social control agencies ln tl:~
sense of those persons most arrested.
In contrast, McTntosh (1975) has argued that crime Ilad cvolved
from bandit, racket, project, and into bu~incs5 organization. Bt't
aIl tao oftcn, in Latin AmericfJ., it has further ùevelopcd ta
become govcrnment itself, the total corruption of the st~te
apparatus in the service of criminal groups (e.g., To'lhcelock
Roman,1974/79;

D~l

Olmo,1980)

.

More substantively, this analysis .lsserts that intern.'1tion.3.1
state terror has become the most 5ignific~nt crime in Nicaragu~.
The economic damage competes with other types of property crime;
the violent deaths causeà far outnumber thosc lost in "ordinary"
homicide, commonly rC'j.lr(]ed as the worst cr ime. And indccd, not
only in Nicaragua, but throughout lhis American hemisphere, the
pattern'is becoming cleai: the criminal5 may be "~le, ie~--~ul
not 50 young. Perhap~; thcy have had a lcarning dl.sablility, b111
not ln the sense mcant by cducators. Haybe they are borpJ--thc~
certainly have sought out risky unconvcntionfJ.l pursuits--usually

1

in politlc::: or the rnlllt;:n}'! H(i',,- c.::tn ;3ocLil dr:'v('lopït\(;nt pro(3f·::ün:.:.
prevent such promising young lads as 01ivec North, Eugen~
Hasenfus, and Ronald Reagan from going sa far aatray?
HOvl mi9ht we actu.:illy begin to correct the rncst dalVjerou;:::.
criminals who not only are undermining a very interesting
attempt at social dcvelopment which is directed at least in part
at preventing crim~--but even more ~iciously ar~ committlng the
most horrendous crimes in this hemisphere.

Central to Sl!ch activities i3 the intern.::\t:ion;:tl control of
information tu disLort knowledgc uf re~lity within international
forums and withln domeslic audlenceG in the northern first world
liberal democracies.
This cOntrol of knowledge is obviously
seen the leading international terrorist state as such .'1 threat
that It 15 wtlllng to perhaps fatally undcrmine the division of
powers wi thi nits own cons t i tut i on:
i t has now become cl ear th,-' t
the White House under Reagan intended to pursue its policy of
international state terror via the contras, whether it obtained
the legally required approval of Congress or not. When 3uch
a~proval was denicd in 1981, the administration merely set up a
new and more clandestine "civilian" nctwork (Globc,Junc 11,1986',
funded
by ililcit arms sales ta astate it itself had brandcd
as terrorist. And while needed social dcvclopment ~rograms were
cut in the United states, Contra aid funds wcrc siphoned ta
off-shore banks, drug smugglers, and Hondurun ~cnerals (Clube,
June 12,1986). Essentlal to such operation h~ve b 0 cn campaigns Gf
disinformation and refusaIs to testify ta the trulh. Education
in the prevention of crime t.::l.kcs on a whole: n,:w rnc~(1nin'3 il. su\~' ,1
context!
We Canadians have a clear political cornmitrncnt rf:(::!drding terro! isrn.
Wc supported 'l'he United Nations Rpsolutions 26 and 25 of the 25t:h
.General Assembly of October 24, 1970, which committed the
signatary states
ta abstain from organizing, encouraging, supporting or
participating in terrorist acts in the territory of otbcr
states, or tolerating within its sail organizeù activities that
are designed to commit such acts.
The 34 th General Assembly further committed the signatories
ta. abst.::l.in from orgdnizing, encouraging, supoorting or
participating in acts of civil war or terrorism in other
countries.
The northern f;urnmit ln May 1986 in Jcxpùn issued ct communique
puttln,c;J the fic;Jht a';Jainst terrorism at the top of its agc.:nda. Th,;;
six point statement of the heads of the seven in rlustrial nation~,
at the Tokyo surnmit "agreed ta ban arms sales to terrorist
-sponsoring nations, deny entry ta suspected terrorists, improv.
extradition procedures, impose tougher immigration and visa
requirements and improve cooperation among security
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or'janizati')lls."

(Tn~:onto

star,June 1,1986)

BY the ~-i e cri t: t.:.r i d t: hl' R(' a Sdn a d nt i n i s t rat ion 1 sac t ion s, 0 p-e n l y
supported again by the United states Congress in its vote for
anather $100 million alù for the contra, mu~t stand condemncdi
yet the ather northern democracics formally committ~ù ta the rulc
of international law turn a blind eye ta the international statr
terrorism of the United states of America.
Where do Canadians stand regarding social development activitic~
to prevent crime? Where does the Canadian government st~nd? How
can it give Ronald Reagan entrance ta Canada for this April's
suwnit? Where does the Canadian Council on Social DAv~lopment
Stand? or the Canadian Criminal Justice Association? Where dops
this assembled congress stand? Do 'de cowardly sllpport such
international state terror by ignoring it, or do we have the
fortitude ta ll~e up ta our princlples and come out on record Il
favour of s~rious efforts at social developmcnt, and in
opposition ta social institutions which promotc terror? Will
this congress dùre ta p':1rticipate in a truly educativc t3sk \-JhL-h
15 essential ta stup the spread of such horrendous criminal
behaviour?

ENDNOTES

*

The idea~, of many other;::- bave -E il tered the i r .....ay
into thls paper: espetial~y those of Grant Lowery and Wa.ly
Scccombe from the Detached Worker Programme of th<::: Toronto
Central YMCh; Gordon" Cressey, from the Toronto BOèlrd of Education
and United Appeal; ~nd George Martell of York Univer~ity; and
many others- regarding youth. More recently and speclfically,
for the Nicaraguan mùterial, my than.ks ta Drù. Vilma Nunez de
Esco~cla, Peter Rivera, Lillian Hurtado Cubillo, and Rosa Mari~
Rodriguez of La Corte Suprema de Nicaragua; Jim 3nd Margaret Goff
of El Centra Ecumenico Valdiviesoi Judy Butler aIl'..! Carlos Vila:::
of El Centra de Invcstigaciones y Documentùcioncs de la Cüstù
Atla~tica; Beth Woroniuk of El Instituto de Investigacicnes
Economico-Sociales; Scott Evanson, Miguel Fried, and Cathy Gandfr
of the Instituto Historico Centroamericano; Carol Owen of El
Fonda de las Nùciones Unidas Para la Infancia; David Dye of INI~S
and stanford University; Rosalyn Frank, of the University of
Iowa; Jose Garcia anù Joe Gunn of El Fondo Canadiens€' Par.J la
Ninez; and Eldon Bennett, Lorraine DeGras, and Cheryl West fcr
essential base-camp support. The Canada Council, The
Sollcito~-General of C~nada, The Centre of Criminology, ~nd th~
Ontaliu Institutc for studlcs in Education have ~ll fin~nciQlly
supporled the basic rcscarch drawn upon ln thls paper.
I~ ls
quitc unclear that .:::ny of them would want to be attributed with
an.Jlyses expressed herein, and academic decorum demands that I
hereby absolve them of aIl such responsibility.
1. This section 13,'1 rev!::;e,] summa.ry of material elauoLtted ill
West, 1975; 197P./9; 1979; 1'181; 1984: chp. 6; and 1986d.
2. 0 n t~ ca n h y pot he.3 i z eth a t s ch 0 0 ] suc ce::;'J ha s C 11 1. r. :l r ,} l l Y b e (~ r,
seen as less important for females than for mal~s. To take thi~
.further, in a provocative direction: wLy have wc p;:lid 50 littl,-·
attention ta the fact that our crime rolls are Eilled with jou~'j
males? In an era of questioning gender relationships and rules,
perhaps we should be asking why we are sa successfull:;
socializing young ';-Iomen not to be crirnin.Jls, ùnr] f!xdrnlning how
we could use such techniques on our boys? Cou1d ~ littl~
feminization mean less criminality? (see Gavigan, 1983).

3, In some of my own rcsearch in Toronto 0n ser~ou5 thiev~:,
(West, 1974; 1978; 1979b; 1979/80; 1980; 1983; 1986), ,:tltholl c::fh
the above -d i scussed schoo~ factors seemed ta opera te, s orne a th.,. ::.:
also had direct impact. Specifically, getting caught and
sentenced 2 or more times inevitably resulted in a "long
stretch"--a sentence of a year or more.
If the young thief haJ ~
wife, or common-law spouse, PLUS had a job or job prospects he
consldered worthwhlle--he quit thlevlng.
(He dldn't nRc~ssartlj
cease aIl criminal activitles--a few drugs on the side might be
fun, and fencing could bring in a few extra doll·lr:3. But Lf:
stopped doing "break and cnters".) So maybe love can still
conquer aIl? Unfortunately, these aren't always factors easily
orchestrated by social developers!

/

1. This i:~.:J dr;):~:ticall~' ,,,,-un,u,:Jriz::d cOlr:r~l,:.t~or, c,r [ïl.'ltCtL,l~ ;,;,,:i\
rn 0 r c e x t e n!:.~ ive l y l1i.3 C U ~-; :~ c: d i n \.; f: :-; t. , 1 9 S 7 :1 i l 9 8 7 !".., i 1 9 8 7 (; i ::. ') 8 G(' ,

5. As'with:3o lOan~' othe::: LJtin l\rr,,:::ric,:ùî republic::~:, the :.:,,::volt
fron1 Sp:1ni<: (101'o:n:1\::10n allovled c<:ly a ;:::':ort pe'Liod of indigeri"ls
capit"li:3t dr~v,~l'"jprn('nt il. traditiot!,':\] irllport-e:·:pcrt rn.ir~:r~,:::,
fol1o\··.rc(:~ bj' {~(,V(·; (,1[!~;H~i-!!
-~f c.:~)ff~~~f':·:k,ort.·-ttion, :-,', l "r ,-tr " l " '! 7
9 {) l (1 .J. n <"1 1: . . l
; : ~ - :-~. '; . . : .. ! ; {r,.;! i ,'. ."
,-' 1.: (
] (~ 7 lj / 7 ,) ) •
J .1.: i
l i k e m0 C,: L il~; li '_' L :, ;. ; ;' '.: '..: __ 1·; (: 0 1] : J t ~ >." i : , ;:.: 1 :.< ".j 1:- l n" :~
agroexport :!conor;'I~' (Ylh.,;·l:)c~:, 1<)71/79) v/hi.ch h.,:. ri::julL,~<.J in
incre<:lsing debl and dev'ndency r<:lther than development (Barry,
Wood, Preusch, 1983).
Internally, increil~ing landle~sness,
(MIDINRl>., 1984), urbun l[l.Jrginaliz<.llion (Rafael Tefel, 19727), <JI!d
im~overl:3liment of the m.jjority (Pcarce, 1982) made the vast
ma j or i ty of the' popula t i on more r!';s t less and ungovernable wi th
the failure of the Alliance for Progress, the central l\merica=.
Common Market, and the disastrous 1972 e~rthqu~ke.
Furthermor~i
the systematic exploitatlvenes3 o~ the developmc~~ model becamp
grossly incarnate in the rapacious family capitalism of the
Somoza's in their rise from small fanners to billionaires (Blac::,
1981:34; Booth, 1981).'
loi

1

-,

With more than hdlf lbe land unit:~ compo:~ing lc~:", lhéUl 1% of ~!:
total area, ."Jnd 11"!3S than 1"" of the units mar.in'; !.lI? 300:'0 of the
land 'area (Wheelock, 1974/79: 203), Nicaz:agua expcricnced the
.exponential ~o~ulation growth rates typical of Latin America
( 0 ver 3 % ) reg u l tin gin h,) 1 f the pop u lat ion b e i n 9 ',-'fi der <:. tj(: 1 5 ,
swollen cHics, one of thl! ',.;orlè'.; lowe::;t pr~r ca~;ital i;;c:jme
levels ($60G US, 1')79), a ?O-45% ,1i1cmployment r,:.;1":(:, a LJClil..lc.t',·
more than h.=!lE illiter,1tl"! and a hi<jh infant mortality rrl·:r; (t:,[
1 3 0/1 0 0 0 ), ma ln u tri t ion u r. 5 0 ~o 0 f the und e r - E ive:3, ha l f t fi E: h (Jin' s
lacked toilets; 20 9,; lacked water, and there was a low lif2
·expectancy (56 yeùrs) (Pearce, 1982)
6. A revised sUlllln.Jry of r,';,Jtcrial from WeJt, 1987.,; 1985.
7. A full discus~ion of the methodologic~l problems will appear
in a forthcoming book (West, 1987d.)
8. This section especially is drawn from West, 1987a.
9. This section draws on material in West, 1987c.
10. This section is a 5ummarization of West, 1986b.
11. These losses are enormous:
in just tl--.ree ycars, there
hav'
been more than proportionately t',.;ice the deaths the AHleric"ns
suffered in fiEte~n years in Vietnam;' while the we:::ïtern m~."dia i
full of Northern Irish violence, it has resulted, in onl:z' c:
quarter of the ~bsolute deaths in fiftee~ years.
For the warl:,
in 1979 and 1980, the CIA reports only 587 and 642 deaths due tinternational terrorism (Washington Post, 16 J~ne, 1981:10).
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Introduction

Social developmcnt is often justificd on the grounds that It
will prevent crime and delinquency.
l want to questIon what i3
meant by social development, and what is meant by crime and
delinquency. I wIll do this by quickly rcviewing sorne northern,
first world, in part Canadian research, in regard to schooling
and delinquency, indicating sources and hopefully raising
more questions than 1 answer.
But in an era of mass media communic;:\tions and the international
transference of cultures and technologies, I belie.ve it i5
absolutely essential that we elaborate and use a comparative
perspective on soci~l dcvelopment and crime: immigration and
cultural transference brings new populations and behaviours to
our shores; international terrorism specifically transcends
national bOlln cl.jri(::3; vie Inc:reasln')ly deflne our n.jtlonal
polltical prioritles ln 5uch global terms; and our socletj's
development is increasingly tied to the developn~nt of oth~r
countries.
Hence, l will first argue that if social developHlE'nt dep~nd::; Upnl1
cconomic devc lopment, .J.nd cconornic dcvelopment me.WB more
technical education with the "return to standards", develapment
might mean more delinquency and crime in Canada, !lat le::;::;.
Secondly, if social development is seen as only being possible
after economic development, and ~s depending upan a "restructure~
economy" (which really means the restoration of f.}vorablc index
figures of economic measurcs such as profit rates), following
past patterns such northern development will be ~~de throuuh
increasing the social misery and the UNDERDEVELOPMENT of the
majority of the world's peoples.
On that b.J.sis, 1 will elaborùte m.:! brief review ot what l regarCl
as our rclatively ~enign northern 3itu.J.tion regardi~g education~l
development and cr ime prevention by discussing in mUi...'h more
detail education, justice, and crime one tiny, dcsperately poor,
and heroically dcvcloping country in our hemisphere--Nicarùgua.
After aIl, Managua is gcographically closer ta Toronto than
Vancouver is!

1

But more scl:;.:',}}', l bf] j(:v.:; niC.JLI'jU,] hùf.: sOlne i:q:O')Y,JfiHflC.'::: tro!i1
which we could learn mur:h.
\'lhat 'tlj~ miqht mean by :30cial
devc:lopfficnt ,,1nf] eOI,r,lt:iJln i:~ impUc:it.1y but seriotlsly challenCjcd
b}' our ::louthcrn w::icjhbours in Nic,,,.t:agu':l.
l\nd uur a3:311mptions
about the nature of th~ ~o~t scriou~ crimes, crlmin~ls ~nd
criminal beh,tvlQiJr ::ne evcn more fund::l!Tlcntally te::>ted. And so arr>
our assumptions about what kind of social development ffiight
pre vent cr inv:: .
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The ID/JO Link : causation or c orrelation.

